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MSUfI'im Holbrook photo
'a ck Ellis, who was Director of Libraries at MSU
rhen the Jesse Stuart Room was established, poses
ith the plow representative of Jesse's first major
ook Man With A Bull-Tongue Plow.

ENTUCKY is my ,and
It is a place beneath· the wind and sun
.the very heart of America.
It is bounded on the east. north and west by rivers
~rl: on the south· b_y mountains.
Only one boundary line is not a natural one,
It is a portion of southern boundary
That runs westward from the mountains
Across the delta_lowlands to the Mississippi.
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W.i,t l\in these natural boundaries is Kentucky,
~haped like the mouldboard on a hillsi~e turning~ plo~. __. ___ .
... __
_ --. _ --,Kentucky is neither southern, northern, eastern .oi '<
western,
·
· ·
It is the core of America.
t ·
If these United States can be called a body,
· ' :'
Kentucky can .be I called its<heart.
.
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I DIDN'T have··~~i ~hoic;~s to ~here I ~~~~bo~ l'I~{
But if I had had. i:ny ehoice,
.
.
I would have j:hosen Kentucky.
And if I ·could, have chosen wind to breathe,
IVIO~ld ~!iave ~hose~ a. Ke!J~ky wi~d :· ·,
With acent of ' ~edar, pine-tree needles, ... I•~ - • ; . ,
Green . tobacco I leaves, ptwpa~. .persi~mon . and ··=:
'- ussafras. · : ~ .
·,
·•-•:,' · ·
··
~1 ':: i
~(, wo~ ld tia".;e ~hosen too, .' . ..
· • :' 1 .' • -~
Wind )~o~( the ' sawbriar ~nd . gr~nbriar b i ~ ~ ..;~:;
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F om The CollectiG>n ot
Dr. Jack D, Ellis
552 W. Swn St.
Morehead, KY 40851
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JESSE ·sTEWART SWORN IN NAV

Jesse Stuart with His Young Dau~r1ter,
. Jessica .fonr.
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552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
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Here's a photo of authors who gathered at the JSF for a booksignmg ffve and a
halfyearsago: HIJ "1ltJI.
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left to right, bottom row: James Caudill, Alma Roberts, Anne Caudill, Edwina
Pendarvis, Danny Fulks, Ken Slone
left to right, middle row: Jack Ellis, Christina St. Clair~local autl~or, ElderJohn
Sparks
left to right, top row: Clyde Pack, Phil St. Clair, Bill Grier
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"I am firm in my
belief that a
teacher lives
on and on
through his
students .
.Good teaching
is for ever and
the teacher is
immortal."

Jesse Stuart

·1·hc PLlCL' t< > I·ind
Kcntuck~ & \ppalachian
Bc )( >k~

Contact Us

Jesse Stuart Foundation
Preserving the legacy ofJesse Stuart and the Appalachian way oflife.

JesseStuart (1906-1984) was one of America's
best-known and best-loved writers. In 1976, late
in his writing career, the editors of Country
Gentleman magazine boldly proclaimed Stuart

Location: 1645 Winchester Avenue
Hours: 9:00 a.m . - 5:00 p.m .
Membership: available to public
Parking: street and off street available to customers
Accessibility: handicapped accessible

''America's Most Famous Chronicler of Rural
Life. " At that time, nearing the end of a fivedecade writing career, Stuart had published nearly
60 books, including biography, autobiography,
essays, and juvenile works as well as poetry and
fiction. These books have immortalized the
Kentucky hill country that inspired his writing.
Thousands of his short stories, articles, and
poems appeared in America's most widely read
magazines, journals, and periodicals. His frequent
literary appearances from the 1930s through the
1970s made him an American icon and a famous
writer throughout America. Stuart also taught and
lectured extensively. His teaching experience
ranged from the one-room schoolhouse of his
youth in Eastern Kentucky to the American
University in Cairo, Egypt. "First, last, always,"
said Jesse Stuart, "I am a teacher... Good teaching

For more informatio n, contact:

is forever, and the teacher is immortal. "

Jesse Stuart Foundation
P.O. Box 669, Ashland, KY 41 105
Tel: 606.326. 1667 Fax: 606. 325 .25 19
Email: JSF@JFSBO O KS.CO M

JSF
Status: 50l (c)(3)

he

Jesse Stuart Foundation OSF) is devoted co

preserving the human and literary legacy of Jesse
Stuart and ocher Kentucky and Appalachian writers.
The Foundation controls the rights to Stuart's published and unpublished literary works. The JSF has
reprinted many of Stuart's out-of-print books along
with ocher books chat focus on Kentucky and
Appalachia, and it has evolved into a significant

The Foundation has published hundreds of books by Stuart
and other Kentucky and Appalachian authors.

regional press and bookseller.
Our primary purpose is to produce books
which supplement the educational system at all

Gallery features traveling
exhibits, as well as permanent
works.

levels. We have thousands of books in stock and
we wane to make chem accessible co teachers and
librarians, as well as general readers. We also promote Stuart's legacy through videotapes, dramas,
readings, presentations for school and civic groups,
and an annual Jesse Stuart Weekend at Greenbo

Our used book store provides many choices for bargain
hunters.

Lake State Resort Park.
We are proud that Jesse Stuart's books are a
guideline to the solid values of America's past.
Today, we are so caught up in teaching children to
read that the process has obscured its higher purpose. Children require more than literacy. They
need to learn, from reading, the unalterable princi-

Jesse Stuart's books are a
guideline to the solid values
ofAmerica's past.

Collectors can purchase
First Editions and
other signed books
and collectible items.

ples of right and wrong.
That is why Stuart's books are so important.
They allow educators and parents to make reading
fun for children, while teaching solid values at the
same time. In a world that is rapidly losing perspective, the JSF is working to educate tomorrow's
adults for responsible citizenship.

The place to find Kentucky and Appalachian books.

@ Attachment : Don_Jack.jpg (0.04 MB)
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I also took a picture of the book
the a es in the
conference room. I can send it if you want that too. It's a good
picture of you and Don. We wm use it in the Newsletter soon.
~i 'S ( S-rY i k... Ct,lt,,t;.cf'-fp,,
Thanks again.
Brett
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Appalachian
authors' award
competition
MSU , in a publishing partnership with The
Jesse Stuart Foundation, Inc., has announced
its First Book Award.
The award will be given to the author from
the southern Appalachian region whose
fictional short story, novel or novella is deemed
to be the best in a competition. The competition
is open to all authors from the region who have
not previously published a book of fiction.
Online publication or a publication with a run of
fewer than 300 copies does not apply to this
requirement.
The winning manuscript will be published
by the Foundation, under its standard contract.
To enter the competition, authors must
submit a typewritten double-spaced fiction
manuscript of 75,000-100,000 words (150-300
pages). A clean photocopy is recommended,
and participants may submit only one manuscript. Authors are warned against sending in
their only copy, as manuscripts will not be
returned , and neither the University nor the
Foundation assumes responsibility for
damaged or lost materials.
Each manuscript should include two title
pages, with the author's name, address and
daytime phone number appearing on the first
one. The author's name should appear at no
other place within the work. The second title
page should contain only the manuscript title.
While a manuscript may be under consideration elsewhere, Morehead State and the
Stuart Foundation must be notified if it is
accepted for publication.
All submissions must be accompanied by a
$20 non-refundable entry fee, with checks
made payable to the MSU Foundation, Inc.
Entries must be postmarked before Dec. 1, and
should be mailed to: The Morehead New
Writers Award, 150 University Blvd., Box 630,
Morehead State University, Morehead, KY
40351 .
A panel of judges appointed by MSU and
the Stuart Foundation will choose the winning
manuscript. Current employees of MSU or
Jesse Stuart Foundation, Inc., are ineligible to
enter.
Entrants may include an e-mail address or
a self-addressed, stamped envelope if he or
she wishes to be notified of contest results.
No phone inquiries, please. The winner will be
announced in May, and all authors entered in
the competition will receive a copy of the
published winning entry.
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LL OF the great stars of. both stage and screen were once
mere amateurs. The world's greatest inventor started
his career with very little equipment for experimentation. Those great in the field of literature began by writing
simple lines and stanzas. A great financier opened up a bm~incss with a capital of one dollar and accumulated millions. In
a ny field o.f hum:m endeavor. it is the novice that later accornr lishes the superior inteHectual achievement.

A . genius is one possessed of unusual native mental powers,
or -a genius is one who has the ability for taking great pains.
Student genius in the field of literature strolls on o•ur canll)U S
daily. In the pages of the QUILL AND QUAIR, the student
fi nds the r,pportunity for seeing his literary productions in
p r inted form. If in this way our literary genius be stimulated
into a ction, this publica tion will have served its purpose w ell.

Harvey A. Babb,
President, l\forehead State Teachers College.
Thl'ee

HUBERT WEBB

Before the end when little fame is dead
And body wine is poured upon the grass,
And when the mortal heart with songs is bled,
And strength is gone, it will be time to pass.
Who will remember one's deeds foul and fair?
The names of those one kissed and more than kissed,
Shape of their hands, their lips, color of hair?
Who will remember these and what they missed?
The wooing worms may seek an interview
And not the women of the neighborhood
Whose tongues have clattered as the sheep bells do
Where fleecy folds traipse under upland wood .
I'm sure no weeds with tattle tongues will grow,
Nor brassy serpent has the tongue to tell
And glossy stones be silent as the snow,
This side of heaven and this side of hell.

/ esse Siuarl

species may be illustrated by such a one originated by Swift.
While dining one day, he noticed a large napkm with much
fringe around it between two of his companions. This sight
occasioned him to remark, "I notice there is a great deal of
fringeship between you."
This pun is purely the transfigured phonetic type because
it possesses these essential elements: the word containing the
pun is near enough phonetically to the word for which it is
substituted, and it is used at the precise moment when the
substitution and relationship can be realized to the fulleR t
extent.
Though he himself is not adverse to employing the pun,
the average humorist despises the punster because of jealqus? and envy. The punster, unlike the cut-and-dried humorist, has a quickness of wit, a hair-trigger mind, a tremendou c.;
vocabulary, a faculty for auditory observation, a sharp eye,
and, above aJl else, courage to face a hostile world. The
humorist craves but cannot taste the thrill of supreme triumph
that follows the perfect mental and sensory co-ordination that
makes for a pun.
Even those with the low-caliber intelligence of the aforementioned average humorist can readily percieve the divine
attributes of the pun. The hapless individual who designs to
consign the pun and the punster to the punitentiary is merely
one of those gross destructionist emplo,yees <'f Sabin who also
does conscientious objecting, knocking, and Communjsm on
the side.
So ho• for the Punster! May he increase and multiply.
May he continue to brighten up our dull stay in this Vale ·of
Tears by his merry quips and enioyable drolleries, and may
his antagonistR he withered even by their own vitrialic blasts.

There is Ironton in her sadness,
There is Ashland in her talk,
There is Russell in her gladness,
But there is Greenup in her walk.

"D;stinction"
JAMES STUART

cf,)

In the slate-gray: sky the chimney sweeps. are flying,
While sheets of wind go mummying through the pines;
The frosted red oak leavea are slowly dying
And blades are falling from the cre·e per vines. ·
.S omehow, I feel the mood of. autumn in me,
Flowing into my veins as flows my blood;
-~ stand beneath gray skies an autumn tree,
In music of the wind's sad pouring flood.

"A uiumn Mood"
JAMES STUART
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ROBERT ALF ll1-'. I

- A redbird at her morning bath;

Hollyhocks round a humble: home;
Liquid gold in the honey-comb;
A love song and its aftermath.
Iron weeds purpling in the sun;
A pineknob limned against the sky;
The · lonely night-bird's mournful cry;
Homing kine when the day is done.
I

Swallows awhirl in the growing dusk;
An oriole building her swinging nest;
The sheen on the grackle's purple breast;
The breath of the lily, faint odor of musk.
Morehead students, maiden and youth,
Dreaming of life that is to be.Honor and fame and victory,
With faith in the final triumph of truth.

"Things Beautiful"
COTTON NOE
Morehead State Teacher::; Colleg-c,
July Hl:15.
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Morehead, thou conqueror,
Beloved of Kentucky,
Builder of nation,
Inventor of power.
Hast thou numbered
The !llany weak creatures
Who have come to thee hopeless
But left thee inspired?
Though faced with depression
Thy ~trong foundation
Nothing can shake.
Thou still standest firm.
Thou staµdeth a lighthouse,
Forever thou beckonest
Those seeking know ledge
To thy haven of light.

· ore head"
"M
VIRGINIA DAWSON

Ti

Yo~ ast me what .I.'remember most of college d·a ys?
I answer you-A 's oft bl;u~- h~ze .ac;os~-th~-hfrl/ ;~·.·.
At- sunset; the glow of yellow lights through · ,
Autumn rain; the fall of golden leaves upo:~ ta
Mountain top; the murmur of the trees 'who ·watched
Us pass beneath them for awhile-then · go away;
The glistening snow on campus walks; soft voic'es
Singing carols at Christmas time;
Tall friendly buildings that have sheltered me;
A knowledge that be·came a part of me;

The understanding of happiness, the courage to bear pain.
Even now, I see the face of each dear comrade,
Feel the clasp of brave young hands
Hear words spoken in deep belief of
.

: ··i'

;

Ambition, Faith, and Dreams-

·

And in those years there ~~:ew a s~rength within mP.
.
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Whispering ever to- my heart, "You cannot fail".
1-

....

,These
memories I hold dear
of college days.
:
.
. . ...
.
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KATHRYN FRIEND ROBINSON
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TRAlNIN:G · .SCHOOL
Once I saw a little duck;
It had no neck or tail. ·
It always said, "Quack! Quack!"
When it went out to sail,
And this is the end of the little duck
That had no neck or tail.

''What Once I Saw"
GEORGE BL~K. II GRADE.
I had a little kite,
It flew up in the air.
The wind stopped blowing
Down it fell into my hair.

''My

Kite"

ZANE YOUNG, II GRADE
The gay petunias look
Like ladies in a picture book,
Little· ladies in ·green dresses
And colored hats.

"A P elunia Bed"
RUTH FAIR, III GRADE.

Oh. Dinosaur,
You are so large
That the earth shakes when you walk.
You could' devour me
At once:..::.. .
u oniY Jou wet~ . living.

"D·mosaur.,,
ALICE PATRICK, Ill GRADE.

(l}-)

TRAIN.ING _SCHOOL
POETS
~,.
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These things are beautiful to me :
The barking of a dog ·
And the babQlii:ig ,b,rook,
An outbranched tre·e with a little bird a-singin1r,
And the whistling of the wind.
The pitter-patter of the rain, ·
And a cow a-mooing in the lane.
These are the things I like.

"Things I Like"
BOBBIE HOGGE, V GRADE.
Oh, things that are beautiful are quite a few!
Birds and flowers and animals, too! , .- ·
Big owls and little owls always saying "Who?" ,
Big· fish and little fish and water fowls too!

"Things That A re Beautiful"
HO\VARD HORTON, V GRADE
Klip, klop, down the stair
:Comes Edith golden hair
Klop, klip, klop,
Her wooden shoes make noise a -lot.
Drop, drip, drop,
Her clothes and face and hands are wet,
She needs a towel
For poor Edith has just fallen
Into the wet canal.

"Edith"
MARY CALDWELL HAGGAN, VI GR.ADE

I

Si):U

Wherefore lament, 0 stately towering pine,
In youthful robe of never aging green?
Do you foreknow an emptiness of vine;
And bushes bare, a white and frozen scene
Of icy brooks that once made merry fall;
And wintry suns that .w arm not though they gleam
On pebbly beds near which no bird shall call
In answer to your plaintive murmuring?
Why not discover what the nested know?
Nature's true theme is strife, not joy nor pain.
-'\nd facing forward with a braver show
That counts already for a goodly gain,
Behold her risen from misfortune's blow.
If but a learner, you would find it so.

HSonnet"
KATHERINE DUVALL CARR
1
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MAN 'WJTH BULL-TONGUE PLOW:

BY JESSE

STUART. DUTTON, 1934. $3.00
Jesse Stuart, hailed as a new poet of the South and probably
the first voice to be heard from the hills of eastern Kentucky,
has gathered his sonnets-some seven hundred and threeinto a book called "Man With A Bull-Tongued Plow."
Considered technically, these are not strictly sonnets for the
lines vary from thirteen to sixte.e n and the rhymes are often
careless and repetitious, but the book has beauty and a certain
power.
Bc-rn of Kentucky mountain folk, J e'Ss2 Stuart possesses ~
natural feeling for poetry and an ability to write of the simple
and elemental things closest to his heart. He says,
"I am a farmer singing at the plow
And as I take my time to plow along
A steep Kentucky hill, I sing my songA one-horse farmer singing at the plow!"

He sings because he must and he is at hiFI best when singing
of nature and his beloved hills. Of Spring'Fi comin g he :1;r::~:u- - -, S p!·ing : n Kentucky hills will soon awaken; .
The sap will run every vein of tree.
Green will come to the land bleak and forsaken;
·warm silver winds will catch the honey-bee."

One of the finest of his sonnet s. one which pr.rhaps g ives
insight into this character, is his tribute to his mother.
"I s}1aL not speak soft words for her-my mother.
I sa::,r the strength of oak is in my mother
Color of autumn leaves is in her skin
The sad ne::,s of the hiils is in my mother
And in h er is the courage of _the wind
An d in her is the rain's cool symJr~hy."

And finall y this, I thi,ol,, expiesses the man himself-"This flesh is eterna1 Kentuckian
Walking among her hi ls breathing her air;
Plowing her soil, fee1ing her wind and sun
l h"1t stream as gold and silver in the fair
Blue da ys of Spring and summer corn-field haz 0.
Surely, I am etern'¼l Kentuckian-"

Alice Palmer li1mris
L ro
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AUTHORS

'

PATTERNS OF WOLFPEN
BY HARLAN HATCHER. BOBBS-MERRILL, 1934. $2.50
Eastern Kentucky .mountains have furnished t¥e settilig of
many books, usually dealing with feuds, moonshiners, or hillbillies. "Patterns of W olfpen" differs -from the ordinary book of
the --ie'it\on by picturiWg the simple but substantial culture of
ihe Pat~ern family on their six-thousand acres of hills and valleys in Pike County. We . see .the b.eaµty,. of the reg-ion through.
the eyes of lovely, sen~itive Cynth'i a _Pattern, \Vho is about
seventeen when the story opens. Thr~ugh her musings ·we are
taken not only into the wholesome, stimulating home life of
the Patterns, but also into the past, : and are made to• see the
pattern of the family life through fo4,r generations.
Follow the drawings at the heads of the chapters for symbol.ism of the growth of Spnrrel's fanihy, the devasting results
of industrialism (the thistle .and the storm cloud), and the
final recovery of the youngest members of the family.
It hasrlong_be~n my opinion that Eastern Kentucky ·will be
int~tpre_ted best ih' her owri people. Dr. Hatcher's book is
proof of the theory. He knows, from the inside, the people and
the conditions in his story. The Patterns ,p,ere his mother's peo1
ple, th; L~slies; Cynthia is his mother, a~_d Reuben Warren his
father. Details of the story, while :riot actual facts, are fundamenta11y true, and the characters are not overd:rav.rn.
1
Dr. ltatcher wa8 gradu#ed from Morehead Normal School
in 1919, receiv'e d his deg:r~ at Ohio State, and is now a professor of /English poetry :in that University. Since boyhood· he
has had remarkable creati\le1 ability. Doubtless he will produce
other readable novels, but tnere can be only one "Patterns o.f
· Wolf pen". Everyone-Kentuckian or not-should read it for
the int~wretation of a hitherto tmrevealed section of Kentucky
life. ' ' '...
' r• .

Inez
Faith;
. r'

Humt:>hf'ey
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VALLEY OF PARNASSUS:

BY COTTON NOE.
M.ORGAN COMPANY, LOUISVILLE. 1985. $2.00

In "The Valley Of Parnassus," Dr. •Cotton Noe has gathered
his best poems, which include eleven sonnets, thirteen
lyrics, and forty-two character sketches. These poems are
the reminiscences c,f an outstanding schoo•l teacher and represent the fullest ••,c prt•KRion of his mature experiences. We
nre proud of the fact that Dr. Noe was a visiting professor here
when his book was ;mhlished.

Martha Van Hoose

HE

♦

SElVT FORTH A RAVEN: BY ELIZABETH M.
ROBERTS. VIKING, 1984. $2.50
In Mrs. Robert's Kentucky story, "He· Sent Forth A Raven,"
we find a character-Stoner Drake-as rugged as the hills
themselves. As Noah sent forth the raven from the ark, so
does Stoner Drake send forth a raven, Jocelle·. Mrs. Roberts,
in her sweeping- style, tells of this raven which brings tidings
of the outsid·e world back to Stoner Drake, who refuses to set
foot on the land again. The author renews the passions and the
gre·ed of the war, sinks to the sordidness of nature, then quickly
rises to great heights. ·
Mary Arnell P alrick
♦

A CAPELLA PRIMER:

BYLEWISHENRYHORTON.
WILLIS MUSIC ., co., 1986. $0.76.
"A Cappella Primer" was written to aid in teaching choral
singing in rural high schools. It begins simply enough . with
two-part songs ending in a four-voiced chord. Th~ fourth number in the book is of interest as it presents a ne"w method of
teaching four-part singing. Four distinct and well-known
melodies are made into a round havin'!' four leading voices.
This device prevents that cQmmon fault, one leading voice
with other voices secondery t9 it.
Subsequent numbers emp.J9y solos by the different -sections of the chorus, -wit:l( · fll'~ o t h e r groups · following
a sostenuto or a counterppiu.t ·a ccompaniment. The tenor clef
is utilized -and thP-r•• 1::1 re ·.vptiol}al piano scores on the majority
of the songs. A number~pf Mr. Horton's own compositions appear in this book, and all the songs have be·en arranged by him.

·
n: 1iR I r

Ralph Schwartz

·

EDITORIALLY SPEAKING:
"I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills, from whence cometh my help."

We lift our eyes to our hills. Our inspirations pulsate
from their rugged heart. From the valleys where young men are
plowing, hunting and fishing, drinking corn licker, squaredancing, fighting, dreaming, loving-where young men are
plowing with bull-tongued plows,-from these valleys come
our writers-Anglo-Saxons, Scotch-Irish, Americans - Kentuckians.
Of what value are their thoughts? What added quality
comes with more cosmopolitan contributions to our native culture? In· Morehead the rustic meets the polished, the primitive
borders on the ultra-modern, the folk-customs enrich our hurried existence. Here we strive to produce robust gentlemen of
· quality-rich in vitality, genuinely human.
Be·c ause we are healthy and young, we have a hearty appetite for life. What chance have we? The weight of the hills
is heavy upon us. Yet · we lift up our eyes unto our hills.
With a great faith, we plow new furrows.

This magazine is written for our school, our alumni, our
community, our country, and ourselves. For the magazine, not
restricted in contents as is the annual, is the spiritual organ of
the college. Through it the creative power of the institution
will flow.
Although sponsored by English majors, the · QUILL AND
QUAIR is more than a Jaboratory project in English, just as the
'fRAIL BLAZER is a unit apart from journalism classes. Herein student opinion may achieve lasting values, and student
creation, just born, attain to artistic maturity.
An even broader purpose it serves-keeping alive names
2-nd words of Kentucky men-of-letters. Articles by and about
our authors set present-day gems into the· fine-wrought past.
Above all, creative thoughts of today's students are mirro,r ed
into the future. An appreciation o.f literature and individual
talent becomes robust in carrying on Morehead ·traditions, ob ..
foctives, and college life.

+

The club and staff of the QUILL AND QUAIR announce
the spring issue as the drama issue. Outstanding authors will
make contributions. Students and alumni are invited to contribute dramatic sketches, character sketches, essays, art, short
stor,l es, and poetry.
Fi e

Smatt·

1'alk
The "Lost and Found" box at
Reynolds High School which has
-played host to a wide variety of
lost articles in years past had
something new in the way of '
contents last week when four '
· kittens turned up there. Having 1
no nursemaid facilities, the "Lost -:1
and Found" · department turned
them over to the biology depart- ·
. inent, but when they insisted
on crying in spite of being wellfed with a medicine dropper
they became homeless again and
were finally put to death quietly
when it was decided · that no
kittens are bettE:r than starving
kittens. ·
Winston-Salem policeman assigrted to work . traffic at the
Armory .where the war 'prisoners ·
are stationed is Paul Blackburn
who this week returned. to his
job with the department after
more than two yea1;s of "outstanding and ineritorius serv- ·
ice'; with the · U. S. Marines.
Lieutenant (j,g,) Jesse Stuart,
\ who visit'ed here last weel~ with
).. ~orrur:~ander Robert . A. ~m~ton
I

-

' on behalf of the Unit~d War
Chest, writes that he had a won' derful time here and wanted to
express his appreciation for all
the things Winston-Saiem did to
m ake his stay pleasant .
. Lieutenant (j.g.) Stuart came
here and spent nearly 24 hours
· without bothering to mention
that he was the Jesse -.Stuart
who wrote "Taps for Private
Tussie," best-seller and Book of
the Month Club volume .. }le aiso
neglected to m ention that his
first novel "Tr ees ·of · Heaven"
· just n arrowly miss'e d being chosen as the book of the month
and that · one of his volumes of
p o e t r y, "Man Wit!'). a Bull
Tongue Plow" won a Guggenheim fellowship, and ·was later
selected by Life Magazine as
one of the 100 best books published in American b e t we en
1934 and 1944. All of which adds
up to quite a record for a young
man who sees -no r eason to m enJ_,. _J.
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GETTING TIPS on the Navy from Seaman Second Class
Mary Payne, 2330 Crittenden Drive, first Wave s~orn in
here in 1944, is Apprentice Seaman Jesse Stuart, Riverton,
Ky., author and poet ,.who was sworn into the Navy here
yesterday.
/ 4'LJ'f

Versatile · Jesse Stuart

Begins .Career As Sailor
Kentucky Writer, Educator and Farmer
Sworn In · A~ Apprentice Seaman In Nayy
Kentucky's J~sse Stuart-poet, author, school teacher,
editor and farmer-took on his.biggest job yet when he .was
sworn into the Navy as an apprentice seaman here· yesterday.
"I don't know what they are gofog . to d~ with me,"
Stuart said, "but whatever
they.......do,-I'll .do my best."
.
"Ap_d I · don't ligure I'll have
much time to da -any writing,"
he a dded seriously. "I'm going
to give it ali to the Navy."
But the R iverton, Ky., writer,
whose current bestseller, "Taps
for. Private Tussie," has sold over
half a ·million copies, ·still was
thinking about new · stories yesterday at the WINN studios
where he had just appeared as a
guest on the "Navy Interviews"
program with Seaman Second
Class M~ry Payne, ~3_30 Grittendeii' Dfr.re:: ;fif<st ' Wa'Ve ·sworn in
here in 194'4: . .• '
·· •
-- --Y-

book, ''Mongrei 1'.'Iettle," is on
the bookstands now.
S tuart ' i~ looking forward to
the publication of his "Album of
Destiny" this ·fall or next ·spring,
a v olume of poetry he has been <
working on since the early < ,
1930's.
t
The book traces the life cycle ,
of sixty-four characters, many i
of them types Stuart has known a
in .his own Kentucky hills.
. . "I've w9rked over the poe~s r
·and rev ised them · for, a long E
time/' he said, "and I think it's f
my_ :rn-9•.s.t,..nwJiu:~ ,.w9r~_,,;.l,,.Jl.e,,<l,...,., . . t
Jtar,r tiir~ gettjl:g 'it..dhhe ··o"efqre .y.
I left and' gettmg the -com m, 1
too."
·
t

Has New Story ln Mind.
In School Work 12 Years. M
" I'd like to write a story about
the men I was sworn in with this
Besides wntmg, Stuart ·has
morning-if I had time," he said. been in educational work for
"I ca n feel with them. Most of over t welve years, first as
the men up my way go into the • t eacher, then as principal and
Navy."
later as C ounty superintendent
Stuart's entry into the Navy of schools. He has also 'written a
cuts short for the duration not number of articles on educaone but at least three separate tional problems for professional
careers. He labels his writing a journals.
"sideline."
·
A long-distance track man
Just recently this sideline won while at L incoln Memorial Colhim the Thomas Jefferson Award lege, Harogate, Tenn., the 36for his "Taps .for Private Tus- year-old poet · used to train-and
sie." In December, 1943; the out run-his high school track
novel was chosen as the "book teams until his physician warned
of the month," and will soon be him against such strenuous exproduced by M.-G.-M. Another ercise.

Dr. James Gifford, left, CEO and senior editor.of the
Jesse Stuart Foundation, will be the keynote speak\uthor Jack Ellis at Jesse Stuart's desk inside the er at Rowan County's 150th birthday celebration
~oom named in Stuart's honor at the MSU library.
May 13 at 2 p.m. at the Morehead Convention Center.
Jack Ellis, right, <;m e of the J~F authors.

------~
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/ Local historian Ellis to attend Ashland book signing
A dozen writers will meet
readers and autograph their
books during the Saturday,
July 26 Books and Authors
from 11 a. m. -3 p.m. at the
Jesse Stuart Foundation in
downtown Ashland.
All of the authors have ties
to t he Appalachian region
either through their lives or
the t opics about which they
have written.
Scheduled to take part are:
• Clyde R. Pack, author of
"Muddy Branch: Memories of
a n E astern Kentucky Coal
Camp."
• Danny Fulks, author of
"Tragedy on Greasy Ridge:
True Stories from Appalachian
Ohio."
·
• Dotty Holbrook, author of
"Somewhere Along the Way."
• Jack Ellis, author of
"Morehead Memories: True
Stories
from
Eastern
Kentucky."
• J ohn Sparks, who, with
Loyal Jones, wrote "The Roots
of Appalachian Christianity:
The Life and Legacy of Elder
Shubal Stearns."
• Ken Slone, who wrote "At
Home in the Mountains."
• Edwina Pendarvis, one of
the e ditors of and a
contributor to "Appalachian
Love Stories."
• Bill Grier, author of "The
Five Lives of the Kentucky
River."
• Alma Roberts, author of
"House Calls: Memoirs of a
Life With a Kentucky Doctor."
• Anne Caudill, who
worked with her husband, the
la t e Harry F. Caudill, on
"Night Comes to the
Cumberlands."
• Christina St. Chlir, a
cont ributor to "Appalachian
Love Stories."
• Philip St. Clair, who has .
written several collections of
poetry.
The session will take place
at the offices of the Jesse
Stuart Foundation at the
corn er of 17th Street and
Winchester
Av enue
in
downtown Ashland.
People who cannot attend
Books and Authors but who
want to have a book signed
should call the foundation at
(606) 326-1667.
Schedule for July 2~27 is:

Possible, presented by the
Backstage Players, at John
C.C. Mayo Amphitheater
inside Armco Park. For
information: (606) 329-1007 or
800-377-6249.
Saturday - 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Boyd County Farmers Market,
on the parking lot at Cedar
Knoll
Galleria.
For
information: (606) 739-5184.

Saturday - 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Books & Authors, regional
writers meet their readers and
sign their books during a book
signing at the Jesse Stuart
Foundation. For information:
(606) 326-1667.
Saturday - 1-4 p.m. Summer Sidewalk Showcase,
in and near the Ashland Area
Art Gallery For information:

(606) 329-1826.
Saturday - Noon-4 p.m. S t rolling musicians on the
streets of downtown Ashland:
Stephen Boone and J eff Carter
from noon to 2 p. m .; Eddie
Rt e and Boosh Hogg (cq) from
2-~ p.m.
·
Saturday - 7:30 p .m . Ke ntucky
Musi c
Trail
J a mbor ee star ri n g Julie

Reeves at the Paramount Arts
Center as part of the
Kentucky Music Trail Concert
Series . Also scheduled to
appear are the Carter County
Wizards of Dance, Lindsey
Caudill, Amy Chaney, Jesse
Rachelle, Jennifer Dawn,
Kelly Greco, Stephen Salyers,
the Salvation Heirs, Amber
Ellis, Jessica Lynn Baldridge,

'

Paul Pace, and the No Bottom
Boys. For informatiun: (606)
324-3175.
Saturday - 8 p.m. · Mission
Possible, present ed by the
Backstage Players, at John
C.C. Mayo Amph itheat er
inside Armco PaI-k. For
information: (606) 329-1007 or
800-377-6249.

Friday - 10 a.m.Ashland Farmers :M arket, on
the parking lot at Dawson
Park. For information: (606)
739-5184.
Friday - N oon-1 p.m. -,
Melodies & Masterpieces, an
outdoor concert on Judd Plaza
in
downtown
Ashland,
featuri ng Wiley Dew (Celtic
and folk), along with food
vendors, artists at work, and
children's activities. For
information: (606) 326-1308.
Friday - 5:30-7:30 p.m. Main Street Music Series, an
outdoor concert featuring
Endless Highway (country), on
Judd Plaza in downtown
Ashland. For information
(606) 325-7692.
Friday
7 p.m.
Coffeehouse, featuring an
evening of music with
performances by Wendy April
(country) and Southern
Thunder (country southern
rock) in the Marquee Room at
the Paramount Arts Center.
F'or information: (606) 3243175.
Friday - 8 p.m. - Mission

·
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.Rein in Congre~ oµ OOpyright extension
This edi,torial appeared in The butions. Unfortunately, it also
Washington Post.
· keeps material out of the public

·The

U.S. Court of Appeals for
the D.C. Circuit last month
declined to reconsider an
earlier ruling that Congress has
essentially unchecked authority to
'extend copyright protections.
· The Constitution gives Con-gress the power "to promote the
·Progress of Science and use~l ·
Arts, by securing for limited
,Times to Authors and Inventors
'the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries." Over the nation's life, the
phrase "limited times" has proved
almost infinitely elastic. Copyrights were initially granted for
-28-year periods, but Congress has
serially extended protection so
that it now extends 70 years be,yond the life of the author.
, ' This degree of protection under which works from 1923 are
still owned privately - does little
. to promote science or art, but it
does protect copyright holders
:who make big ~ilmpai~ contri-

more recently, the full court dedined to reconsider.
domain long after the public's inDissenting Judges David Senterest in its free exchange outtelle and David Tatel, however,
weighs any value served by proargued that there had to be some
tection. This problem was drabounds to Congress' ability to exmatically illustrated earlier this
tend protection. The judges all
year when a court blocked the
agreed that Congress could not
publication of a parody of Gone
create permanent copyright proWith the Wind, whose author
tections, but if Congress can eredied more than 50 years ago. The ate ·endless extensions, then there
decision was later reversed and
is no way to make sure that prothe parody was published, though tection is, in fact, of limited durathe estate's copyright on the orig- · · tion.
inal work was undisputed.
The case is difficult legally,
The case before the D.C. Cir, because the Constitution so clearcuit challenged the constitutional- ly and sweepingly gives Conity of the latest extension of copy- gress, not the courts, power over
right protection - an additional
copyrights. As a policy ·matter,
20-year gimme Congress doled
however, it isn't difficult at all.
out in 1998. The plaintiffs, a
Vast quantities of creative matergroup of companies and individu- ial shouldn't be perpetually
als who distribute public domain
owned privately, and Congress'
materials, argued that the latest
repeated extensions of protection
extension burdened free speech
to copyright holders have shredand offended the Constitution's
ded any meaningful limit. The
requirement that copyrights be
plai!}tiffs plan to ask the
valid only for limited periods. A
Supreme Court to examine the isthree-judge panel of the court ear- sue. It would be well worth the
lier this year disagreed.. And,
j~~f~f~~ i!fe.
1

f

Dancing through the works of Jesse Stuart
eading the works · of
acclaimed Appalachian author
Jesse Stuart was one thing, but
putting them to dance would be an
exciting challenge for the 5th grade
students of Rodburn and Tilden
Hogge Elementary Schools. Helping them with the challenge was
Maria Whaley, a dance artist.

R

As part of an Arts aI?d Humanities Grant written by Janie Allen,
Maria Whaley taught the students
various dance steps as W€ll as
s::m e of frE h:is:o:ty ofCEITE. (The

students would also attend a performance of the "Nutcracker Ballet " in Ashland as part of the
p:roj?ct.) The challenge would
come, though, in turning two of
Stuart's stories into a stage dance
performance using traditional music.
Fifth grade students at Rodburn
EJanEntary TI:Erl The Red Mule
while the 5th graders at Tilden
Hogge read A Penny's Worth of
Character. Once the stories had
been read and understood, Ms.

Whaley then began helpjng the students to choreograph ·and stage the
works .
After hours of practice at both
schools, the Appalachian stories,
the traditional music and the dance
steps came together to form "Honors of Appalachia" which was presented during two shows at the
RCSHS Performing Arts Center.
With Maria Whaley's guidance, theA.,_ Dane; artist Maria Whaley,
students had met the challenge and · ~ assisted Rodburn stufound the fun in dancing through Dt\ec2
·[§tine Voight with
the works of Jesse Stuan.
's~~~QA]nce steps.

"··
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Shakespeare through the use of rap
rhythms.
Sponsored by the Morehead Elementary Family Resource Center,

ciate Shakespeare.
Before any work could be done,
though, the students first had to
learn the tools that an actor uses
on stage!. namely, the body, the
voice, and the emotions·
that go ·into becoming .
the character. -Once the
warm-up exercises
were completed, it was
time
to
make
Shakespeare come
alive!

photo by Darinda Ramey

With help from Tony Dingman of the Ky.
Shakespeare Festival, kindergarten student
Melanie Kelsey took part in a scene from
"The Tempest."

The workshops
keep the students moving to the rhythm of
chants and raps, but
they also help the stu-

Darrell Cross, left, and Corey Lewis
had fun adding gestures and
rhythms . to Hamlet's famous
soliloquoy.

alive for the students in the rhythms
and the movements.
Trying to clap in rhythm and follow
another's lead proved to be both difficult and fun for MES student Katie
Stamper, right, and Shakespeare
workshop leader Tony Dingman.

When asked what they had
learned from the workshop, Darrell
Cross, a student in Belinda Hitch 's
class, summed it up best: "I learned
that I like Shakespeare!"

THEMO
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Dr. Jack Ellis
is a retired
Morehead
State University Library
director and
a retired
minister.
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Jesse's influence
By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead
News

"Those things which you
have both learned, received
and heard ... do." (Philippians 4:9)
In 2006, The Jesse Stuart Foundation in Asli and
began publication of the
JSF Magazine, dedicated to
preserving the legacy of
Jesse Stuart and the Appalachian way of life. Dr.
James Gifford, C.E.O. and
Chief Editor for the foundation, points out in his introduction to the journal that
it is one way the foundation celebrated Jesse Stuart's 100th birthday memorial, as well as remembering his contributions to education and literature
across this nation. In volume two of this journal, Dr.
Gifford writes: "In this issue you will find a wide variety of essays by Stuart
scholars and admirers who
were greatly influenced by
Jesse Stuart. Also in that
issue Jack Ellis chronicles
Jesse's influence on his life
over many years." Following is the complete essay
from which that article was
written.

in Kentucky. I was the
antennas began to spring
bookmobile librarian dlup throughout the county
though I had no library
and the book circulation
training. The reason I got
statistics went down.
ests. I realize. it is quite a
the job was I had a tempoIn 1952 Jesse Smart
· leap of faith to say that
rary teacher's certificate
spoke to the first annual
Jesse's talk at the assembly · and was familiar with the
meeting of the Kentucky
had any direct effect on me
rural roads and streams in
Friends of the Library in
even though I like to think
Rowan County. During
Louisville. It was a classic
it did.
those days some of the
Jesse speech. He was so enDuring that session of
roads followed the streams. thusiastic, wound up and
creative writing in 1935, I
As bookmobile librarian, I
fired up as he pointed out
wrote..a~ thatl~~~~~~~·~-~~~~;Q~{~~~L~o~-~~.. that 8 ercent of rural
was published along with
and wo-room sc o
·:,,,.
·ans had no free Iiseveral other Breckinridge
four consolidated schools
<--,
ice. Also, that 4 7
students' poetry contribuevery three weeks with
~
tions in Morehead College's their only library service.
publication Quill and
Rowan Schools Supt. EuQuair. It was a quarterly
nice Cecil was the one who
publication of the English
brought the bookmobile to
Department.
the school system, and it
Jesse Stuart, who had
was one of the greatest
just published his Man
things the school system
With a Bull-Tongue Plow,
could have done.
and his MSC freshman
The bookmobile was opbrother James both partici- erated by the Rowan Board
pated in that workshop.
of Education and furnished
James had two poems pubby the Belknap Family of
lished in that issue and
Louisville in honor of Alice
Jesse had one. Also, his
Silliman Belknap. The ve"Man With A Bull-Tongue
hicle was affectionately
Plow" was reviewed in that known by the students as
issue by Alice Palmer Mor"Alice". The children read
ris, MSC Librarian. Later
voraciously and they anxon my poem along with a
iously looked forward every
poem by Alice Patrick, anthree weeks until "Alice"
other Breck third-grader,
returned. We kept circulawas published in the first
tion statistics and deteredition of Childcraft, which mined that bookmobiles
was an encyclopedia colleccould be a valuable source
tion of children's stories
of library service in Kenand poems.
tucky. There was no televiIn 1952 I came in consion reception in Rowan
tact with Jesse through the County when I began visit-'
Kentucky Bookmobile Proing the schools. But over
ject. That year Rowan
the next 6 years, WSAZ TV
County started one of five
in Huntington began reachexperimental bookmobiles
ing our.area. Gradually TV

%,

Jesse Stuart at his home
in W-Hollow, Greenup
County. Used with permission.
was an understatement because Jesse published more
than 60 books and 2,000
articles during his lifetime.)
. Although I cannot honestly say that as a third
grader I remember anything Jesse talked about in
the assembly, I do vividly
remember our third grade
teacher insisted we do
some "creative writing". We
were separated into small
groups and told to write a
poem about some of our
thoughts, feelings, or inter-

As I grow older and look
back over my life, there
were many individuals who
have influenced my ljfe,
and I wa :really not aware
of it at the time. Jess t art was one of those individuals. In 1935, I was a
third grade student at
Morehead State College's
Breckinridge Training
School. It was a 12-grade
laboratory school to demonstrate correct teaching
methods. In December of
that year, a young Kentucky author by the name
of Jesse Stuart came to
speak to an assembly of all
twelve grades.
At that time Mr. Stuart
was teaching English in
Greenup County, Kentucky.
His highly acclaimed Man
With A Bull-Tongue Plow, a
collection of 703 sonnets,
had just been published
and he was a relatively unknown author. H ..,pok~ to
the assembly that day on
the subject of "creative
writing". The little school
newspaper "Local Low~
down" prophetically report~
ed, "Mr. Stuart appears to
have a bright future as an
author." (That of cou.-'r=
--s e"'--__

counties had no access to
books at all. Jesse's speech
so inspired Louisville businessman Harry Schacter
that he began making
plans to raise money
through private donations
to purchase more bookmobiles.
At .a special called meeting of the Friends of Kentucky Libraries, Mr. Schacter outlined plans to pur-

See HISTORY o~ A-7
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Quote from Jesse Stuart's
"Kentucky is my Land,"
published by Dutton,
1952. This book and poem
is the author's fervent reaffirmation of his love for
his native Kentucky. Jack Ellis inside the Jesse Stuart Room on the campus of Morehead State University.
Used with permission.
rabilia, and published
Stuart Room was added on
chase 120 bookmobiles, one that small Greenup
works than any place he
the
5th
floor
of
the
tower.
Methodist
Church.
for every county in KenAccording to Jesse Stuart
had visited." It also holds
As a result of these
tucky. His plans were so
biographer David Dick, it
- his old bull-tongued plow.
meetings
in
W-Hollow
the
successful that 120 book- ·
Shortly after establishdesign of the new Universi- houses "a more complete
mobiles 'YVere soon purJesse
Stuart
collection
of
ty
Library
addition
was
ing
the Jesse Stuart Room
chasecLRy that time, h
p
oettrrten~i!ffl'1'nc,-.· •- -ft4;..Mml.ltbead,St.alte,UBivercnanged a
ge Jesse
worn out the_1951 bookmosity, I retired as Director of
bile and I had the privilege
Libraries, but continued in
of driving one of the new ·
the ministry. Then followlarger, more modern moding my retirement from the
els off the assembly line in
Fairies are dan~ing,
ministry in 1997, 1 began
Wooster, Ohio. I also drove
Fairies are prancing,
doing some research and
it to Frankfort when 100
Fairies are· singing to you.
writing. Once again Jesse
new bookmobiles were preFairies are the loveliest things
continued to influence me
sented to the Kentucky DeThat I ever knew.
through
his writing and
partment of Libraries.
through
the
foundation he
Jesse was instrumental in
"Fairy Land"
established before his
motivating the Friends of
death because that foundaAUCE PATRICK, Ill GRADE
Kentucky's successful amtion published my books.
bitious bookmobile project.
Recently, I was fortunate to
In 1958 I moved to Floriacquire a very rare autoda as School Library Media
graphed complete collection
supervisor in Pinellas
County (St. Petersburg).
of Jesse's published works. ,
Oh! little shoes
During my seven years in
Jesse's influence continues
Why do you quarrel
that position, many of my
on my life.
All the time
colleagues would introduce
Just over the one
me as being from Jesse
That gets laced up first?
Stuart country. He was
You naughty little shoes.
well known among Florida
"My Shoe..~"
librarians and many of
them knew more about him
JACK ELLIS, 1II GRADE _______ _. __ _ __ than I did. In 1968 upon
completion of two graduate
degrees, I returned from
Florida, and was appointed
Director of Libraries at
Morehead State University.
O:;.1ce again Jesse influenced my life. As we were

POETS

Ul

lll

du,ion, I approached new
MSU President Dr. Morris
Norfleet about the possibility of talking to Jesse and
building a Jesse Stuart
Room. Perhaps then we
might receive some of his
books/manuscripts and
memorabilia.
President Norfleet said,
"Draft a proposal and-send
it to me and I will send
Jesse an official proposal to
build such a room." The return letter from Jesse was
a resounding yes, and he
wouldne "honore to ave a
room in the new library. He
also pointed out he had already given Murray State
University most of his collection but we could have
his wife Naomi Deanne's
signed collection since she
was an alumni of Morehead
State. He invited us to
come to W-Hollow and discuss the matter in greater
detail.
This began a series of
trips to w..Hollow. It was
during those trips that, although I had known Jesse
the world famous prolific
author, I got to know Jesse
the man. When you talked
with him, he put you immediately at ease. He wanted
to know not only who you
were, but also who your
parents and grandparents
were and where they came
from. Also, something

It

Dr. James Gifford (left), CEO and Senior Editor of
The Jesse Stuart Foundation, presents Jack Ellis
with the first copy of his book "Patriots and Heroes"
published by the foundation.

t e wor :tam u
ounc·- - author, I got to know Jesse
the man. When you talked
with him, he put you immediately at ease. He wanted
to know not only who you
were, but also who,your
parents and grandparents
were and where they came
from. Also, something
about your personal hobbies, hopes, and dreams. ·
He was delighted to find
out that in addition to being the MSU Library Director, I was also a Methodist
minister serving small
churches throughout eastern Kentucky. He let me
know he and Naomi
Deanne were both active
members of the Greenup
Methodist Church. Although his writings seemed
to indicate that his faith in
God seemed to be based
more on his love of nature
than his love for the
Church, that was not the
ca$e. He not only loved th e
God of creation and nature
but he dearly loved the God
that seemed near to him in
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er books which focus on
Kentucky and southern Appalachia.
·
Jesse Stuart's books are
guidelines to the solid values of America's past. With
good humor and brilliant
storytelling, Stua,rt praises
the people of eastern Kentucky whose quiet lives
were captured forever in
his wonderful novels and
stories. In Jesse's books,
readers will find people
who value hard work, who
love their families, their

History From D-1

land, and their country,
who believe in education,
honesty, thrift, and compassion, people who play by
the rules. Jesse's books are
timeless in that they help
prepare schoolchildren for
· responsible citizenship in
today's complex world.
It was this writer's
pleasure to serve as the
Morehead State University
Director of Libraries in

on

See HISTORY
D-3
- -- -----

Stuart began his autobiographical Beyond Dark
Hills while at Vanderbilt.
Stuart was a successful .
poet. His ten volumes of
verse include Album of
Destiny (1944) and Kentucky Is My Land (1952).
He was designated as the
Poet Laureate of Kentucky
in 1954 and was made a
fellow of the Academy of
American Poets in 1961.
Stuart also wrote a number
of books for children that
are still highly regarded
and much in use today. The
Beatinest Boy (1953) and A
Penny's Worth of Character
(1954) are two of his eight
junior novels for readers in
grades 3-7. Hie to the
Hunters, a novel published
in 1950, is a celebration of
rural life that has been es. pecially popular with readers in grades 7-12.
Stuart suffered a major
heart attack in 1954. During his convalescence, he
wrote daily journals that
were the basis for The Year
of My Rebirth (1956), a
book recording his rediscovery of the joy of life. He later became an active
spokesman for the Ameri- · '
can Heart Association.
· Throughout his adult
life, Stuart received numerous honors as a writer and
educator. In 1944, the University of Kentucky awarded him his first of many
honorary doctorates. Oct.
15, 1955 was proclaimed
. "Jesse St.uart Day" by the
Governor of Kentucky and
a bust of Stuart, which is
still-standing, was unveiled
on the Greenup County
Courthouse lawn. In 1958,
he was featured on This Is
Your Life, a popular television show. In 1972, the
lodge at Greenbo Lake
State Resort Park was
named the Jesse Stuart

Lodge. In 1981, he received
Kentucky's Distinguished
Service Medallion.
In 1978, Stuart was disabled by a stroke. In May
1982, he suffered another
stoke which rendered him
comatose until he died on
Feb. 17, 1984. But Jesse's
death was not the end of
his influence upon the literary culture and history of
eastern Kentucky and Appalachia.
Incorporated in 1979,
the Jesse Stuart Foundation was established for
public, charitable, and educational purposes, and is
devoted to preserving the
legacy of Jesse Stuart, WHollow, and the Appalachian way of life. The Foundation, which controls rights
to Stuart's published and
unpublished literary workr
i~
ri in .
r,

Only one time, in the entire Bible, is the question askec
'What must I do to be saved?" (Acts 16:30) In the next verse
(Acts 16:31) the question is answered,

"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou
shalt be saved, and thy house."
Remember: Hell's Hot
Life's Short
Death's Sure
Eternity's Long
and, ''There Ain't No Exits In Hell."

NO MAN KNOWS, HOW SOON IT IS TOO LATE
''Thou shalt not take the Name of the Lord thy God in vain; for the
Lord will not hold him guiltless that taketh His Name in vain."
I
·
Exodus 20:7
·

KEEN JOHNSON

"For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life."
John 3: 16
.

DEMOCRAT

Acts 2:21 and Romans 10: 13 indicate that, ''whosoever shall call
upon the name of the Lord shall be saved.1" In the next verse,
Romans 10: 14 it says, "How then shall they call on him in whom
they have not believed?" Believing precedes calling upon The
name of the Lord. Jesus Himself said in John 14:61 "I am the way,
the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto tbe Father but by
me.." God reaffirms this truth in 1 Timothy 2:5 saying "For there is
one God, and one mediator between God and men, the man
Christ Jesus." When someone says "repeat this prayer after me to
be saved" it is making people feel like they have to "do" some. thing tote saved, other than believing. If someone is asked to say
a prayer to be saved, the person who says the prayer is still on
his way to hell, after repeating the prayer, if he hasn't believed in
his heart. Nowhere in the Bible is it found that a person has to
pray a prayer to be saved. God does not hear a prayer unless you
go to God in the name of Jesus Christ, The Only Mediator
between God and man. Jesus Christ is not your Mediator unless
he is your Lord and Savior. So according to God, the steps are,
first you believe in Jesus Christ as your Lord and Saviot By
believing as Acts 16:31 indicates, you are IIYedl Acts 18:30,31
is the only time in the Bible where the question is asked, "what
must I d,Q to be saved?" God answering through Paul said,
"Belie.Ye on the Lord Jesus. Christ, and thou shalt be saved." By
being saved, Jesus Christ is your Lord, Savior, and Mediator
between God and yourself. Now you can pray to God, because
you have the Mediator, Jesus Christ.

COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY

Remember the premiere of Rowan County's
Sesquicentennial Event
Saturday, May 13 at 2
p.m. at the new Morehead Conference Center.

DO YOU WANT TO BE SAl(ED1

Any way that you use God's Name, the Lord's Name, Jesus'
Name, other than in a Holy manner, is taking His Name in vain.

·EtECT'

MSUtrim Holbrook photo
Jack Ellis, who was Director of Libraries at MSU
when the Jesse Stuart Room was established, poses
with the plow representative of Jesse's first majQr
book Man With A Bull-Tongue Plow.

5, 20

Thanks Rowan Co. for

your support!
Paid for by Keen Johnson for Commonwetalth Attorney

Mother's Oay Sale 20% Off
Off
Sportswear by Koret, Graff, Blast & Southern Lady - 20 % Off
Sleepwear by Ms. Elaine & Carol - 20 % Off
Dresses by Koret, Ms. Dorby, Melissa & Bali - 20 %

20% Off
ado. Bling - 20% Off

Bra's & Undies by Playtex, Bali, Wonde~ Bra & Lorraine -

0.---~~hu

'oner._.¥

r.

I believe that when a person "prays" to God; without being saved
his prayer goes no higher than the ceiling, and God probably
says, "Who do you think you are, to think that you can come to
Me, without coming to Me in the only possible way that I have se
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History Froni D-1
Laureate of Kentucky's
honorary Dqctorates is from
Morehead State University
and ·he had many close ties
t o Rowan County. The heritage Jesse wrote about so
much in his books is what
we remember in Rowan
County as we celebrate our
150th birthday.
Read more about Rowan
County's history in Jack Ellis' Morehead Memories or
Kentqcky Memories, published by the Jesse Stuart
Foundation.

1977 when we built the
new library tower. On the
fifth floor of that facility we
built the "Jesse Stuart
Room" which houses, according to author David
Dick, "the most complete
collection of Jesse Stuart's
works and memorabilia
that he had found. " -Jesse
: - Stuart is closely connected
· to Morehead State Univer sity; he once said, "Sixteen
of my relatives including
my wife Naomi Dean were
Morehead graduates." One
_of the former famous Poet

ROWAN COUNTY
SESQ
.
UICENTENNIAL
CELEBRATION
··········•·-,·•
..... .. .......•....
..
...
.. 2006
-.·.·

-

·,,

-
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. . . . ··
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Dr. James Gifford, left, CEO and senior editor of th e
Jesse Stuart Foundation, will be the keynote speakAuthor J ack Ellis at Jesse Stuart's desk inside the er at Rowan County's 150th birthday celebration
room named in Stuart's honor at the MSU library.
May 13 at 2 p.m. at the Morehead Convention Center.
Jack Ellis, right, one of the JSF authors.

.....

This ye.at Rowan County is 150 years old.
Read about early Rowan CoW1ty and·

Morehead~ "'The City of the Hills-'' in one of
Jack D . Elli$ 1 Books
Kentucky Memorie.s: Reflections ofRowan County.
. 4.50 pp; 200 photos; c. ,?0()5. $35.00 + $4.00 S~H
Morehead-Jfl em ories: True Stories Ftom /Jd$tetn Kentu.cky.
592 pp; 100 photqgraphs; c; 2001 .
$35.00+ $4.00S&H
Pat.not$ and Heroes: Eastern Ky. Soldier's of WWII.
412 pp; 85 phot()~h$; c. 2003.
•- $3-5.00 + $4.00 S&H
A lpha M~ Hu-tchinsoli: The Qiography ofA Ma,n and His
Comm.unity.
·

160 pp;.65 photographsT C . ioo:t
. $15.00+$4.00S&H
Sjgned cop,ies from
J~ck.P. Em$, 552 W. Sun Street, Morehead, KY 40351
(9()6) 784-747J
Availab le locally at the Coffee Tree J;lookstot¢;
·MSu Bookstore; Folk Art Center; St. Claire Gift Shop;
·Mustard Seed; and Baldwin & Assoc.
Also Available From:
' · ' Je~~e Stu~ found~n
l ~? Wm.¢l.te$ter Avenue. P.O. Box 669, Asb.@p.d, KY 4110,5
(606) ~+6·1667, (f.ax) J25-2519
E,.Mail: jsf@jsfbooks.com; Website: JSFBOOK.$.COM
..........

•• · •·••
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POPPV
Mounta
Fever

SATURDAY, SEPT. 13
Band ·to perform in Morehead

The classic cars on this page are displa1
businesses to help promote next wee
Mountain lllrd Tyme Out Bluegrass Festival

The band 5 Spot will perform at the Citizens
Bank parking lot. Performances start at 7:30 p.m.
with Lazy Mary as a warm up band. Free to everyone.

Gene Watson at Renfro Valley
Country music performer Gene Watson will per- ·
form two shows at 7 and 9:15 p.m. in the New
Barn Theater at Renfro Valley Entertainment
Center.
Tickets are $20 and $22 plus _tax and handling.
Call 606-256-2638.

Trail ride p_lanned
The Eastern Hills Saddle Club Trail Riders
Reunion is this weekend at the Shriner's showgrounds in Olive Hill. A trail ride begins at 11 a.m.
with a poker run 50/50 and a saddle to be given
away. Call 286-5279.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 16
Sister Cities group meets
Morehead Sister Cities will meet at noon at city
hall in the conference room for its regular monthly
meeting. Meetings are open to the public.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 17
~

-

-■

•
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•

•

....... -

-

Michael Martin Murphy concert
Songwriter Michael Martin Murphy will be in
concert at the Kentucky Theatre, 214 Main Street
in Lexington, at 8 p.m. Tickets are $24.50 plus tax
snd available at the Kentucky box office, 859-2316997.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 23
Wellness program for seniors
The kick~off for the Wellness Program for Area
Senior Citizens is 10 a.m. at the Carl Perkins in
Morehead is 1Oa.m.
To have an event placed in the Community Calender
istings, call the newsroom at 784-4116 or email
:mnews@moreheadnewsgroup.com

Denver Brown photos

Classic vehicles promote festival, local busi ne
By STEPHANIE DAVIS
Managing Editor
tmnews@moreheadnewsgroup.com

Marty Stevens has fueled another great
marketing idea.
He's mixed together old automobiles and
new promotion techniques to get the word
out about his local; home-grown festival
that boasts the largest number of bluegrass bands scheduled to play on st age
anywhere.
Antique vehicles
cars,
trucks and jeeps
Poppy Mountain &
from 1929-1955
- have rolled
Marty Raybon
onto
parking
present the first
lots oflocal busiannual Indian
nesses
across
Mound Bluegrass
Rowan County.
Festival, second
Travel any road
week of February
or round any
(12, 13 and 14,) at
corner.
You'll
Okeechobee,
Fla.
find a
1929

'

home festival.
Cadillac ambuOwner/operator is
lance
parked
within
view.
Marty Stevens.
Painted on their
doors
is
..a
reminder that
the 11th Annual Poppy Mountain Illrd
Type Out Bluegrass Festival is the third
week of September.
There are vehicles at 20 different businesses in: Morehead, at no cost to the business owner. Stevens has moved the cars on
site and is responsible for them while they
are parked there, he said.
Here are the vehicles you might spot:
• 1929 Chevy fire truck
• 1939 International
• 1955 Chevy police car
• 1938 Ford sheriff's car
• An original Army jeep
• 1939 Buick taxi, an original from
Huntington, W.Va.

See CLASSIC on C-3
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,

From C-1

·oup of authors published by the Jesse Stuart Foundation met in Ashland for a book
ting July 26. Rear left is Clyde Pack. Middle row far left is Jack Ellis.

.ow and childhood games of
bles, kick the can, basketon an outdoor court and
:ball with the leather cover
aced with black electrical
[any counties throughout
tucky have a Muddy
1ch and the children growp there can identify with
le Pack's stories.
my rural communities
1ad a Muddy Branch
:r. Pack writes that he was
in the community called
.dy Branch. But it could
be called Well Hollow,
l Branch, Number Three,
~ord,
Rockhouse
or
tlka, which was their post
3. But there were even dif1t sections of Muddy
tch called Society Row and
Stocking Row.
1e houses were all similar
tyle and floor plan . and
owned by the Eastern
;ucky Coal Company.
e was no indoor plumbing
the miners rented from
:ompany and shoppecj at
]ompany Store. The locawas close to Paintsville,
ucky, the county seat of .
son County, but the setis remarkably similar to
· town, Rural USA" or
:ucky in the 1940s.
portant to understand
the language
1e author makes no apoloor growing up in what
, outsiders might consider
epressed area." But one
m they feel the way they

do about Eastern Kentucky is
outsiders do not understand
the uniqueness of the language
or culture.
Mr. Pack then gives the
reader a lexicon of language
spoken in Eastern Kentucky,
e.g.:
Powerently (sometime) He's powerently going to give
her a big diamond ring.
Hind-part-afore
(backwards) - He put his pants on
hind part afore.
Might nigh (Almos) - He
might nigh shot his own cow.
Flashy (Heavy set) - That
lady is kind of flashy.
Swarpin
(Partying)
Swarpin around all night with
something sinister in mind.
Fer Piece (Great distance) He lives a fer piece from town.
Smack Dab (Exactly in the
middle) - She hit him smack
dab between the eyes.
Biddy Drownder (Hard
rain) - Akin to a frog strangler.
This rain is a biddy drownder.
Bug Winding (A great distance) - I'm going to knock him
a bug winding.
Miners strawberries .(Soup
beans) - Mom's fixing miners
strawberries for supper.
Plumb Blank (centerJ - She
hit him plumb blank between
the eyes.
Press (closet ) - She put her
important papers in a box in
the press.
' Leather britches (shuck
beans) - goes mighty good with
cornbread.
·
Neighbors helped

neighbors
Muddy Branch is a story of
a time and place where everyone knew everyone else. The
coal camp houses were close
enough together that neighhors could talk to their neighhors from their porch swings.
It was a time and place
where people shared each others happiness as well as their
moments of tragedy. There
were often mining accidents
that often led to the loss of
body parts that resulted in
death or crippling of the miners. But it was a fact of life for
the miners and their families
and they helped each other
during those trying times.
It was a time and place
before air conditioning, indoor
plumbing, television or other
so called basics of today's society. But the children of Muddy
Branch entertained themselves at home and at school.
They played childish pranks
on each other and their teachers, but recalled fondly those
dedicated teachers that helped
them through school. Most of
the young people growing up
on Muddy Branch went on to
become successful adults in
many· areas of life.
Home health then meant
home remedies
The children growing up on
Muddy Branch were seldom
sick. But when they were sick,
there were many homemade
remedies available such as the
old standby turpentine that
was used to treat everything

from hiccups to arthritis to
head lice.
Vicks Salves was another
basic remedy for colds or congestion. A t oothache could be
cured by boiling bark from the
south side of a red oak tree,
and adding a pinch of salt
before holding it on the aching
tooth.
Boils were cured by eating
molasses and poison ivy was
treated by a mixture of
molasses and baking soda. But
by and large, the children
stayed healthy by diet (eating
lots of fruit and vegetables.)
They also got plenty of exercise
because they walked everywhere (that included into
Paintsville on Saturday morning to the moving picture
shows).
Also the children spent a lot
of time in the fresh air, swimming in the old pond at the
head of the hollow. When there
were major illnesses, they got
in touch with Dr. Hall, who
gave them their shots at
school.
The author included many
humorous anecdotes such as
going swimming with a dead
mule in the pond at the head of
the hollow. Also, when one of
Muddy Branch's own who had
gone to New York and became
a ballet dancer returned home
for a visit, he created quite a
sir by toe dancing on the wooden sidewalk of the town.
"Muddy Branch" is a coal
camp story that creates fresh
images of growing up in that
setting. The children were
happy and their parents were
caring God fearing people who
worked long and hard so their
children might have a better
life.
.
For more delightful stories,
read Clyde Roy Pack's "Muddy
Branch: Memories of an
Eastern
Kentucky
Coal
Camp,"
Jesse
Stuart
Foundation, 250 pp., paperback, $15.
Clyde Pack is a retired art
and English teacher who is
currently Associate Editor of
the Paintsville Herald, and is
living in Johnson County.

This northeast Kentucky company town of M1
Branch shows its primitive facilities of the 1930s. Thi
lets were duplex, with two separate facilities unde1
same roof.

The Silk Stocking Row section of Muddy Branch, 200

Northcutt & Son

Hom.e For Funerals, Inc
Morehead, Kentucky

Phone 784-64!

asketmakers to be highlighted
Kentucky Folklife Festival
e Old Capitol grounds in
kfort will once again come
Sept. 25-27 with the
ucky Folklife Festival, the
est sampling of the state's
fe found anywhere.
ch year the festival high, -the unique cultural herof everyday Kentucky
:i'eatured this year are the
-

-

Cave Basketmakers Guild.
The guild, formed in 2002 is a
group of central Kentucky folk
artists who organized to better
promote, through education
and marketing, the time-honored tradition of basket making unique to south central
Kentucky.
Basket making has been an
r
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tourists headed to and through
the Mammoth Cave region, the
baskets became a source of
financial support for families
who carried on the tradition.
Today these handmade baskets are a source of pride· for
Kentucky basket makers, as
folk art enthusiasts from
around the world seek them
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lf~iernories:
Muddy Branch, USA
story of growing up in an Eastern
Kentucky mining town that will give
Special to The· Morehead News
an outsider a fresh image of life in
· "The memory of the just is blessed" that setting.
Where the outsider might see a
(Provers 10:7)
·
dull,
drab, monotonous way of life,
Many readers
of Morehead
Pack
presents
a delightfully detailed
Memories that moved to this area
from mining towns· in Eastern picture of a vibrant happy childhood.
Kentucky can identify with this Where those outsiders might see sadreview of Clyde Roy Pack's, "Muddy ness and depression, Mr. Pack recalled
Branch: Memories of an Eastern healthy, happy, loving families when
he noted, "We were fortunate to have
Kentucky Coal Camp."
Also, others growing up in the parents who 'saw a cold, black
Rowan County Clay mining towns in January night while believing in a
Clearfield and Haldeman can identify bright, new April morning."'
Therefore, it all depends on your
with this book.
point of view and Pack presents the
reader with an antidote to the Eastern
Muddy Branch presents a
Kentucky stereotype usually voiced by
positive pictures
There are two sides to every issue the national media.
Clyde Pack recalls his growing up a
and often contrasting points of view
happy
time of long summer days and
between those actively participating
soft summer nights, of swimming in
in an event and those just observing.
Clyde Roy Pack's "Muddy Branch: Number One Pond at the head of the
Memories of an Eastern Kentucky
See MUDDY on C-2
0oal Camp" is a delightful, positive

By JACK D. ELLIS

.Patriots & Heroes
Eastern·Kentuckv Soldiers of WW II
By Jack D. Ellis
Twelve dramatic stories of WW II including POWs, MIAs, and
those who returned safely; 412 .pages, 85 photos, hardback, and an
appendix listing most of 2,800 names of Rowan County veterans
located on the Wall of Honor in Morehead, Kentucky.
For signed copies, send orders to:
Jack D. Ellis
550 W. Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
Local residents may call 784-7473
$35 + $2.50 (S&H)
Also available: MSU Bookstore, Folk Art Center, St. Claire Gift Shop, Coffee Tree
Books, Mustard Seed Gifts, Occasions Gifts and Chris' Gifts
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Assault
trial is
delayed
4 Boyd residents

accused of beating
Westwood man
Bj BEN FIELDS
The Independent

•

CATLmSBURG The trial of four
Boyd County residents accused of
beating a man with baseball bats
and leaving him for dead will likely
not get under way until midsummer.
Justin A. Justice, 19, Nicole Mc- ·
Nurlin, 19, Elvis E. Adkins Jr., 19, and
Tiffany Spears, 21; were expected to
stand trial this week on charges of
first-degree assault in connection
with the June 2006 beating of Westwood resident Dustin Woody.
All four suspects face sentences of
10 to 20 years in prison if convicted.
The trial·was supposed to start in
January, but was delayed because Justice was at one point represented by Jeremy Clark, a former public defender
who is now working for the commonwealth's. attorney. The conflict disqualified the Boyd commonwealth's attorney from handling the case.
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Jesse Stuart Foundation named Appalachian
Treasure; first organization to receive award

a special prosecutor for the case.
The latest delay, said Boyd Circuit
Judge C. David Hagerman, has to do
with evidence that was not furnished to defense attorney Michael
Curtis, who represents one of the
two women in the case.
See TRIAL/ Page AB

Gifford to accept award
at Morehead ceremony

WURTLAND

2 injured

ASHLAND .

in mobile
home fire
Cause of blaze still /
under investigation
By KENNETH HART

The Independent
WURTLAND Two Wurtland residents were taken to area hospitals
following a mobile home fire .
Wednesday night.
Carolyn Prince was flown to Cabell Huntington Hospital, where she
was listed in serious condition
Thursday in the hospital's burn unit,
spokeswoman Kathy Cosco said.
Oscar Wheeler was taken to Our
Lady of Bellefonte Hospital, where
he was released after treatment for
smoke inhalation.
Prince's and Wheeler's exact ages
were not immediately available, although sources placed both in their
50s. The nature of their relationship
also was unclear, although one
source said Wheeler assists Prince,
who is blind, with paying her bills
and other chores.
The blaze was reported about 9:10

See FIRE/ Page AB
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JOHN FLAVELL/ THE INDEPENDENT

Senior Editor and CEO of the Jesse Stuart Foundation James M. Gifford talks with a group tour from Harrison County.

hey're going to need an awfully big rocking
chair.
Story by
The traditional gift presented to MIKE JAMEs
the recipient of Morehead State
The Independent
University's Appalachian Treasure Award, a rocking chair, won't be big
. enough for this year's awardee, the Jesse Stuart
Foundation.

I

· It's the first time in the 20-year history of the award that it
has been presented to an organization. Previous recipients
have included some of the icons of eastern Kentucky letters
and culture, like James Still, Minnie Adkins, Loyal Jones, Jean
Ritchie and Tom T. Hall.

Warren Dee, of Louisa, proofreads work that will be published by the
Jesse Stuart Foundation.

tion committee.
The foundation is a nonprofit publishing house that produces
editions by Stuart and other Appalachian authors. It has published more than 50 regional classics anq more than 20 books by
The award goes to the foundation for its work in preserving and new regional authors.
promoting Appalachian culture and because of the strong bond
After having recognized some of the top cultural figures of the
between it and the university, said Matt Collinsworth, director of region, the time was ripe for spotlighting the foundation and its
the Kentucky Folk Art Center and chairman of the award selecSee HONOR / Page AB

Special legislative session likely
By RONNIE ELLIS

FRANKFORT It looks like there
will be a special session called
sometime at the end of June to
consider an energy bill, including
incentives for a company consid-

BUSINESS ........................................A5
CLASSIFIED ................................ 01-03
COMICS ............................................C5
DEATHS ....................... .' .................. :.c3

Ernie Fletcher vetoed last year.
Fletcher met with House leaders from both parties for more
than 30 minutes in his office
Thursday. He said afterward
ering locating in Kentucky, and that the call would likely inrestoration of capital projects on clude an energy development
university campuses which Gov. project and the vetoed universi-
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Research shows that patients who are actively involved in their own care and communicate with their health
care team have a more satisfactory hospital experience. Call for our free information sheet with tips on how to
communicate with, and what to expect from, your health care team.

ty projects, although he said he
plans further discussions with
legislators about the agenda.
Other issues could be added later
if there is an agreement between
Democrats and Republicans.
Both Fletcher and Speaker of
See SESSION / Page AB
Page designed I edited by Jennifer Fields
jfields@dailyindependent.com

To subscribe to The Independent,
call 326-2674 or (800) 955-5860
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e House, Jody Richards, D1wling Green, said there
ts "very limited" discusm of legislation on domes: partner benefits. The Uniir sity of Kentucky and the
:liversity of Louisville have
:tended health insurance
mefits to partners of unarried employees and seval Republicans have called
r a ban on such benefits.
During the annual session
· the legislature earlier this
iar, a bill to ban those bene:s failed to pass. At the time,
letcher said he thought
1ch questions should be left
, universities, but he has
nee said he'd consider placLg the matter on a special
ission agenda. Such benets might become an issue in
1e gubernatorial race belV'een Fletcher and Democ1tic nominee Steve Beshear.
The energy and economic
evelopment issue, Richards
aid, is "very time sensitive,"
.nd Fletcher said it repreents a "significant investnent and in an area that
1eeds economic developnent."
He said passage of incentives won't guarantee the
company will come to Kentucky, "but we've got to be
players in the game. Illinois,

for instance, has much better sion is likely to occur in the
incentives for energy devel- final two weeks of June, deopment than we do."
pending on what dates are
Some Democrats weren't convenient for lawmakers.
thrilled with the idea ,of a · Fletcher said an arena for
special session before the the Kentucky Horse Park,
meeting.
(which will host the 2010
Speaker Pro Tern Larry World Equestrian Games)
Clark, D-Louisville, said on emergency repairs and safehis way into the meeting, "It's ty measures at Wolf Creek
all politically driven. It's go- Dam on Lake Cumberland
ing to cost taxpayers $60,000 a are other issues he'd like to
day." That's roughly.the daily place on the agenda if he can
cost to the state when the leg- get agreement from lawmakislature is in session.
ers.
"We ought to have one isIt's not likely lawmakers of
sue on the special call and either party will oppose income in and vote on it," centives to lure an alternaClark said.
tive energy production facilHouse Majority Leader ity or other energy related
Rocky Adkins, D-Sandy Hook, industry. But the vetoed uniand Majority Whip Rob
Wilkey, D-Scottsville, . said . versity projects put Democthey've had very little com- rats in a political bind- one
munication with Fletcher on a they probably can't avoid.
special session before ThursFletcher vetoed the proday afternoon's meeting.
jects at the end of the 2006
"Special sessions are for session but proposed their
extraordinary issues," Ad- restoration in this year's 30kins said. '!IT we have a spe- day session. Both houses and
cial session, we should get in party leaders agreed then
and out in four or five days." that was the highest priority
'i\.nd they're not free," of the session. But the bill
Wilkey said.
didn't pass during the logjam
Richards said he is confi- created by differences over
dent the legislature can do how to reform the state emits work in four to five days. ployee pension plan.
Fletcher, who is scheduled to
Democrats want to restore
leave next week on an eco- the projects but if they do,
nomic development trip to they fear they'll see Fletcher
Japan and China, said he traveling the state during an
.may set a date before leaving election year handing out
and then issue the executive ceremonial checks and takorder calling the session ing credit for projects he prewhen he returns. But theses- viously vetoed.

Honor
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work, Collinsworth said. "People
should be made more aware of how
important that work is," he said.
Giving the award to the foundation as a whole is fitting, said
James Gifford, its chief executive
officer and senior editor. "Our success is the sum total of the work of
thousands of people.
"As an organization it deserves

-
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this kind of recognition and I'm really pleased that we're going to be
listed with the other importmt
people who have had such a great
cultural effect on Appalachian
Kentucky," Gifford said.
Gifford will accept the award at
4:30 p.m. Saturday during the Bluegrass 'N More Festival at the Moonlight Stage in downtown Morehead.
The foundation was chartered in
1979 with University of Louisville
literature
professor
Harold
Richardson heading it, said Keith
Kappes, MSU's vice president for

changes in the city's alcohol ordinance. Al'·: cohol has been sold in Danville restaur~nts with at least 100 seats Mondays
,~mough Saturd_ay~ for the past fo_ur years..
,
But the comm1SS1on voted 3-2 agamst a mo••e·
tion to expand sales to after 5 p.m. on Sundays.
Ill ,
,
'Ruth Ann Brown spoke in favor of alcoDANVILLE
hol sales and didn't like the vote.
Sunday restaurant patrons in one cen- ,. ·"I love this town and I've lived here 50
tral Kentucky town won't be able to order years or more and I hate to see us going
an alcoholic beverage with their meals, but backwards," Brown said.
they're free to dance, play pool and sing
But Jim Clontz, director of missions for
along with the karaoke machine.
'}
the South District Baptist Association,
The Danville City Commission took sev- was pleased.
eral votes Tuesday night on proposed
Wire report

NEWS IN BRIEF

-----========---·
No Sunday sales ·1n Dan11·11e· '
karao pool danc·1ng still OK

~11 be selected.
"There are so many
lawyersinvolved:inthisthing,
. ,: 'I Wtd':tc{fm.d '1l ·time when I
FromPageA1
\. i · : • could get themc111fu the same
room to get a date for a new
The judge said the prose- truµ:' Hagermar(said.
cution wasn't aware of the
Woody was/: allegedly
evidence, either.
beaten following a party in
Hagerman set a pre trial Westwood. : '! ,,_ .
conference for June 7, at . H~ was alleg~dly thrown
which time a new trial date frotn the back of a pickup

Trial
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Fire
FromPageA1

,

p.m. on Uhlen Branch, near
its intersection with Ken. tucky Avenue, just off of
U.S. 23. A passing motorist
called Greenup County 911
and reported that a singlewide mobile home at that

university relations and the foundation board chairman.
For its first six years it was all
volunteer; Ashland Oil Inc. helped
keep it afloat by providing office
space and some other amenities,
Kapves said.
In 1985, the foundation moved
from Louisville to Ashland to be
closer to its roots in eastern Kentucky. Gifford, then a history professor at MSU, signed on as director.
The foundation's mission to preserve and promote Appalachian lit-

location was in flames.
The kitchen and living
room of the trailer were engulfed when firefighters arrived on the scene, Wurtland Fire Chief Steve Warric}:{ said. The damage was
mostly confined to those
two rooms, he said.
Warrick said Prince and
Wheeler both were out of
the trailer when he ar-

erature meshes well with the university's, Kappes said.
"I'm very pleased and proud that
the Jesse Stuart Foundation is the
first organization to receive the
award," he said.
The foundation has evolved as a
sister organization to MSU's Kentucky Folk Art Center and the Center for Traditional Music to preserve Appalachian literature, visual arts and music, Collinsworth
said. "It makes a really solid outreach program for the university
going into all areas of the region,"

truck after being assaulted.
He was hospitalized for
multiple injuries. Police
said Woody suffered multiple serious injuries.
He has since recovered,
police said.
---------. BEN FIELDS can be
reached at bfields@dailyindependent.com or (606) 3262651.

rived. He said it .was unclear whether they had
gotten.out on their own or
had help from neighbors,
many of whom had congregated at the scene.
The cause of the fire remains under investigation,
although Warrick said it
was believed to have been
the result .of an overloaded
electrical circuit.

he said.
Besides its publishing efforts, the
foundation has donated more than
$500,000 in books to colleges, public
schools, libraries, and children
throughout the region, and sponsors annual special events.
It now is housed in the former
U.S. Post Office building in downtown Ashland. Its Web address is
www.jsfbooks.com.
MIKE JAMES can be reached at
mjames@dailyindependent.com or
(606). 326-2652.

liday Catering Service:
Wedding Parties
Birthday Parties
Wedding Anniversaries
Bridges Teas, etc.

PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOMED
Private Dining Rooms Available for Parties by Reservation

• Group Meetings
• Banquets
• Bridges & Teas

Dr. Jack D. Ellis

552 W. Sun Street
Morehead,KY 40351

Mrs. Mary Lou Allen
1823 Deo Bara Drive

;

Birmingham, AL 35226'

Mrs. Allen:
I have had an opportunity to examine the rare first-edition-of.Jesse Stuart' s Harvest of
Youth, c. 1930, that you recently donated to the Jesse Stuart Foundation, a non-profit
organization located in Ashland, Kentucky. Because it is the first book published by Jesse
Stuart1 it is considered the rarest of his 64 published works. Also, the fact it is signed by the
author makes it extremely attractive to book collectors and bibliophiles.
When I was the Director of Libraries at Morehead State University, we established the
Jesse Stuart Room where we have his complete published works. During that time I had an
opportunity to evaluate and appraise many of Jesse's books. Recently a first edition of Harvest
I
of Youth sold for $10,000. Therefore, I would appraise the book you donated to the Jesse
Stuart Foundation at $10,000.
Thanks for the opportunity to review and appraise this rare book.

ACK D. ELLIS, Retired Univ. Library Director
AB Morehead State University
MS in Library Science, Vanderbilt University
Ed.D, University of Southern Mississippi

vt: Jesse Stuart Foundation

Dr. Jack D. Ellis

552 W. Sun Street
Morehead,KY 40351

Mrs. Mary Lou Allen
1823 Deo Bara Drive
Birmingham, AL 35226

Mrs. Allen:
I have had an opportunity to examine the rare first edition of Jesse Stuart's Harvest of
Youth , c. 1930, that you recently donated to the Jesse Stuart Foundation, a non-profit
organization located in Ashland, Kentucky. Because it is the first book published by Jesse
Stuart. it is considered the rarest of his 64 published works. Also, the fact it is signed by the
author makes it extremely attractive to book collectors and bibliophiles.
When I was the Director of Libraries at Morehead State University, we established the
Jesse Stuart Room where we have his complete published works. During that time I had an
opportunity to evaluate and appraise many of Jesse's books. Recently a first edition of Harvest
of Youth sold for $10,000. Therefore, I would appraise the book you donated to the Jesse
Stuart Foundation at $10,000.
Thanks for the opportunity to review and appraise this rare book.

CK D. ELLIS, Retired Univ. Library Director
AB Morehead State University
MS in Library Science, Vanderbilt University
Ed.D, University of Southern Mississippi

Cc Jesse Stuart Foundation

Jesse Stuart Bilton
(1906-1984) Educator and Author
I

e late Poet Lau.reat ofKentucky, Jesse
on Stuart, pub}ed 2,000 poems, 460
. ·es, and more than O books. In additio to being one of p~cbia's best knbwn and
most an ologized authors, his works have been tr slated into many oreign languages.
et his contnlrutfons are more than lit
. During bis life, t1tis charismatic edu tor and
author
ed as a leader for the people ofhis mo tain homeland ~as a spokesman fi values
like ha work, respect fur e land, belief in edu tion, devotion to untry, and love o family.
Hislifi d works still attra hundreds oftourist to eastern Kentuc every year.
Jesse Stuart was bom on August g~ 1906, in northeastern Kentucky's Greenup County,
where his parents, Mitchell and Martha (Hihon) Stuart, were impoverished tenant farmers. From
his firther, Stuart learned to love and respect the land. He later became a far-sighted
conservationist -- donating over 700 acres ofhis land in W-Hollow to the Kentucky Nature
Preserves System in 1980.
Mitchell Stuart could neither read nor write, and Martha had only a second-grade
education, but they taught their two sons and three daughters to value education. Jesse graduated
from Greenup High School in 1926 and froni Lincoln Memorial University in Harrogate,
Tennessee, in 1929. He then returned to Greenup County to teach.
By the end otthe 1930s, Stuart had served as a teacher in Greenup County's one>-room
schools and as high school principal and county school superintendent. These experiences served
as the basis for his autobiographical book, The Thread That Runs So True (1949), hailed by the
president of the National Education Association as the finest book on education in fifty years. The
book became a road map for educational reform in Kentucky. By the~ it appeared:, Stuart had
left the classroom to devote his time to lecturing and writing. He returned to public education as a
high school principal in 1956-57, a story told in Mr. Gallion's Schoof (1967). He later taught at
the University ofNevada in Reno in the 1958 summer term and served on the faculty of the
American Univem"ty of Cairo in_~ 960-61.
·
Stuart began writing stories and poems abput Appalachia in high school and college.
During a year of graduate study at Vanderbilt University in 1931-32, D~ald Davidson, one of his
professors, encouraged him to continue writing. Following the private publication of Stuart's
poetry collection Harvest ofYouthin 1930, Man with a Bull-Tongue Plqw appeared in 1934 and
was widely praised. Mark Van Doren, for instance, likened Stuart to the eighteen-century Scotish
poet Robert Bums.
Stuart began his autobiographical, Beyond Dark Hills, while he was at Vanderbilt.
Published in 1938, it inspired readers to follow Stuart's example of overcoming great obstacles to
obtain an education. His first novel, Trees ofHeaven, appeared in 1940, followed by short story
collections Head o' W-Hollow (1936) and Men of the Mountains (1941). ·M ore than a dozen other
short story collections were published in Stuart's lifetime.
He was also a widely-read novelist, and critics such as J. Donald Adams ranked Stuart as
a first-cfass local colorist. His first nove~ Trees ofHeaven appeared in 1940, followed by Taps/or
Private Tussie (1943), an award-winning satire on New Deal relief and its effect on Appalachia's
self-reliance. Taps catapulted Stuart to success, but the critical reaction was mixed. Some saw it
as nothing more than a comical, almost stereotyped story of poor, lazy mountaineers on relief:
while others explained that Stuart wrote for a popular rather than a·high brow audience.
Stuart was a successful poet. His ten volumes of verse include Album of Destiny (1944)

1
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and Kentucky ls My Land (1952). He was designated as the Poet Laureate of Kentucky in 1954
and was made a fellow of the Academy of American Poets in 1961. Stuart also wrote a number of
books for children that are still highly regarded and much in use today. The Beatinest Boy (1953)
and A Penny's Worth of Character (1954) are two of his eight junior novels for readers in grades
3-7. Hie to the Hunters, a novel published in 1950, is a celebration of rural life that has been
especially popular with readers in grades 7-12.
Stuart suffered a major heart attack in 1954. During his convalescence, he wrote daily
journals that were the basis for The Year ofAly Rebirth (1956), a book recording his rediscovery

of the joy of life. He later became an active spokesman for the American Heart Association.
Throughout his adult life, Stuart received numerous honors as a writer and educator. In
. 1944, the University of Kentucky awarded him his first of many honorary doctorates. October 15,
1955 was proclaimed uJesse Stuart Dayu by the Governor of Kentucky and a bust of Stuart,
which is still standing, was unveiled on the Q ~up County Courthouse lawn. In 1958, he was
featured on This Is Your Life, a popular tele\ision show. In 1972, the lodge at Green.ho Lake
State Resort Park was named the Jesse Stuart Lodge. In 1981, he received Kentucky's
Distinguished Service Medallion.
In 1978, Stuart was disabled by a stroke. In May 1982, he so.ff~ another stroke which
rendered him comatose until he died on February 17, 1984. He is buried in Plum Grove Cemetery
in Greenup County, close to W-Hollow, the little Appalachian valley that was the setting for many
of his works.
t
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For more ~onnation, con act:
_ l'Jie Jesse Stuart Foundation
1645 Winche,ster
Avenue
~
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P.O. Box 669

Ashland, KiV 4ltl05
(606) 326-/1667
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Internet Address:
jsfbooks.com
E-mail Address:
jsf@jsfbooks.com
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
On Saturday, May 18, from 9:30am-noon the Jesse Stuart Foundation
will host a book signing for the following tri-state authors:

Billy C. Clark

a new reprint of his autobiographical
classic, A Long Row To Hoe and
many others

Linda Scott DeRosier

Creeker, an award-winning
autobiography about growing up on
Two-Mile Creek in Johnson County

Glennis Stuart Liles
and Helen Shultz

W-Hollow Cookbooks, three very
pop~lar cookbooks that have been
regional favorites

Edwina Pendarvis, Laura Traecy
Bentley, Christina St. Clair

Appalachian Love Stories, short
stories

Steve Holt

Late Mowing, poetry

Ken Slone

At Home in the Mountains, poetry

Doris Price

A Bump in the Road, junior book

Jack Ellis

Morehead Memories, a comprehensive history of Morehead and
Rowan County

This book signing will be held at the Jesse Stuart Foundation, 1645
Winchester Avenue in downtown Ashland. For more information, call
(606) 326-1667. All visitors will receive a gift copy of Jesse Stuart's junior
book, Old Ben.
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Your enthusiasm for the Afterwrod which James has
written, as well as the whole· Night Come·s· to" the ·
Cuinb'er1ands project is heartening indeed. I look forward
to seeing your proposed book cover _illustrationo
Let me know when you think we should further implore
Little Brown for action on the reversion of copyright.
Your recent packet of new publications is so much
appr-eciated. · Mor·e he·a'd' Memor·ies is a great collection
of stories·, and my daughter and her husband are especially
enjoying •· . that as they lived in Morehead for some seven.
years while Jack worked for · the Forest Service. And I am
so pleased to have the new co"py of The· Fr·o ntie·r ·smen, and
like · ~ery much its cover illus:ration. I read the book
long ··a go, and have regretted including it · in our gift
of Appalachian .books to North ·Ky. Univ. It contains a
bit of ·· information about my ancestor Benjamin ;Fry that
I had not known before I read the book. He bought land
from Simon Kenton near the mouth of Limestone Creek in
Ky. and helped lay out the town of Washington.
Ken Slone's· At Home· 1n· the Mountains is a nostalgic, tender
and memorable collection. I .am sending the copy as as
gift for a young lady bro~ght up at Whitesburg, with
grandparents in the country,who is about to enter law
school after having been away from the mountains for
several years. It will serve as a beautiful reminder
of her heritage.
Please· send me another copy of At HOme· in the Mountains
for my collection. I enclose my check for the copy plus
postage in the amount of $13.45. I do not use the order
form ·as I am sending your catalogue to a friend in Ohio
whom !'visited last week-end. Please ·send me another
catalogue.
·
·
Sincer~ly yours~ .

~~u.
Anne F~ Caudill

:l?. S. Ha:v:Irtg·?AJ~l'en' 'E ckert for
a book signing is a coup!

,

Jesse Stuart Foundation
Incorporated in 1979 for public, charitable, and educational purposes, the Jesse Stuart Foundation is devoted to preserving the legacy of Jesse Stuart, W-Hollow, and the Appalachian way of
life. The Foundation, which controls rights to Stuart's published and unpublished literary works, is
currently reprinting many of his best out-of-print books, along with other books which focus on
Kentucky and Southern Appalachia.
With control of Jesse Stuart's literary estat(r-including all papers, manuscripts, and memorabilia-the Foundation promotes a number of cultural and educational programs. It encourages the
study of Jesse Stuart's works, and of related material, especially the history, culture, and literature
of the Appalachian region.
Our primary purpose is to produce books which supplement the educational system at all levels.
We n ave now produced more than one hundred editions and printings and we have thousands of
o er regional books in stock. We want to make these materials accessible to teachers and librarians, as well as general readers. We also romote Stuart's legacy through video tapes, dramas, and
presentations for school and civic groups. In kee ing with Stuart's devotion to teaching, the Jesse
Stuart Foundation is publishing materials that are carefully designed for school use.
Jesse Stuart's books are a guideline to the solid values of America's past. With good humor and
brilliant storytelling, Stuart praises the Appalachian people whose quiet lives were captured forever in his wonderful novels and stories. In Jesse's books, readers will find people who value hard
work, who love their families, their land, and their country; who believe in education, honesty,
thrift, and compassion-people who play by the rules.
Today, we are so caught up in teaching children to read that the process has obscured the
high purpose. Children require more than literacy. They need to learn, from reading, the unalterable principles of right- and wrong.
That is why Stuart's books are so important. They allow educators and parents to "kill two birds
-with one stone." They make reading fun for children, and they teach solid values, too.
In a world that is rapidly losing perspective, we must truly educate tomorrow's adults. We must
prepare school children for responsible citizenship, so we need to provide them with beneficial
reading material.
Please help us make others aware of the books and materials available from the Jesse Stuart
Foundation.
For more information, contact:
The Jesse Stuart Foundation
P.O. Box 669
Ashland, Kentucky 41105
(606) 326-1667
Internet Address:
JSFBOOKS.com
E-Mail Address:
j sf@j stbooks. com
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December, 2012

JESSE STUART
FOUNDATION

Jack D. Ellis
552 West Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Jack:

In 2006, following a major fundraising effort spearheaded by board members Carl & Buzzy Leming and
Don & Ruby Miller, we installed a new HVAC system to replace our terribly antiquated chiller system
and radiator system. Utiliz,ing the existing duct work in our nearly 100~year-old, 30,000 square foot
historic buhding, our new heat ,p ~i i:i p.sys ~en1 kt:fps:us:c~:;o: ir, the surnrnet and ·warm ir. t he w inter.
However, the heat pumps cannot provide heat when the outside temperature drops below 20° ...There
simply is no heat that can be extracted from the air. So when the external temperature gets down to
the low 20s, we have no heat in our building other than heat provided by space heaters. For the past
six years, we have had some very cold winter work days here at the JSF.
There is a simple remedy to our situation. Heating units can be installed in the air handlers in our
11
system, and those units will "kick in and provide a backup to the heat pump system on cold days.
Total cost of this project is $17,090. Our revenue stream has declined over the past five years because
of a poor national economy, and we do not have the money to purchase and install these muchneeded heating units. I have tried, without success, to secure financial support from local funding
sources.
So, I am asking our friends to consider making a tax-deductible gift to help with this project. I have
already received eight donations that total $2,650, and I have a pledge for a $5,000 gift that will be
made early in 2013. In general terms, we have a little more than $7,500 of the $17,090 we need.
With th_e new heating units, we expect to eliminate the need for space heaters, reduce electric bills
f
+ bl -'
aunng me co1u w eat ner rno1"ilils, cin u -iYi c1i,e our ou,:'CJ1ng rn ore sate an d. com,orl.a
.e ,or J15r--.- ern p Ioyees,
tenants, volunteers, and customers. In addition, an efficient system of climate control is essential to
preserving our Stuart memorabilia, as well as our huge inventory of new arid used books.
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Best wishes for a happy holiday.
Sincerely,

1645 W inchester Avenue • Ashland, Kentucky 41101 • p 606.326.1667 • f 606.325.2519 • jsfbooks.com
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JESSE STUART
FOUNDATION

August 13, 2012

Jack Ellis
552 West Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Jack,
I want to thank you for participating in our booksigning. Always good to see you,
my friend. I regret that I did not have more time to talk with you.
Your support, and the support of our other authors and editors, is essential to JSF
survivaland success. These are dark and difficult days for publishers and - -~"booksellers. For more than three years, I have worked without accepting a salary
or any other form of financial remuneration from the JSF as my personal
contribution to the economic survival of our organization. Our board members,
like our mutual friend Keith Kappes, and many others also work as volunteers,
because we know that what the JSF is doing is truly important. Our efforts to
promote literacy and learning at all levels through our publications and projects
are vital to our region's well being--and our books reach far beyond our region
and our state.
I have devoted twenty seven years of my life to the JSF, and I am proud of its
growth and success. However, unless we can get more community support, our
future is not bright. Again thanks for your interest and support. I hope others will
follow your lead.
Your friend,

P.S. I enclose a newspaper clipping.

1645 Winchester Avenue • Ashland, Kentucky 41101 • p 606.326.1667 • f 606.325.2519 • jsfbooks.com
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JESSE STUART
FOUNDATION

January 2013

Jack Ellis
552 West Sun Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
Dear Jack:

I am enclosing your royalty check for last year's sales. You receive a royalty
payment on four (4) titles; your percentage of total sales is 70% for three (3) titles
and 75% for one (1) title; and your royalty for FY 2012 is $75.00.
The book publishing industry is facing many challenges. Please be assured that
we are working hard to promote JSF books through traditional markets, as well
as through the internet and the JSF website.
We appreciate your efforts on behalf of the Jesse Stuart Foundation and extend
personal wishes for a happy, healthy, productive, and prosperous new year.
Sincerely,

ames M. Gifford, Ph .D.
CEO & Senior Editor
FEIN# 61-1959617

1645 Winchester Avenue • Ashland, Kentucky 41101 • p 606. 326 .1667 • f 606. 325. 2519 • jsfbooks.com
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FOUNDATION

· June 18, 2012

Jack Ellis
552 West Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Jack,
On August 10, from 1-6pm, the JSF will be hosting an open house to
commemorate Jesse Stuart's birthday. Activities include live music,
prize drawings, refreshments, and book signings by JSF authors. In that
regard, I invite you to join us for all or part of the day. Let me know
what hour or hours you might be available to sign and I will develop a
schedule that will, I hope, accommodate your wishes. Summer book
signings are unpredictable. You might sell some books and you might
not. But the fellowship will be good, and you'll get a piece of Jesse's
th
106 birthday cake. (Jesse's age-not the cake's!!}
Will you be able to join us?
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Making a point and never at a loss for words .. .

(Top) Taken at Jesse's home, February 1960.
Photograph by James N. Keen, courtesy CourierJournal and Louisville Times. (Middle)
"Louisville-Brown Hotel, February 1959speaking to youth interested in journalism
selected from seventeen of Louisville's public,
private, and church schools." (Bottom left)
Jesse speaking to 2600 students and teachers at
Eastern Kentucky State College, in Richmond,
February 12, 1964. (Bottom right) In his yard.

Opposite: (Top left) At a writing workshop.
(Top right) Wowing them at the University
of Kentucky. (Middle left) In front of the
Greenup County Courthouse. Photo by Allan
Kain. (Bottom) Jesse Stuart, Parade Marshall at
the 1976 Greenup Old Fashion Days. Photo by
George Wolfford.
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© Harl'is & Ewing

Lt. (j.g. ) Jesse Stuart

In Earnest Conversation CrJit.'1 His Publisfwr
anrl Friencl, the Late Jofm Macrae

Jesse's Birtfiplace m
Hentucliy

JESSE STUART is well-known as a poet, short
story writer and novelist. H e h as appeared in the
country's le a din g magazines - I-I arpers, The
Atlantic Monthly, ·Esqu-ire, Colliers, The Saturday
Evening Post, etc. In 1937 and 1938 he went to·
Europe on a Guggenheim Fellowship and came
back with the manuscript of his novel, Trees of
I-leaven. H e h as been represented in both the
O 'Brien and the O 'Henry short story anthologies.
His novel, T aps for Private T ussie was a Book-ofthe-Month-Club Selection for D ecember, 1943 and
\ i\Tinner of the 1943 Thomas Jefferson Southern
Award. H e is married and has a baby daughter,
Jesska Jane.
t,

Jesse Stuart is tT1e AutT1or of

About himself f1e says=·

t.

fi
Poetry
ALBUM OF DESTINY

I was born in 1907 n ear Riverton, Ky ., and attended

Ii
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art. Makes Address
ond Rally in Ch icago

The following ls reprinted from
sheressosse see4P t,tttt
, ,
The Literary Spotlight by :B'anny
Butcher in the Chicago Sunday
Tribune of July 9th, 1944:
"The men who wrote and signed
the Declaration of Independence
168 years ago would haive been
pleased, I think at ,a scene after
the book and author bond rally a
: week or so ago . . . Two American
'
) authors - one young, in the ser\ vice of his Uncle Sam's navy, and·
: just starting on his literary J'our-

own name, provide a college education for his cµildren . . ._ Whereu.pon Sandburg walked · over, ·p ut
his arm on Stuart's shoulder, said . . .
·•My f!a ther couldn't _ write -~1is
name either", and then, wTt1i _a . l , 'j
great bqominig lau gh, which star1 s j• ,1·
in his h eart and bursts the silenc- l I:·
es , . h e declared, . "You and I, we're [ ~ I

j }t

just a couple of typical American
illiterates," . . , Yes, I think those
signers would have likea to know,
in those troublous days of 1776,
that the country they were ·dream-

,
1·,
ney; the other the country's great
L ·
1 ! est
historical biographer _ met lng of co,1ld produce such 'lilliter- r;._ ;
1
for the first time- .. Jesse Stuart ates" and the ldnd of passionate 1 ·
,i,uthor of "Taps _for PrLvate Tus- devotion to their land, which those 1,·i, ,sie", was as excited as a navy man two typical Americans f eel,"
I· ''I
could admit ·b eing to meet Carl i
V
- - '"" - .~ 1· '.
Sandburg , .. Also L.ouis Bromfield
and Martha Osten so, copies • of
whose books he carried under his
arm to have autographed to send 1
home to his wife, after the bond
rally at Orchestra Hall, where Carl '
Sandburg's _singing of three songs
brought a record auction price of
P,050,000 in war b.onds,
. Big, 225 pound Jesse Stuart ,
visibly .m elting in his navy °Qlue ·
and rawboned, white haired CarlSandburg, somehow despite the !.
heat looking cool under that icy 1
thatching, went home with us · for 1
a talk before the sailor ~ad ,to s•a y ;
ship-ahoy to Great Lakes at 7130 :
f]1e next morning. . . Carl Sandburg is by nature ap. all night :
talker, and Jesse Stuart forthright
ll,nd outspoken . . . rrhey acted upon each other .conversationally like :
two sticks of dry wood, . . They
kindled fires. . . They got to tall,ing about what a great country
America is, meaning passionately
every word of their love for it.
:

I

JESSE STUART

f:rt

American

111 iter.ates

Stuart insisted, · as he had a t
Orchestra Hall, that nowhere elsB
ln the world could a man like his
rather, who could not write his

, Governor, Other rronunen, A.,icu""""'~........ 8
cTo ReceiV'.e .Degrees From U;.of Ke~tucky

. JESSE STUART, US?l.
DR. F, S. HUTCHINS
The four prominent Kentuckians above ·will receive honorary de·grees .
at the 77th aimµal June commencement at the University of Kentucky,
June 2. They. are, left to right, top row: KenWcky's Governor, Simeon s.
Willis; the Hon. Fre.cf M.' V!x)son, director of the Office of Economic Stabi· Uiatlon; Dr. Francis s. Hutc)uns, president of Berea <;::ollege ;,, ,11,'1 Ken~\1Ck1
.author.and poet, Jesse Stuart, now in the Uq1ted St~t~ Navy. ,·~·:·, .
_

·Author Of
~~Tusst ~" Visits
In Twin City·
I

•

The lieq.te~nt ~;:i.t quietly i::1
the car and listened in on the
interview with Commander Robert A . Winston. Sometimes he
volunteered_ a question or an. ,
additional scrap of information
I
about the. commander: . The i·est
-of_ the time he just sat quietly
and listene.d._
"By the way," said the commander as the two men climbed
out of the car to board their
plane for .Washington, "Lieutenant Stuart here's an author." ·
Lieutenant ·stuart said nothing.
:\
"H_e wrote 'Taps for Private
1
Tuss1e' · among several other
! books;• said the commander.
1
"Maybe you've heard of it," .
' 1 said the lieutenant quietly.
i And ·that just about sums up
the quiet author of one · of the
year's best sellers, "Taps for
Private . Tussie."
Lieutenant
Jesse Stuart is now stationed
with the Bureau of Aeronautics
in the Navy Department in
Washington. He's writing training manuals for the ·navy.
Lieutenant Stuart grinned.
"Writing manuals is · hard," he
volunteered. "It's harder than
writing a novel."
And Lieutenant Jesse Stuart
ought to know because his novel
was a Book-of-the-Month Club
selection as well as a best seller.
But right now, the top thing in
, young Lieutenant Stuart's mind

I

(See Author, Page 2)

is getting overseas. He hopes to
go soon or as soon as he can g_e t
this training manual job finished
up, or at least to a ·stopping
place.
; I
"I tried to enlist in the navy
' .twice," he said after several
·h q~~ions;, "but they ; wouldn't .
ave,ne.
.
• I
He grinned again. "Then I got
1 drafted and was lucky enough
,.to .get' in the navy. After I •fin- , ,
r,ished boot training and was a
· sec!man second class I got my
commission." ·
·
1
,l
Leiutenant Stuart flew down
1
-with Commander Winston to attend the Red Feather Rally of
, the U.nited War Chest last night.
..J3tit..the young author stayed in
"'"th~ackground and never vol-'
! unteered thE: information that
/ while he was pretty new in the
l navy, he had a considerable
t:xeputation as a civilian. It might
.:""J f~v..e.r: have come ·out, if Cof\11..m alfder Winston hadn't men; tioned it. ·
You'd never :get the information from Lieutenant Stuart on
a volunter basis. He's ready to ·
talk about Commander Winston
or about the navy, but not about
·himself. · Lieutenant Stuart's
. tlfa.t kind, of a guy.

r

: tOMMANDER ROBERT A. WINSTON (left), Pacific he(o, and lieut. (j.g.) jesse Stuart,
,noled author of "Taps for Private Tussie''. watch the planes at the Smtih Reynolds
-Airport before faking off fo refurn fo their job~ in Washington. The two _naval
off~cers came 1o _Winston-Salem to pa.rticipafe in the Unifed War Chest rally al !he
: R~ynolds Auditorium last night.-{{Slaff Pholo.)
.

1

•
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CREATOR OF PRIVATE TUSSIE ti~a bowline as a part of his training
in the 10th Regiment. Jesse Hilton Stuart, apprentice chief petty officer
of Co. 712. is the author of the current best seller, "Taps For Private
Tussfe," a Book of the Month Club selection which is now being filmed
b:, MGM.

Author nf Current' Best Seller in Boot Camp Here ·
Student, poet, sc~ool superinten-: Tussie,' but you see, I finished the Dark Hills," an autobiogx:aP!iY, was :

dent, novelist, farmer, apprentice book in 1942, and t didn't get into the third Stuart book to be accepted 1
chief petty officer this is the the Navy until March 31, of this by the publishers. "Trees · of !

medley of experiences in the life
of , Jesse Hilton Stuart, recruit in
the l<Uh Rigiment here.
Stuart is · best known as author
cf thai _current best seller, "Taps
For Private Tussie," a story of Kentucky mountain folk that has already reached a half million readers. The novel was the Book of the
Month Club selection for December, 1943; it won the $2,500 Jefferson Memorial Award for its author last year and is now being
filmed by MGM.
"I wrote it for tragedy but everybody tells me it's hu~or " said
Stuart i~ _referring to the story of
?'7t. Tussie and his beneficiaries.
lf I knew what I know now I
,would have called him 'Sea~an

ye~r."
In Stuart's novel, . Pvt. Tussie,
who left his Kentucky hills for the
Army, was reported missing. His
wife received his insurance money,
in a lunip sum, and the story speeds
on from there, telling of the wild
spending spree carried on by the
private's kinfolk. Yes; the hero re~
turns. • . •
"Ta.ps for Private Tussie" is only
one of seven published books w r itten by Stuart. His fir st, "Man With
a Bull-Tongue Plow," was published in 1934. This won for h im
the Guggenheim Fellowship and
provided · the opportunity to st udy
and travel in Europe. "Head 0' W Hollow, " .a collection of shor t sto r ies, was published in 1936. "B eyond

Heaven" came· out in 1940 and a j
year later another collection of
Stuart's shortr stories. called "Meil :
of the Mountains,'' was published.
"Taps For Private Tussie" was on ,
the book stands iri November, . 1943, 1
and his latest; "Mongrel Mettle,'' f
went to the publishers . in February 1
of this year.
1
Stuart is a graduate of Vander- '
bilt University where he worked
his way throu·gh as a janitor. After .
varied experiences, which included '
14 months in .E urope, he returned to :
h is native Kentucky and was •
named
superintendent
of
the :
Greenup C.\ty schools. He resigned !
h is position in June, 1943, and
m ov ed with his wife and daughter
to th e old family farm.

i

I

my thesis, and the job which had given me eleven meals
a week. From February 19 to June 2, I lived on one meal
a day. I finished my graduate work but I did not rewrite
the thesis.
I let Donald Davidson and Robert Penn Warren
look at some verse I had done, and they told me to send
it to The American Mercury.
I come from a hardy race of people. My mother's
family dl :Ii l

~

• U English. My father's are Scotch.

They have lived in the mountains of Virginia , North
Carolina and Kentucky all their days. My father's people,
the Stuarts and the Stewarts, are, and have been, feudists,
boozers, country pref1chers, Republicans and fine soldiers.
At fifteen I went to a country subscription school to
give ~y grammar a brush. I went sixty days. Then I
entered high school. Also, I h ad never seen anything like
it. I cannot tell you the adjustments I had to make. I was
like a mule in a new pasture. I finished in 1926, and tied
for the best average in my class. Then I went to work in

My mother's people, the Hilton's are, and have been,
country school teachers, moonshiners, rebels and Democrats. They have all been pioneers in the Big Sandy valley
and the mountains of Kentucky. I am the first of my
people to finish college.

the American Rolling-Mills an_d spent eleven months of
pure hell, forging steel. My eyebrows, eyelashes, and hair
became singed. I learned to be a blacksmith there. I left
with $10. I was going somewhere: I didn't know where.
But I knew I was leaving the steel-mills forever.
I tried several colleges but they would not let me enter.
Finally, I ran on to Lincoln Memorial at Harrogate, Tenn.
They took my $10 (I bummed my way there) and put me
to work in a hay Eeld. It was like living in paradise to do
the light work around the college. I went from the hay
field to digging a water line, from a_water li'ne to a sewer
line, and then to cleaning out man-holes. After the first
year, I became editor of the college paper, and ran everything above two miles on the track team. I finished in
three years, owing $101.
I returned to my home county and taught school two
years. The last year I became principal of Greenup
County High School. During the next Summer I worked
my way at Peabody College, Nashville, and then entered
Vanderbilt to do a year of graduate work on $130. I lived
on eleven meals a week from September 22, 1931, to
F~bruary 19, 1932. The hall I was rooming in burned,
and everything I had burned with it save _the clothes I

,Naomi Beane ancl Jrsse Stuart Out

THE LINCOLN MEMORIAL
UNIVERSITY

ALUMNUS
JESSE . STEWART SWORN IN NAVY

appeared as a guest on the "N avy _1
Interviews" program.
''I'd like to write a story about the
men I was sworn in with this morning- if I had time," he said. "I can
feel with them. Most of the men up
my way go into, the Navy-'.'
Jesse Stewarts entry mto the
Jesse Stewart, a 1929 graduate,
Navy has cut short three careers, a 1
won the Thomas Jefferson Award f~r
writer, a farmer and educator.
1943 with his novel, "Taps for PnHe js looking forward to the pubvate Tussie," which was selected as
lication of his latest volume of
the Book-of-the-Month for Dece~ber
poetry, "Album of D estiny," this fall
of 194 3, and w,ill soon be made mto
. or next spring. He has been worka movie by M -G-M. His latest novel,
ing on it since 1930.
"Mongrel Mettle," is on the book
( From Coi,irier Journal)
stands now.

Another Lincoln Memorial University graduate, Jesse Stewart, a
. Kentucky poet, au thor and schoolteacher, joined the ranks of the
armed forces when he was . sworn
into the Navy as an apprentice seaman recently.

"I don't know what they'll do with
me, " Stewart said when hbeing sworn
h
into the · Navy, "but w atever t ey
do, I'll do my best."
"And I don't figure I'll have much
time to do any writing,"_ he_ added
seriously. 'Tm going to give 1t all to
the Navy."

/0

,,.

But the Kentucky writer still
thinking of wr,iting new stories
week, when he appeared at
WINN studios where he had
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GETTING TIPS on the Navy from Seaman _Second Class
Mary Payne, 2330 Crittenden Drive, first · Wave sworn in
here in 1944, is Apprentice Seaman Jesse Stuart, Riverton,
Ky., author and poet .,,who was sworn into the Navy here
yesterday.
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Versatile -Jesse Stuart
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Begins Career As Sailor
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Kentucky Writer, Educator and. Farmer
Sworn In As Apprentice Seaman In Nayy
Kentucky's Jesse Stuart~poet, author, school teacher,
editor and farmer-took on his biggest job yet when he was
sworn into the Navy as an apprentice seaman here yesterday. ,
"I don't know what they are going . to do with me,"
Stuart said, "but whatever they do, I'll do my best."
"¼d I · don't figure I'll have
much time to· da -any writing," book, ''Mongrel Mettle," is on
he added seriously. "I'm going the bookstands now.
Stuart is looking forward to
to give it ali to the Navy."
the publication of his "Album of
But the Riverton, Ky., writer, Destiny" this.-fall or next spring,
whose current bestseller, "Taps a volume of poetry he has been
for ,Private Tussie," has sold over working on since the early
1930's.
half a million copies, ·still was
The book traces the life cycle
thinlµng about new · stories yes- of sixty-four characters, many
terday at the WINN studios of them types Stuart has known
where he had just appeared as a in his own Kentucky hills.
"I've worked ov er the poems
guest on the "Navy Interviews"
program with Seaman Second and revised them for a l ong
tim·e," he said, "and I think it's
~~)K<J_ry_E,;'l_m _e , .?~~o Crittens..t ,m~tllw w .oi;-~ . •.,i )J~d~. li
!V(f; u~st Jf ave sy-;orrr in my_ , l}W_
;lle_:i;J:-·1 n l 9it4·:
~
- ··
-~.-- ha'rd tin1e .getting it d'1ne befure
l le ft atrtt-' getting the corn in,
Has New Storv In Mintl
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HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA, TUESDAY ·MORNING, FEBRUARY 29, 194,
HIGHLANDERS, EXPRESS
SECTIONAL

FAVORITES

(See Sports, Page IO)

FOURTEEN PAGES

CREATOR OF 'PVT. TUSSIE' GOING

nv NAVY

Jesse Stuart, ·author of "Taps For Private Tussie," talked things over
with Captain A. J. Blume yesterday ·after the Kentucky author passed
his pre-induction examination ·at the Armed Farces Induction Station
here and was assigned to service in the Navy. He returned to his farm
in ,v-Hollow near Greenup, Ky., to await call to active duty. "Taps
For Private Tussie" was the Book-of-the-Month Club's selection last
December, and Mr. Stuart, whose brother James is an ensign in the
Navy, sold the movie rights t o M-<:i-1\1. Author Stuart h as written
geveral other books of prose and poetry, as ·well as m agazine articles.
He is married and has a baby daughter.

W.r lflrrnlh-ilspntr
. HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA, TUESDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 29, 1944

' HIGHLANDERS, .EXPRESS
SE(:TIONAL: FAVORITES
(Se.e Sports, Page IO)

FOURTEEN PAOES

JESSE STUART, Superinten_dent

GREENUP, KENTUCKY
LEWIS McCUBBIN

RICHARD N. DORAN

Chairman of Boa.rd

Secretary &. Treasurer

Jul

T2th 1942

Dr .

.lfr d Crabb ,
Peab dy Co lle g e ,
fa,.sh-ville , Tenn .

Ls.st ·::i nte r so, e tL.e ?..uby 'J.ay ,:;_ac Dona l c. w.co te me
.L om '.3lj_ppe !'y Roel: that y ou ·;e k e g o i ng to h ave a book pu li s he.~. She d i dn ' t tell
me the kind i t ';~as; I though .., · t w u l be r. c ll ege teztb oo { or s ome th~nt; i n the
fiel c of e UCB.t ion . Just the oth e1• da.: , I w .s g l ancing through the book .L evie vrn
i n TH'S LITE;. · RY 11!:2 '.J ~El G:2:~ a nd found a re v i e ·t o f your _ 1. ve l . ~Jow I 'm orde r i ng your
'book and will rep01')t so me time l ater- -I don 't knov1 when--wh at I t h i nk of your
nove l . I can hardly wait to r ea ~ i t . I k ew y ou were full of this s tory wh en I
saw you_ t .1. e l ast ; I knev1 yo, p lanned to do so.,,e .,hi ng vii th i t --but li ttl e did I
d~C'ea~ thB.t you would put it in r..ovel fo r•m.
As ou vd l _ n o tiqe by thi s letter head i ng t h at I am b a ck in sc hoo l work . I t ' s
b e en awfully h a.r el to stay out of these l as t five years o I ' ve thou ght a l ot about
schoo l s , the p l ea a nt "v·mrk it i s to v10 ') k with youth and the h i gh type of one is ·
as so c :tat;ion · connecte d wi t h s chool wo r k . I n 'iY t a l ks over- this countr·y , I 1ve
found the best groups in t:1e J.gnd are sch ool groups . I n o ther vords , I like
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JESSE STUART, Superintendent

GREENUP, KENTUCKY
RICHARD N. DORAN

LEWIS McCUBBIN

Secretary & Treasurer

Chairman of Boa.rd

Feb • 6th 1943
Riverton, Ky.
V.L.Sturgill,Esq.,
Ame c~n Refr Gross,
Fort Meaae, ilaryland
Dear Virgil:

I agree with you. You stayed at one post
too long--a post where you weren't appreciated nor paid. I make just a
little more here than you made in Ashland--and I think, as a whole, one
can live more cheaply here--yet, we can hardly break even living on what
I make here. You had~ pay more rent in Ashland and you had a larger
family. I don't see how in the world you came out on it. I don't see how
you did as well as you ~id. And, as Isay, I can't blame you one bit for
leaving the short grass f'or greener pastures with better picking.I'd
never return to the short );~ass unless I had to. That's what you had
in Ashland--short grass. That's what I have here; that's what we all
have in the commonwealth of ~~tucky--and the grass is getting shorter.
While grass all over America continues to grow, it continues to get
shorter for the school teachers.
Virgil, I don't know of one single teacher coming back to Greenup
next year. Miss Womack will not be b~ck;Mrs. Merrill will join her
husband;Mrs. Pickles will go to bett~ picking--Miss Stevenson goes
to work for the Government with a doubled s alary--we can't compete with
the Government-- Mrs. Sammons will not teach nor will I--and that's that.
I've had enough of it this year. I prefer to farm or to be in the army.
I can make a better living at either than I can taching scool on deathcolored wages. You were just a little more alert than your fellow teachers
You saw the chance and you jumped like a rabbit which is a clear sign of
foresight and intelligence. And so, I applaud you, V.L. Futhermore, I
think you are doing something that you will like and you will make a good
man for the Services. You'll be right there wit~ them to the last--working
planning , fighting to the end.
Not any thing of any conseque ces has ha~pened to me with the exceptior
tha
anderoi t University is cal ·ng me 1 back in April for two talks. You
know of my struggle to live and to ~ass examinations in that institut on.
rtnrn
scno ar y--and they are down heTe--that is, the maj ority: of' tnem.
A
arvara University has also writ~e me to come. These are two n ·es
o encouragement through ~ veil of d ~rke s that has prac ical y had me
surrounded w fie n this schoo
us ness , is year. I'd like to be i ~e
J"Oli--active ana doing sometfiing to help win this war. Maybe, I am helping
bu'
e always ioved a little action and not so damned muc}?. sitting. In
t~
as , Thave actea--but not nov~-a~d it greatly disturbs me. I see
you in action, you ten years older--and I sure as this world env you.
! really do. Write me when the spirit moves you.
,t· r
1
>
Always,
,, 'Jv -· ·
Jesse Stuart
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Regional authors.to szgn,works
(Allyson Schoenlein, indee Jesse Stuart
oundation will host pendent reviewer)
►Laura Tracey Bentley,
book.signing for
eight authors from the Tri- a poet and fi~tion writer
from Huntington and
State area from noon to 2
writer-in-residence for th
p.m: Saturday.
Marshall University Writ
►John David Preston,
ing Project, will sign
an attorney from
Paintsville with a long and• "Lake Effect," a collectio
of her poetry.
distinguished
record of public
►JSFBoard
- - - - Member David
service, is the author of "The
R. P~ore, an
Civil War in the
a~strator
with the ErBig Sandy Vallanger/Elsmere
ley of KenGuest columnist
Schools in Kentucky." Preston
ton County, will
graduated with
sign "New Harhonors from
vest," an anthology of
.Harvard University and
Jesse Stuart's forgotten
later earned a law degree
stories.
from the University of
Kentucky. This book repre►Danny Fulks will sign
two books set in his native
sents a lifetime of reSouthern Ohio: "Tragedy
search.
on Greasy Ridge," a collec► Claudia Pemberton,
tion of true stories, and a
will sign her first novel,
companion volume, "Tick
"Love Leaves No One Be. hind." Pemberton works
Ridge Faces the South."
for the Cabell County
►Jack Ellis, retired from
.s longtime 6s1tion as dischool system. Her novel
ector o 1 rane
ore"weaves heroic action and
is
down home charm into a
he author of four books:
timeless love story."

Ti

JAMES M.

GIFFORD

"Morehead Memories,"
"Kentucky Memories,"
biography of Rowan Co ty banker and civic leader ·
Alpha M. Hutchinson, and
"Patriots and Heroes," a
book about Eastern Kentuckians who served during WWII. Ellis, a WWII
veteran, remains active in
service to his Eastern Kentucky homeland as-a minister, local historian, journalist and book evaluator.
acey Ne son,
e
St uart's nephew, is wellknown in the Ashland
area for his expertise in
restoring log cabins, but
Stacey is now devoting his
considerable ability and
energy to writing. He will
be signing his futuristic
novel, "Gone Native." Later this year or early next
year, the JSF will publish
Stacey's novel, "Beneath
.the Weeping Skies," a post
civil war story set in EastKentucky.
►Jeff Davenport will
sign his new book, "Chatter Up!" a book for parents,
grandparents, and coaches

ern

who wantto help children
succeed in Little League
baseball. The author is a
minister in southern Ohio,
a former professional baseball player and an associate scout for the Atlanta
raves. The foreword is by
ajor League Umpire
reg Gibson, a well-known
ative of the Tri-State. ►
Please stop by on Saturday, get a book signed for
you or a friend and enjoy
live music provided by
Carl and Buzzy Leming. If
you can't come and want a
book signed, call (606) 3261667 and we'll take your information and get a book
(or books) signed for you.
The Jesse Stuart Foundation is at the corner of
Winchester Avenue and
17th Street in downtown
Ashland .
---------JAMES M GIFFORD,
Ph.D., is the CEO and senior editor of the Jesse Stuart Foundation.

JSF Board of
Directors on the
steps of the
Foundations
recently
purchased
property at 1645
Winchester Ave.,
Ashland, Ky.
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Board of Directors
Thayle Anderson
Murray State University

Delinda S. Buie
University of Louisville

Owen & Betty Burkinshaw
Lafayette, IN
Harvey & Mae Dixon
Ormond Beach, FL
James M. Gifford, Executive Director
Jesse Stuart Foundation

C. Nelson Grote
Morehead , KY

Charles Hay
Eastern Kentucky University

Melba Porter Hay
Kentucky Historical Society

Keith R. Kappes
Morehead State Un iversity

Carl & Buzzy Leming
Edgewood , KY
Ethel McBrayer
Greenup, KY

John McGinnis
Green up, KY

Danny Miller
Northern Kentucky University

Greg Monge
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.
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Dear Friends,
.,/

~ ,I ,~

.

. ,
_. ;

The Foundation has a new home!
On Thursday, November 2, 2000,
~~)
The Jesse Stuart Foundation, Inc. con.,.
cluded a difficult, two-year search for a
,·;; ,'
new home by purchasing the former
Ashland Post Office Building at 1645 Winchester Avenue, on the "Cultural Corridor" in
downtown Ashland.
Thanks to the support of hundreds of friends across America, we now have
a permanent home that people in the community and Stuart friends nationwide
will enjoy. Our new facility will house our mail order business and our publishing operations. It will also enable us to expand our services. Beginning
this spring, after we get moved, we will:

0

• consolidate our inventory
.
t-cm. .,11e Co· ...
• open a gift shop that will specialize in A ~l~ahia - - crafts
• have exhibits on Stuart's life and wo.1Vfish~¢tool{gr~s and tourists
• host in-service training sessions for tea6fJal//J4~y 40351
7473
• offer Elderhostel classes for senior citizens
,r;
• provide office space for our editors, artists, and volunteers
'j
• develop programs in cooperation with neighbors on the Cultural Corridor

Ashland, KY

Barbara Nicholls
Ashland Community College

With a new building comes an even broader range of responsibilities, so
we would like to enlist some volunteers to work with our staff. Volunteers

Bruce Radford Richey
Frankfort, KY

Dan & Lyda Russell
Ashland, KY

John Spurlock
Western Kentucky University

Jane Stuart
Greenup, KY

Judy B. Thomas, Chairperson
Gree nup , KY

Harry Mac Zachem, Vice Chairperson
Ashland , KY

E-Mail Address:
jsf@ inet99.net

Website:

JSFBOOKS.COM
(coming soon)
ISBN Prefix : 0-945084
Federal ID# : 6 1-09596 17
Status: 501 (c)(3)

We have been tearing down walls and building book shelves. By this spring,
we will have an attractive shop.

THE JESSE STUART FOUNDATION

Incorporated in .1979 for publ!c, c ·table, and educational purposes, t)IP :11111 S'9aA-li'ou
n is devoted to preserving the
legacy of Jesse Stuart, W-Hollow, and the Appalachian way of
life. The Foundation~ which controls rights Stuart's published
and unpublished literary works, -is currently reprinting many of
his best out-of-erint books, along with other books which focus
on Kentucky and Southern Appalachia.
With control of Jesse Stuart's literary estate-including all
papers, manuscripts, and memorabilia-the Foundation promotes
a number of cultu~al and educational programs. It encourages the ·
study of Jesse Stuart's works, and of related material, especially
the i tocy, culture, and literature of the Appalachian region.
primary purpose is to produ9~ Jx>0ks which supplement
the educational system at all level~ehave new roduced more
than one hundred editions and printings ailt. _ ~!We thousands of
other regional books. in stock. We-want to-make-these m-aterials
~~~,s_sibleroteachers-and-librarians,-as~ll.a.s_geneial readers.
~ fllso promote Stuart's legacy through video tapes, dramas, and

to

presentations for school and civic groups. In keeping with Stuart's
devotion to teaching, the Jesse Stuart Foundation is publishing
materials that are carefully designed for school use.
Jesse Stuart's books are a guideline to the solid values of
America's past. With good humor and brilliant storytelling, Stuart

...

rJ)
.

~}u.J..a,,A-

praises the ~
iacpeuple whose quiet lives were captured
forever in his wonderful novels and stories. In Jesse's books, readers will find people who value hard work, who love their families,
their land, and their country; who believe in education, honesty,
thrift, and compassion-people who play by the rules.
Today,.we are so caught up in teaching children to read that ·
the process has obscured t
high purpose . .Children require
more than literacy. They need to learn, from reading, the unalterable principles of right and wrong.
That is why Stuart's books are so important; They allow educators and parents to "kill two birds with one stone." They make
reading fun "tor children, and they teach solid values, too.
In a world that is rapidly losing perspective, we must truly educate tomorrow's adults. We must prepare school children for responsible citizenship, so we need to provide them with beneficial
reading material.
- - -Please help us makeAthers aware of the books and1Daterials
availa
frofu•tlie Jes'se1Stuart Foundation. ~
.l fi/
.V
.
r more m ormation, contact:
The Jesse Stuart Foundation
1645 Winchester Avenue

P.O. Box669
Ashland, Kentucky 41105

(606) 126-1667
Inte net i\ddress:
jsfbooks.com
E-Mail Address:
jsf@jstbooks.com

From The Coffedfon OP;

f.?r ..Ja~k D.. Ellis •
.; . b,)~ W. Sun St.
rvfons.......1head' _
KY 40351
352
biJG..784-7473

================ ALMA D. ROBERTS - - - - - - - 335 Beech St.
Monticello, Kentucky 42633
(606) 348-4071

JESSE STUART
W - Hollow
Greenup. Kentucky 411 44
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Jesse Stuart Foundation

JSF

A Regional Press & Bookseller
(606) 326-1667
FAX (606) 325-2519
Email: jsf@jsfbooks.com

1645 Winchester A venue
P.O. Box669
Ashland, KY 41105

March 6, 2006

.Tack Elhs

552 West Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Jack:
Just a note to thank you and Janice again for purchasing the Don & Ruby Miller collection of
Jesse Stuart First Editions for $10,000. You now own one of the best Stuart collections in
America-· better than what most colleges and universities have.
Don told me that he had more than $11,000 of his money invested in the collection, and David
Palmore and I think your collection will appraise at $15,000-$20,000. So even though yo u paid a
handsome sum, I can say with confidence that you got a bargain and that your collectio;, should
appreciate in value in the years ahead.
Again, thanks! You and Janice are great friends to me and to the Jesse Stuart Foundation.
All best wishes from
Your friend,
~

---····

f,1 /Tom:~,_
lames M. Gifford,

Ph.D.

~} ~EO & Senior Editor
bec/jackellis03062006

Prc:serving the legacy of Jesse Stuart and the Appalachian way of life

February 8, 2005
AGREEMENT

This is an agreement between Dr. Jim Gifford, C.E.O. of the Jesse Stuart
Foundation at 1645 Winchester Avenue, Ashland, Kentucky 41105 and
Dr. Jack D. Ellis, Author, at 215 Knapp Avenue, Morehead, Kentucky 40351.
As per our phone conversation on this date, I, Jack D. Ellis, agree to pay the
Jesse Stuart Foundation in Ashland, $9,092 (plus shipping) for printing 2,000
copies of my book: KENTUCKY MEMORIES: Reflections of Rowan County;
C.

2005.

,,.

·/

Jesse Stuart Foundation

JSF

A Regional Press & Bookseller
1645 Winchester A venue
P.O. Box669
Ashland, KY 41105

(606) 326-1667
FAX (606) 325-2519
Email: jsf@jsfbooks.com

June 15, 2004

Dea: JSF Authc,rs:
Please excuse this impersonal note, but I wanted to present a question to all of you. The JSF
received an informal proposal from the Appalachian College Association to include our
published materials in a digital library they are creating for their 35 member schools.
For a one-time fee, to be negotiated, the JSF is going to allow them to scan and create files for all
of Stuart's books (and my publications, too) You folks know I'm low-tech, but my understanding
is that the books would only be accessible by campus computers so that current students could
call up these books and read them. We're not selling a permission; we're selling books in a
digital format.
So here' s my question to you. Do you want me to include your book(s) in this sale. If so, please
sign this document, return the original to me, and keep a copy for your files .
I will pay you a royalty fee from the sale that is consistent with your contract. Obviously I think
this is the right thing to do, or I wouldn't be offering all of Stuart's published material.
Sincerely,

ames M. Gifford, Ph.D.
CEO & Senior Editor
Permission granted per the details of this letter.

rem/digitallibrary06 l 52004
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Nance named executive director offoundation
I'll be 62 next month. I'm
amazed at how quickly I got
to 62 and how "young" 62
now seems!
,.
I have been doing tl:\e work
of the Jesse Stuart Foundation for more than 25 years, ·
and I have absolutely no
plans to retire. I have no family and few interests outside
of work, so I hope to continue
working for many more
years. But I think it is important for any organization to
plan for the future, so when
the day arrives (hopefully
many years from now) when
I can no longer work productively and provide leadership
for the Jesse Stuart Foundation, I have chosen a successor.
At ou.. May board-meeting,
I recommended that Brett

DR. JAMES M.
GIFFORD
Guest columnist

Nance be appointed executlve. director and charged
with managing the daily operations of our busines~,
which is the second largest
publisher in the state. He will
also have two bookstores, a
reader's group, an art gallery,
a photographic gallery, a
Jesse Stuart Room, and a
30,000-square-foot 1\istoric
building to "say grace over."
It's a growing business and a

big job.
Brett, a graduate of Coal
Gmve.(.Ohro) Hig-ll School
and Marshall University, has

~-

been a Jesse Stuart FoundaAshland's next chief of po. tion employee for more than
lice. Like Brett, he's paid his
a decade and I'm confident
dues; he knows his job; he's
that he will "keep the train
proven himself.
on the tracks" in the years
Regional Readers
ahead.
Our reading group will
I'll continue to serve as
meet at5:45 p.m. Tuesday to
CEO and senior editor. Brett
discuss Terry Ryan's wonderwill answer to me, just as I
ful family memoir, "The
will continue to answer to
our board of directors, ably
Prize Winner of Defiance,
chaired by Morehead State
Ohio."
University Vice President
·Open house
Keith R. Kappes.
On Aug. 8, we'll have an
Brett's promotion reflects a
component of my leadership open house to celebrate Jesse
philosophy. When possible, I Stuart's 100th birthday.
Please mark your calendars
believe in promoting from
and plan to join us.
within an organization. If
you expect loyalty from emJAMES M GIFFORD, Ph.D. ,
ployees, you should be loyal
is the CEO and senior editor
to them in return. For that
::;· ·ne reason, f hope that Rob oj the Jesse Stuart FoundaRatliff will be selected as
tion.

From The ~ Of:
Dr. Jack Q. Blis
552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40361
606-784-7473

JSF

Jesse Stuart Foundation
A Regional Press & Bookseller

(606) 326-1667
FAX (606) 325-2519
Email: jsf@jsfbooks.com

1645 Winchester A venue
P.O. Box 669
Ashland, KY 41105

JAMES M. GIFFORD
Dr. James M. Gifford is the CEO and Senior Editor of the Jesse Stuart Foundation, a non-profit
organization established in 1979 to manage Stuart's literary estate and to promote educational and
cultural programs relevant to the late author's life and works. From his Ashland office, Dr. Gifford
directs activities that include republishing and marketing Stuart's out-of-print works, along with
other books that focus on Kentucky and Appalachia, developing film and theatre projects that focus
on Stuart's works, cultivating new Stuart readers with programs for school and civic groups, and
orchestrating the efforts of more than 5,000 devoted Associate Members in 50 states.
Dr. Gifford received the B.A. degree from Maryville College, the M.A. degree from Middle
Tennessee State University, and his Ph.D. in history from the University of Georgia. He has
published extensively in historical, educational, and literary journals, and he has won professional
awards as a teacher, author, editor, and publisher.
James M. Gifford
SS# 414-64-6714
PO Box 669
Ashland, KY 41105
Work (606) 326-1667
Home (606) 324-6821
Fax
(606) 325-2519
Email: jsf@jsfbooks.com
Notes:
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MOREHEAD MEMORIES: PEOPLE & PLACES
JESSE STUART: CHRONICLER OF OUR HERITAGE
BY
JACK D. ELLIS

Jesse Stuart is a legend in eastern Kentucky. He was probably the most widely
~own person from this region and was one of this nation's most pr~lific writers. During
this writer's years in Florida and traveling throughout the United States as an educational
consultant during the 1950s - 1960s, I was often introduced as being from Jesse Stuart
country. During his lifetime Jesse published 61 books, 460 short stories and more than
2,000 poems. Many of his works have been published in text books, .in ·anthologies, as
&_

well as translated into several foreign languages) ~ they continue to be reprinted. Yet
this charismatic author and educator's contributions are much more than literary. He
I1

served as a leader in education and spokesman for eastern KentucKy espousing such
values as hard work, belief in education, love of family, devotion to country, and love of
the land. He was a man ahead of his time, and is only now becoming recognized for his
many contributiorrs. His life and works continue to attract hundreds of tourists to eastern
Kentucky each year.
Jesse Stuart was born on August 8, 1906, in Northeastern Kentucky's Greenup
County, where his parents, Mitchell and Martha (Hilton) Stuart, were impoverished
tenant farmers. From his father, Stuart learned to love and respect the land. He later
became a far-sighted conservationist- donating over 700 acres of his land in W-Hollow

1

to the Kentucky Nature Preserves system in 1980.
Mitchell Stuart could neither read nor write, and Martha had only a second-grade
education, but they taught their two sons and three daughters to value education. Jesse
graduated from Greenup High School in 1926 and from Lincoln Memorial University in
Harrogate, Tennessee, in 1929. He then returned to Greenup County to teach.
By the end of the 1930s, Stuart had served as a teacher in Greenup County's oneroom schools and as high school principal and county school superintendent. These
experiences served as the basis for his autobiographical book, The Thread That Runs So
True (1949), hailed by the president of the National Education Association as the finest
book on education in fifty years. The book became a road map for educational reform in
Kentucky. By the time it appeared, Stuart had left the classroom to devote his time to
lecturing and writing. He returned to public education as a high school principal in
1956-67, a story told in Mr. Gallion's School (1967). He later taught at the University of
Nevada in Reno in the 1958 summer term and served on the faculty of the American
University of Cairo in 1960-61.
Stuart began writing stories and poems about Appalachia in high school and
college. During a year of graduate study at Vanderbilt University in 1931-32, Donald
Davidson, one of his professors, encouraged him to continue writing. Fallowing the
private publication of Stuart's poetry collection Harvest of Youth in 1930, Man With A
Bull-Tongue Plow appeared in 1934 and was widely praised. Mark Van Doren, for

2

instance, likened Stuart to the eighteen-century Scotist poet Robert Bums.
Stuart began his autobiographical, Beyond Dark Hills, while he was at Vanderbilt.
Published in 1938, it inspired readers to follow Stuart's example of overcoming great
obstacles to obtain and education. His first novel, Trees ofHeaven, appeared in 1940,
followed by short story collections Head o' W-Hollow (1936) and Men of the Mountains

.

'

'

(1941). More than a dozen other short story collections were published in Stuart's
lifetime.
He was also a widely-read novelist, and critics such as J. Donald Adams ranked
Stuart as a first-class local colorist. His first novel, Trees ofHeaven appeared in 1940,
followed by Taps for Private Tussie (1943), an award-winning satire on New Deal relief
and its effect on Appalachian's self-reliance. Taps catapulted Stuart to success, but the
1

critical reaction was mixed. Some saw it as nothing more than a comical, almost
stereotyped story of poor, lazy mountaineers on relief, while others explained that Stuart
wrote for a popular rather than a high brow audience.
Stuart was a successful poet. His ten volumes of verse include Album ofDestiny
(1944) and Kentucky Is My Land (1952). He was designated as the Poet Laureate of
Kentucky in 1954 and was made a fellow of the Academy of American Poets in 1961.
Stuart also wrote a number of books for children that are still highly regarded and much
in use today. The Beatinest Boy (1953) and A Penny's Worth of Character (1954) are
two of his eight junior novels for readers in grades 3-7. Hie to the Hunters, a novel

3

published in 1950, is a celebration of rural life that has been especially popular with
readers in grades 7-12.
Stuart suffered a major heart attack in 1954. During his convalescence, he wrote
daily journals that were the basis for The Year ofMy Rebirth (1956), a book recording
his rediscovery of the joy of life. He later became an active spokesman for the American
Heart Association.
Throughout his adult life, Stuart received numerous honors as a writer and
educator. In 1944, the University of Kentucky awarded him his first of~onorary
I

doctorates. October 15, 1955 was proclaimed "Jesse Stuart Day" by the Governor of
~<-tKentucky and a bust of Stuart, ~ is still standing, was unveiled on the Greenup
County Courthouse lawn. In 1958, he was featured on This Is Your Life, a popular
television show. In 1972, the lodge at Greenbo Lake State Resort Park was named the
Jesse Stuart Lodge. In 1981, he received Kentucky's Distinguished Service Medallion.
In 1978, Stuart was disabled by a stroke. In May 1982, he suffered another stoke
with rendered him comatose until he died on February 17, 1984. He is buried in Plum
Grove Cemetery in Greenup County, close to W-Hollow, the little Appalachian valley
.that was the setting for many of his works. But Jesse's death was not the end of his
influence upon the literary culture and history of eastern Kentucky and Appalachia.
Incorporated in 1979, the Jesse Stuart Foundation was established for public,
charitable, and educational purposes, and is devoted to preserving the legacy of Jesse

4

Stuart, W-Hollow, and the Appalachian way oflife. The Foundation, which controls
rights to Stuart's published and unpublished literary works, is currently reprinting many
of his best out-of-print books, along with other books which focus on Kentucky and
Southern Appalachia.
With control of Jesse Stuart's literary estate - including all papers, manuscripts,
and memorabilia - the Foundation promotes a number of cultural and educational
programs. It encourages the study of Jesse Stuart's works, and of related material,
especially the history, culture, and literature of the Appalachian region.
Their primary purpose is to produce books which supplement the educational
system at all levels and have produced more than one hundred editions and printings
along with thousands of other regional books in stock. They also promote Stuart's legacy
I

through video tapes, dramas, and presentations for school and civic groups. In keeping
with Stuart's devotion to teaching, the Jesse Stuart Foundation is publishing materials
that are carefully designed for school use.
Jesse Stuart's books are a guideline to the solid values of America's past. With
good humor and brilliant storytelling, Stuart praises the people of eastern Kentucky
whose quiet lives were captured forever in his wonderful novels and stories. In Jesse's
books, readers will find people who value hard work, who love their families, their land,
and their country; who believe in education, honesty, thrift, and compassion - people
who play by the rules.

5

Today, we are so caught up in teaching children to read that the process has
obscured that high purpose. Children require more than literacy. They need to learn,
from reading, the unalterable principles of right a n d ~
hat is why Stuart's books are so important. They allow educators and parents to
"kill two birds with one stone." They make reading fun for children, and they teach solid

values,y
,•

n a world that is rapidly losing perspective, we must truly educate tomorrow's

adults. We must prepare school children for responsible citizenship, so we need to
provide them with beneficial reading material.
It was this writer's pleasure to serve as the Morehead State University Director of
Libraries in 1977 when we built the new library tower. On the fifth floor of that facility
we built the "Jesse Stuart Room" which houses, according to author David Dick, "The
most complete collection of Jesse Stuart's works and memorabilia that he had found."

~~

~~-~.}

Jesse $:mffis closely connected to Morehead State University; he oncP .toJd tnet '~xteen
ofJ;4 relatives including ~wife Naomi Dean were Morehead graduates." One oft~
famous Poet Laureate of Kentucky's honorary Doctorates is from Morehead State
University and he had many close ties to Rowan County. The heritage Jesse wrote about
·so much in his books is what we remember in Rowan County as we ·celebrate our 150th
birthday. J-1.t.._
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LIEUTENANT JESSE STUART
1942 - 1945
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On December 7, 1941, when Deane came home to W-Hollow from the hospital, the Stuarts heard
reports of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor over their battery-powered radio. Jesse was ready
to go to war, but he had a wife with a broken back and a baby on the way, so he agreed to serve
as superintendent of the Greenup City Schools for the 1942-1943 school year. The Stuarts
temporarily moved into a house on East Main Street in Greenup to be near Jesse's work and
Deane's family.

On the last day of 1942, Jesse finished a novel that he entitled Inherited Indolence. Deane
thought the story was very funny, but did not like the title. With her help and input from
Huntington journalist Raymond Brewster, Jesse renamed his book Taps For Private Tussie. It
was published by E.P. Dutton and Company in 1943 and soon became a
Book-of-the-Month-Club selection. "It's hard for us to believe," Jesse said, pleased that the book
would be.released with the club's seal in December, "the best month ... for people will be buying
Christmas presents." He was also proud that it was not "a dual selection," meaning that it was the
only book the Club endorsed for that month, which was unusual. It was "all an author [could]
hope for." The next year Taps was condensed and serialized in Ladies Home Journal. MGM later
purchased the movie rights for $50,000, but Army representatives pressured them out of making
the film. They felt that the basic story line, built around the mistaken identification of Private
Kim Tussie's body, could never have happened. MGM shelved the project, and no film was ever
made.2 Ironically, the comedic novel with a World War II setting was published before Jesse

Stuart entered the armed services in 1944.

JS DEANE JANE NAVY UNIFORM. Jesse, Deane, and Jane.

"I want to walk around and look at these old immortal hills before I go," Stuart wrote as he
prepared to join the Navy, "for here I was born and have lived all my days." He took his physical
exam in Huntington, West Virginia, in February and was sworn in at Louisville on March 31 ,
1944. He left immediately for basic training at the Great Lakes Training Command near Chicago
and was there for fourteen weeks, missing Jane, Deane, and their "little home, dogs and
chickens" all the while.3 Jesse dreaded the intense workouts "at [his] age" and losing "the
freedom a civilian has in America," but "hope[d] to make a good seaman." He put forth a great
effort, running so hard and so often that he lost six and a half pounds in a single week.

JESSE WITH CHICKENS. The farm Jesse left behind.

On July 12, 1944, he graduated and was commissioned as a lieutenant U.g.). He was assigned to
the Bureau of Aeronautics in \Vashington; D.C., where he worked until the war ended. In the
Writers Unit, he was given weak assignments that did not stimulate his cyclonic energy, but at
least he was with his family. Before his wife and daughter moved to D.C., Jesse worried that Jane
would forget who he was. As frequently as possible, he "did some smooth and tall talking" to get
out-of-bounds passes, which he used for visits with his family and friends.5

Jesse was torn over his role in the war. One breezy September afternoon, he was so strongly

appalled by the "spectacle of easy life" he and his coworkers were living that he said he would
never forget it. He wondered if he could have been more useful as a farmer than as a bureaucratic
figurehead in uniform. He wrote in his journal:

Since the weather was a little close, sultry outside and storm
clouds hanging over Washington, office doors were thrown
open and I could see inside. Office after office that I passed,
all a small bureau in its own right, I saw groups of officers
sitting with feet upon the desks ... or little groups talking to
each other.. .. It was a spectacle of easy life. And then it made
me wonder what it was all about. Wasn't there enough for
us to do here to keep us busy? What was I contributing to
the war effort? Would I have been better off on my farm
producing food and writing books and stories and paying
more taxes? I didn't know.

MICK MARTHA FIVE KIDS DURING THEWAR. From left to right: Mick, Martha, Jesse,
Sophia, Mary, James, and Glennis.

Meanwhile, his brother, James, was in the Leyte, Luzon, and Okinawa invasions. The three
Stuart sisters worked at the Clayton Lambert shell plant in Wurtland, Kentucky. Their father was
unable to do much physical labor, so their Uncle Jesse was trying to manage the farm
singlehandedly. It was a formidable effort, but the land was suffering. Jesse was unsure whether

'

he would ever see his home again, as he expected to be "shipped to the mid pacific ... unless
some radical changes [came] about." He lamented to his friend Gus Voiers, "Remember my
chickens! Deane has sold them. I hated to sell them-would hate to see the house with the shades
down, grass growing in the yard and the dogs gone. One of these days I hope to live there again."

DEANE JANE AND JESSE IN DC. Deane and Jesse walk with Jane down the streets of "noisy,
gossipy" Washington, DC.

Soon after Deane and Jane came to live with Jesse, the Stuarts lost a baby that was born
prematurely. That, among other factors, depressed them. Not surprisingly, Jesse and Deane were
ill-suited to big city life. "Washington, as I know it, is just another city-a noisy, gossipy one at
that," he complained, chaffing from inactivity. Jesse claimed that he would soon be assigned "to
a carrier in the Pacific" on its way to Japan, but the war ended on September 2, 1945, without his
seeing any action.12 He was mustered out on December 31, 1945, exactly three years after
having completed Taps For Private Tussie. He and his family left Washington "in a hurry" to get
home. They departed at noon in poor driving conditions and drove seven-and-a-half hours to
Clarksburg, V.l est Virginia, a distance of almost 250 miles. The next day they weathered a
"blinding snowstorm and ~cy roads" to Ohio, where conditions improved for the remainder of the
trip. They stayed in Greenup with Deane's parents for two days, waiting for the ground to freeze
so they could drive the rutted dirt roads that led to their beloved W-Hollow.

When the Stuarts finally reached home, they were greeted by moldy books and furniture.
Carefully drying their belongings before a big fire, they realized, "It just doesn't pay to go off and

I

leave a home empty for a couple of years." Their home needed much work, and the farm was "in
a hell of a mess." After some consideration, Jesse determined that he "couldn' t escape these old
boney acres," so he reaffirmed his commitment to improve the land, knowing that it would be a
slow process.14

Life in the military had not been all bad, however. In the Writing Unit, Jesse met John Bird, who
became editor of Country Gentleman and later served as articles editor of the Saturday Evening
Post. Bird became a valuable professional ally, a lifelong correspondent, and a good friend. "I
wish to hell that I could have got to the Pacific in this last war. But you know your fate, you
know mine," Stuart wrote to Bird. "My little world was the Navy Dept. Washington, D.C. Really
it was some world when you come to think about it." More than a decade lat~r, he observed that
for "one year after I got out of the service all I wrote should have been burned. What was wrong?
You tell me. I don't know."15

...

I

Lieutenant Jesse Stuart
1. JS to GV, September 18, 1943.
2. JMG, introduction to Taps for Private Tussie, Ashland: JSF, 1992, x. See also Richardson ,
309, and Foster, 109.
3. JS to Roland Carter, March 27, 1944
4. JS to ALC, January 25, 1945; JS to GV, April 12, 1944.
5. JS to GV, July 5, 1944.
6. JS' Daily Journal, September 12, 1944.
7. JS to GV, January 10, 1945; JS to LW&GV, April 24, 1945.
S: Glennis, Mary, and Sophia worked at Clayton Lambert until the war was over, according to
Carol Abdon, Glennis' niece. Clayton Lambert made forty millimeter shells for the Navy and
received an award from the federal government in 1945 for its contribution to the war effort.
Ethel McBrayer said the Clayton Lambert employees "made a lot more money than the school
teachers." JMG interview with Ethel McBrayer, December 27, 2005, at her home in Greenup.
9. JS to LW&GV, September 14, 1944.
10. JS to LW&GV, September 27, 1944.
11. JS to GV, January 10, 1945.
12. JS to ALC, January 25, 1945, U of L Archives.
13. Richardson, 320-321.
14. JS to JB, January 16, 1946.
15. JS to JB, May 10, 1946, and March 8, 1960.
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Album of Destiny
Andy Finds A Way

Autumn Love Song
Beatinest Boy
Best Loved Short Stories of Jesse Stuart

Beyond Dark Hills
Beyond Dark Hills
Beyond Dark Hills
Clearing in the Sky
Come Back to the Farm
Come Gentle Spring
Come To My Tomorrowland
Cradle of the Copperheads
Dandelion on the Acropolis
Dandelion on the Acropolis
Daughter of a Legend
Dawn of Remembered Spring
Foretaste of Glory
God's Odding
Good Spirit of Laurel Ridge
Good Spirit of Laurel Ridge
Harvest of Youth
Head O' W Hollow
He'll Be Coming Down the Mountain
Hie to the Hunters
Hold April
Honest Confessions of a Literary Sin
Huey the Engineer
If I Were Seventeen Again
Jesse Stuart Harvest
Jesse Stuart Reader
Jesse Stuart Reader
Jesse Stuart The Heritage
Jesse Stuart the Man
Jesse Stuart the Man and His Books
Jesse Stuart. The Boy From the Dark Hills

Kentucky Is My Land
Kentucky Is My Land
Kingdom Within
Land Beyond the River
Land of Honey Colored Wind
Lost Sandstones and Lonely Skies
Man With A Bull-Tongue Plow
Men of the Mountains
Mister Gallions School

1944
1961
1971
1953
1982
1938
1972
1972
1950
1971
1969
1971
1988
1978
1978
1965
1972
1946
1960
1953
1953
1930
1936
1946
1950
1962
1977
1960
1980
1965
1963
1963
2005
1977
1988
1990
1952
1952
1979
1973
1981
1979
1934
1941
1967

1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
S.
S.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.

S.

Sonnets of mountain people .
A farm boy learns self reliance.
S. A poetic celebration of the joys of maturing.
S. A Young boy's coming of age .
A collection of his writings introduced by Robert Penn Warren.
S. A personal story.
Limited edition 3 of 60 printed .
Limited edition 4 of 950 copies (deluxe edition)
S. Humorous short stories.
s. Stories about the pioneering spirit of hill people.
S. Collection of twenty short stories.
s. Inspiring story of a young girt with polio and her love of nature.
1 st.(1983) An autobiographical novel.
1st. S. (limited edition) Journal of Jesse's travel and teaching in Greece.
(limited edition)
1st. S. Stories about isolated Mulungeons.
A collection of stories published in various periodicals, 1940-1972.
S.
1st. S. Stories of human nature. Forward by Robert Penn Warren.
1st. S. The story Mick Stuart, Jesse's father.
1st. S. A novel about a self-sufficient squatter on the land.
1st.
A novel about a self-sufficient squatter on the land.
1st. S. Stuart's first book and he later destroyed most of the copies.
1st. S. Jesse's stories of Eastern Kentucky hills.

1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.

Publ. in London . Publ. in America as Taps for Private Tussie.

s.
S.
S.

A city boy goes to live with a farm family.
Collection of poems about acceptance of life.
(and numbered) Jesse's analysis of his first book, Harvest of Youth.
Old railroad story originally published in Esquire Magazine, 1937.

S.
S.
S.
S.

How he would cange his ideas about education.
Collection of eighteen short stories of self reliance & human frailties.
Stories and poems for schools.
Textbook edition for schools.
A biography by David Dick. Signed by the author.
A Biography by Gilpin.
A biblio. & price guide to Jesse's publ. works. By Jerry Herman & George Brosi .

S.
S.
S.

S.
S.
S.

by Jimmy Lowe.
Poems celebrating hill people and patriotism.
Author's edition.
A spiritual introspective of his first heart attack.
Saga of a poor Appalachian farm family's struggle to do better.
Jesse Stuart's Kentucky resource book for teachers and students.
Essays that capure the essence of nature.
703 Sonnets of rural life.
Twenty-one short stories.
A novel about teaching and education.
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Mongrel Mettle
Mr. Gallions School
My Land Has A Voice
My World
New Harvest Forgotten Stories of Kis J. Stuart

Old Ben
Old Ben
Only Place We Live
Penny's Worth of Character
Plowshare in Heaven
Rebels With A Cause
· Red Mule
Ride With Huey the Engineer
Rightful Owner
Save Every Lamb
Seasons of Jesse Stuart
Seven by Jesse
Short Stories for Discussion
Songs of A Mountain Plowman
Songs of A Mountain Plowman
Stories By Jesse Stuart
Strength From the Hills
Tales From Plum Grove Hills
Tags for Private Tussie
Tags for Private Tussie
Tags for Private Tussie
Tags for Private Tussie
Tennessee Hill Folk
The Thread That Runs So True
Thirtv-two Votes Before Breakfast
Thread That Runs So True
Tim, A Story
Tim, A Story
To Teach, to Love
Trees of Heaven
Ug the Hollow From Lynchburg
World of Jesse Stuart
Year of My Rebirth

1st -- indicates First Edition .
. S -- indicates Signed Cogy.

1944
1964
1966
1975

1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.

S.
S.
S.
S.

2003 1st.

1970
1991
1976
1954
1958
1967
1955
1966
1960
1964
1977
1970
1965
1986
1986
1968
1968
1946
1943
1943
1943
1969
1972
1958
1974
1949
1939
1967
1970
1940
1975

1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.

1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1956 1st.

Autobiography of a dog.
Jesse's first attempt at writing a play.
Twenty one Stuart stories about courage and human nature.
Jesse travels from W Hollow to the rest of the world .
By David Palmore. Reveals many lesser known stories never publ. in his bks.

S.

S.
S.

s.
S.
S.
S.
S.

S.
S.

s.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.

About a big bull blacksnake.
About a big bull blacksnake.
Writings by Stuart and two other regional aughors.
A book about honesty.
Twenty-one stories about quirky characters.
Booklet publ ished by Murray State University.
Virtue of mules in an age of tractors.
A boy rides the train with the engineer.
A boy learns to respect others.
Stories of animal relationships.
Autobiography of Jesse.
Collection of short stories.
A. K. Rideout discusses Jesse's writing . Signed by Rideout.
Collection of Jesse's poems written over many years.
Collection of Jesse's poems written over many years.
A collection of juvenile stories.
Original title: God's Oddling.
Short stories that reflect Stuart's love of the land.
Satire of new deal program.
Satire of new deal program.
Satire of new deal program.
World edition.
Photographs and captions by Joe Clark; all essays by Jesse Stuart.
An adopted three act play.
A story of politics at the grass roots level.
Classic stories of an educator and teaching .
Short Story of humor and realism.
(hardback ed.) Limited to 100 copies.
Collection of essays about education.
Stuart's first novel.
Census takers from Tennessee to the Bluegrass.
His life in poetry.
Story of Stuart convalescence from his first heart attack.
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Man With A Bull-Tongue Plow
Head O' W Hollow
Beyond Dark Hills
Tim, A Story
Trees of Heaven
Men of the Mountains
Taps for Private Tussie
Taps for Private Tussie
Taps for Private Tussie
Album of Destiny
Mongrel Mettle
Foretaste of Glory
He'll Be Coming Down the Mountain
Tales From Plum Grove Hills
Thread That Runs So True
Clearing in the Sky
Hie to the Hunters
Kentucky Is My Land
Kentucky Is My Land
Beatinest Boy
Good Spirit of Laurel Ridge
Good Spirit of Laurel Ridge
Penny's Worth of Character
Red Mule
Year of My Rebirth
Plowshare in Heaven
The Thread That Runs So True
God's Odding
Huey the Engineer
Rightful Owner
Andy Finds A Way
Hold April
Jesse Stuart Reader
Jesse Stuart Reader
Mr. Gallions School
Save Every Lamb
Daughter of a Legend
Jesse Stuart Harvest
Short Stories for Discussion
My Land Has A Voice
Ride With Huey the Engineer
Mister Gallions School
Rebels With A Cause
Tim, A Story

1930
1934
1936
1938
1939
1940
1941
1943
1943
1943
1944
1944
1946
1946
1946
1949
1950
1950
1952
1952
1953
1953
1953
1954
1955
1956
1958
1958
1960
1960
1960
1961
1962
1963
1963
1964
1964
1965
1965
1965
1966
1966
1967
1967
1967

1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.

S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.

1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.

S.

1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.

S.
S.
S.

Stuart's first book and he later destroyed most of the copies.
703 Sonnets of rural life.
Jesse's stories of Eastern Kentucky hills.
A personal story.
Short Story of humor and realism.
Stuart's first novel.
Twenty-one short stories.
Satire of new deal program.
Satire of new deal program.
Satire of new deal program.
Sonnets of mountain people.
Autobiography of a dog .
Stories of human nature. Forward by Robert Penn Warren.
Publ. in London . Publ. in America as Taps for Private Tussie .

S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.

S.
S.
S.

Short stories that reflect Stuart's love of the land .
Classic stories of an educator and teaching.
Humorous short stories.
A city boy goes to live with a farm family.
Poems celebrating hill people and patriotism.
Author's ed ition.
A Young boy's coming of age.
A novel about a self-sufficient squatter on the land .
A novel about a self-sufficient squatter on the land .
A book about honesty.
Virtue of mules in an age of tractors.
Story of Stuart convalescence from his first heart attack.
Twenty-one stories about quirky characters.
An adopted three act play.
The story Mick Stuart, Jesse's father.
Old railroad story orig inally published in Esquire Magazine, 1937.

S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.

A boy learns to respect others.
A farm boy learns self reliance.
Collection of poems about acceptance of life.
Stories and poems for schools.
Textbook edition for schools.
Jesse's first attempt at writing a play.
Stories of animal relationships.
Stories about isolated Mulungeons.
Collection of eighteen short stories of self reliance & human frailties.
A.K. Rideout discusses Jesse's writing . Signed by Rideout.
Twenty one Stuart stories about courage and human nature.
A boy rides the train with the engineer.
A novel about teaching and education.
Booklet published by Murray State University.
(hardback ed .) Limited to 100 copies.
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Stories By Jesse Stuart
Strength From the Hills
Come Gentle Spring
Taps for Private Tussie
Old Ben
Seven by Jesse
To Teach, to Love
Autumn Love Song
Come Back to the Farm
Come To My Tomorrowland
Beyond Dark Hills
Beyond Dark -Hills
Dawn of Remembered Spring
Tennessee Hill Folk
Land Beyond the River
Thirty-two Votes Before Breakfast
My World
Up the Hollow From Lynchburg
Only Place We Live
Honest Confessions of a Literary Sin
Jesse Stuart the Man
Seasons of Jesse Stuart
Dandelion on the Acropolis
Dandelion on the Acropolis
Kingdom Within
Lost Sandstones and Lonely Skies
If I Were Seventeen Again
Land of Honey Colored Wind
Best Loved Short Stories of Jesse Stuart

Songs of A Mountain Plowman
Songs of A Mountain Plowman
Cradle of the Copperheads
Jesse Stuart the Man and His Books
Jesse Stuart, The Boy From the Dark Hills

Old ·Ben
New Harvest Forgotten Stories of Ky's J. Stuart

Jesse Stuart The Heritage
World of Jesse Stuart

1st -- indicates First Edition.
S -- indicates Signed Copy.

1968
1968
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1972
1972
1973
1974
1975
1975
1976
1977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1979
1979
1980
1981
1982
1986
1986

1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
S.
S.
S.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.
1st.

A collection of juvenile stories.
Original title : God's Oddling.
S. Collection of twenty short stories.
World edition.
S. About a big bull blacksnake.
Collection of short stories.
S. Collection of essays about education.
S. A poetic celebration of the joys of maturing.
S. Stories about the pioneering spirit of hill people.
S. Inspiring story of a young girl with polio and her love of nature.
Limited edition 3 of 60 printed .
Limited edition 4 of 950 copies (deluxe edition)
A collection of stories published in various periodicals, 1940-1972.
S. Photographs and captions by Joe Clark; all essays by Jesse Stuart.
S. Saga of a poor Appalachian farm family's struggle to do better.
S. A story of politics at the grass roots level.
S. Jesse travels from W Hollow to the rest of the world .
Census takers from Tennessee to the Bluegrass.
Writings by Stuart and two other regional aughors.
S. (and numbered) Jesse's analysis of his first book, Harvest of Youth.
S. A Biography by Gil pin.
S. Autobiography of Jesse.
S. (limited edition) Journal of Jesse's travel and teaching in Greece.
(limited edition)
A spiritual introspective of his first heart attack.
1st.
Essays that capure the essence of nature.
1st.
1st.
How he would cange his ideas about education.
Jesse Stuart's Kentucky resource book for teachers and students.
1st.
A collection of his writings introduced by Robert Penn Warren.
1st.
Collection of Jesse's poems written over many years.
1st.
Collection of Jesse's poems written over many years.
1st.
1988 1st.(1983) An autobiographical novel.

1988 1st.
1990 1st.
1991
2003 1st.

2005
1st.

A biblio. & price guide to Jesse's publ. works . By Jerry Herman & George Brosi.

by Jimmy Lowe.
About a big bull blacksnake.
By David Palmore . Reveals many lesser known stories never publ. in his bks.

A biography by David Dick. Signed by the author.
His life in poetry.
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Activist
American Book Collector
American Book Collector
American Forests
American Forests
American Forests
American Forests
American Forests
American Forests
American Forests
Angels
Appalachian Journal
Arizona Quarterly
Arizona Quarterly
Arizona Quarterly
Arizona Quarterly
Arizona Quarterly
Arizona Quarterly
Arizona Quarterly
Arizona Quarterly
Arizona Quarterly
Ashland Oil Log
Ball State Forum
Ball State Forum
Ball State Forum
Ball State Forum
Ball State Forum
Ball State Forum
Ball State Forum
Ball State Forum
Boys Life
Christian Living
Call Notes
Current Events
Education Quest (MSU)
Friends (Chevy)
Georgia Review (U. GA)
Georgia Review (U . GA)
Glenmary's Challenge
Glenmary's Challenge
Glenmary's Challenge
Glenmary's Challenge
Green River Review

Mar. 1965
Feb. 1966
JI/Aug 1973
May, 1965
Dec. 1965
Aug . 1968
Mar. 1970
Mar. 1970
Nov. 1975
Jan . 1976
Fall/Win 1968
Autumn 1975
Autumn 1960
Spring 1961
Summer 1962
Winter 1962
Autumn 1967
Summer 1968
Autumn 1969
Autum,n 1974
Summer 1978
XXVII, No. 11
Winter 1962-63
Spring 1965
Autumn 1966
Summer 1968
Summer 1968
Summer 1968
Summer 1968
Summer 1968
Feb. 1967
Nov. 1968
Sept. 1970
Mar. 17, 1952
Winter 1966
Mar. 1978
Winter 1956
Winter 1967
Summer 1968
Autumn 1968
Christmas 1968
Spring 1969
Fall 1968

p. 17
p.3
p. 16
p. 59
p. 28
p. 12
p. 32
p. 57
p. 28
p.20
p.28
p. 80A
p.237
p_. 69
p. 113
p. 305
p.227
p. 147
p. 209
p. 239
p. 162
p. 1
p.2
p.3
p.31
p. 17
p.24
p. 35
p. 47
p. 57
p. 18
p.20
p.3
p. 55
p.2
p. 21
p.405
p. 449
p.3
p.3
p. 12
p. 13
p. 5
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A poem .
Voice of Jesse Stuart
Jesse Stuart's Poems
Death Comes to the Lover
Shinglemill Symphony
Staths in the green Valley Below
Trees I Have Known
Spring Bouquet (Jane)
Corn shocks
You Ask Me Where I'd Rather Live
The Simple Joys of Snow
Witness for Naomi's Paw
The Magic Land
Impression
Drink to the Man .
The Good Finder
A Thousand Years is a Long Time.
W-Hollow Man.
Coal Miner's Son
Hurdie's Night Out
Two Sides of Fence.
Dimensional Giving
An Autumn Sonnet, While Colors Change
Beside the Still Waters
Goodbye to Our Valley
An Olive Orchard Near Sunuon
In Memory Of
Best Years
Sweet Meadows
Love Is An Equation
Victory & the Dream
My Land Has A Voice
Note of Notes
Spokesman for Democracy
Old Carl
Many Talents of Cousin Ben
Ezra Alcorn & April
Two Worlds
Bad Phid
Professor Zeke
Tanyard Hollow
Jack & Barney
Hot Trumpeter of Love

Green River Review
Green River Review
Hartwick Review
Hartwick Review
Hartwick Review
Hartwick Review
Hawk and Whippoorwill

Holiday
Indiana English Jr.
Indiana English Jr.
Kappa Delta Record
Kappa Delta Record
Kappa Delta Record
KEA Journal
Kentucky Business
Kentucky School Jr.
Laurel Review (W.Va.)
Laurel Review (W.Va.)
Laurel Review (W.Va.)
Letter
Lincoln Memorial (Univ. Press)
Lincoln Memorial (Univ. Press)
Lincoln Memorial (Univ. Press)
Louisville
Michigan Qtrly.
Minnesota Review
Mountain Life and Work
Murray State Alumnus
Ohio Univ. Review
Omnibook
Pathway Magazine
Pathway Magazine
Phi Kappa Journal
Peabody Reflector
Peabody Reflector
Peabody Reflector
Peabody Reflector
Peabody Reflector
Peabody Reflector
Peabody Reflector
Pegasus
Pegasus
Progressive Farmer
Progressive Farmer
Progressive Farmer
Register (Ky. Historical Society)
Saturday Evening Post
Saturday Evening Post
Saturday Evening Post
Saturday Evening Post
Saturday Evening Post
Saturday Review

Fall 1968
Fall 1969
Fall 1966
Spring 1967
Fall 1967
Spring 1968
Spring 1963
Mar. 1975
Summer 1974
Summer 1974
Oct. 1968
Oct. 1969
Apr. 1972
Jan. 1970
Nov. 1955
Oct. 1970
Fall 1969
Spring 1970
Spring 1970

p. 147
p.3

p.36
p.86

p. 22
p. 28
p.6

p.39
p.3

Our Tom-the-Hammer
Mission Incomplete
Beside the Sacred Water of Parnassus
Plessas of Patras
Egypt & Forever
Sounion - the Beautiful
4 Poems
I Sing of America - South
John - Ephesus

p.25,26
p.9

p.26
p. 112
p.8
p. 18
p.8
p.3

Importance of Reading
The Little Pencil Reminder
Memory Practices
Vivian
Kentuckians in Months News
Inspiration: True Test of Teaching Skills
Maybelle's Boy Friend

p.22,26,2, 7, 15,31
p.42

1977
Summer 1969
Winter 1969
Spring 1971
Sept. 1976
Fall 1969
May/Jn 1965
May, 1970
Oct. 1970
Vol. IX 1967
June, 1946
Apr. 1970
May, 1970
Fall, 1970
May/Je. 1959
Mar/Apr. 1967
Nov. Dec. 1968
Jan/Feb. 1969
Spring, 1971
Spring, 1972
Summer, 1974
Summer, 1971
Winter, 1971
June, 1961
Feb . 1965
Mar. 1969
Jan, 1970
Aug., 13, 1955
Nov. 5, 1955

p.5
p. 1
p. 2

Jly/Aug. 1962

p.8

Nov. 1966
Fall, 1971
Dec. 1957

p.98
p.5

p. 54
p.234
p. 113
p.8
p. 7
p. 16
p. 121

p. 13
p.24
p.449
p. 106
p.69
p.295
p. 17
p. 55

p.28
p.48
p. 5-9

p. 12
p.66
p. 130
p. 100

p.37
p.25
p.49
p. 54

~

Turn Your Head Away
Hand written letter fromJesse to Jack Ellis
Alumni Day
The Way to W-Hollow
3 New Books
Interview
After the Windfall
Love Is Where You Have Found It
Appalachian Heritage
Writer's Workshop
How To Thread A Needle
Fortaste of Glory
To Cut A Chanel to the Sea
There's Plenty Left in Washington
My Seven Year Plan
3 Teaching Writers
Sounion the Beautiful
A Christmas Story
Solution to a Wedding

Wind
Naomi
Time and a Place for Growing Up
A Poet Speaks (7 poems)
Books & Baseball
The Man Ahead of You
Chow Chow
I'll Own Them All Someday
My Land Has A Voice
My Heart Attack & I
He Was Part of This Land
Are We A Nation of Digits
The Accident
Earth Held the Answer
America Last Carbon Copy

Scholastic Teach er
Scimatar & Song
Scimatar & Song
Scimatar & Song
Scimatar & Song
Scimatar & Song
Scimatar & Song
Scimatar & Song
South-Stetson Univ.
Southwest Review
Southwest Review
Southwest Review
Tennessee Teacher
Tennessee Teacher
Tennessee Teacher
Tennessee Teacher
Tennessee Teacher
Tennessee Teacher
Tennessee Teacher
Tennessee Teacher
Tennessee Teacher
Tennessee Teacher
Today's Education (KY)
Today's Health
Today's Health
Vanderbilt Alumnus
Via Kentucky Highway
Wisconsin Academy Review
Wisconsin Rehab. (Voe. Rehab)
Writers Digest

Oct. 1968
Dec/Feb . 1971
Dec/Feb. 1971
Mar/Apr/May 71
Dec/Feb. 1972
Sept./Nov. 1974
Jan/Mar. 1975
Aug/Nov. 1975
Summer, 1972
Spring , 1968
Summer, 1969
Summer, 1971
Feb. 1970
Feb. 1970
Mar. 1970
Sept. 1970
Jan. 1971
Apr. 1971
Jan . 1972
Nov. 1973
Feb. 1976
Feb. 1977
Dec. 1969
Nov. 1961
May, 1962
Nov./Dec. 1967
Fall , 1970
Vol. 19;No. 2
Winter, 1968
May, 1971

p.6
p.2
p. 16
p. 14,15
p.4
p. 1
p. 12
p. 4
p.34
p. 131
p. 274
p. 251
p.8
p.9
p. 11
p. 10
p. 13
p. 10
p.23
p.5
p. 16
p. 6
p.48
p. 12
p.49
p. 17
p. 1
p.5
p. 7

The Oum Oum
Bio .
A Woman's Wish
Jesse Stuart Poetry
You Be the Judge
Lee Pennington (Bio)
Which Tree Would You Rather Be?
Meadows of Death
A Concept of the Image in the Poetry of Jesse Stuart

A Little Piece of Striped Candy-Colored String
Holiday with the Larkses
Poetry of J. Stuart, an Estimate for ?O's
About Jesse
Memory Album
2 or 3 Ideas
Conscientious Acceptors
Winds
Constructionist vs Destructionists
I Live in Three Houses
A Dialogue (2 letters)
The House
69 Years of Measured Time
E.P.
Any Man Can Have A Heart Attack
Land of Lincoln - 100 Years Later
Reminisces About Vanderbilt
Oh What A Poem I Am In
Letter to August Derletn
Story of A Heart Attack
Cover Photo: Jesse Stuart and others

MOREHEAD MEMORIES: PEOPLE AND PLACES
By
Dr. Jack D. Ellis

"WE LIVE OUR LIVES AS A TALE THAT IS TOL~
~
~lm90:9)

7

Over the years this column has included several book reviews of local interest.
This recent book will be especially interesting to the people in our community, our region
· and across America.
JESSE STUART: An Extraordinary Life: By Dr. James M. Gifford and Erin
Kazee. Pubiished by the Jesse Stuart Foundation, c.2010.
Copious photos, letters and graphics never seen before
This blockbuster biography could be subtitled "The Good the Bad and the Ugly"
or "The Man and the Myth" or"The Truth and th~ction" of Jesse Stuart because it
promises to be a whole new genre of literature. ~paratefthe truth from the fiction about
Jesse Stuart, pointing out that much of the "Paul Bunyon" like myth was created by Jesse
himself and perpetuated by the publisher of his more than 60 books and hundreds of
periodicals. Together they helped keep alive his rugged mountaineer image which helped
sell his books and appealed to Jesse's ego.
At one time Jesse considered himself the most published author in America. He
based it on the number of years that many of his short stories had been printed in the stat~
adopted textbooks in California, Texas, Florida, New York and many other states. ( T ~
writer was a librarian in Florida during the 1950's and 1960's and was once intr_pJp~da
a State Library Conference as being from Jesse Stuart Country.) .
well':Imown '/
throughout Florida during that era.

) t

\

f

This book is well documented with interviews, graphics, photos and hand-written
letters. Many in Jesse's own scrawling handwriting from illill.J~ *eople as: family
members, high school and collepe s ld ?Jrl friends and'~aay' who became his
wife. Also included arf.~porary'
ary figures, political friends and enemies. All
are integrated ~:er-~ a skillful fashion to present Jesse Stuart as educator, author, and
lwary legend
a man with a chip on his shoulder. One who let his opinions be
known whether it was on women, education, religion or politics which often times got
into trouble.
Once in a public setting in his hometown of Greenup, Kentucky he was accosted
by a local constable who took issue with some of Jesse' s political views. As Jesse, tried
to walk away from the constable, he was "blindsided" from the rear, splitting his skull
open with a blackjack knocking him to the ground. Jesse, covered with blood got and
would have beaten the man to death but by-standers pulled him off of his attacker. Jesse
was certainly no shrinking violet in life or literature.

-.J

The world traveler, Jesse Stuart;had 16 honorary doctor' s degrees (on~. from
Morehead State University) awd JJftlB 888 .f:tl&e Guggenheim Award (1937)1'13ocik-fu'-the
year Award in (1949).i-Ie srill slept with a loaded pistol under his pillow. He was
bloodied and unbowed literally in life and figuratively in his literary life. The fact that .
the literary academics often were critical of his writing never bothered Jesse. He cried all
the way to the bank.

JESSE'S

DILEMMA

1

By
Jack D. Ellis

5~

11

>;,tJ... ·

When America was bombed into WW II on December 7, 1941, Jesse Stuart
deeply involved in his literary career. Therefore, Jesse, just as every able bodied
man in America, was tom between serving this country in its hour of greatest need,
'bl~ bd.1 do
~
or continuing your own personal ambitions. .J!ilJIIIMI~ were all at the height of their
u)t\_.a~ ~ ~

VNa/....., . ,,...

~

professional careers ,MM'e't;e:" 1!9•~ pgag. , movie stars, doctors, lawyers,

1

farmers, teachers

/

~l

~ students \were faced with the same decision -

do I answer the

call of my country or do I continue my own personal goals? Jesse Stuart, author

leM~ his own dilemma.·

This writer can understand to some extent what Jesse was facing, because on
December 7, 1941, I was a sophomore in high school. From that very day I began
to count the days until I would be old enough to join the military. I volunteered at
the age of 17, passed my physical exam at Huntington, West Virginia and was
sworn into the Army on April 21, 1944.
was called into service July 4, 1944
; tv.uA_ 1
~ ! 1 ~·"'-'~ < t
'
\Wl:Hd ne ver-"tti!l,~~~L..UJJ.4J.u;..&.li;;..H:Ct1:l""'I""
I.
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~ - While Jesse's brother James awaited his call to service, he went up to Detroit

and worked in a defense plant. It was about that time that Mr. Watson, Chairman
of the Greenup County Draft Board, told Jesse that he would probably be called in
the spring. Jesse said, '1bat suits me just fine~' ~
'I not only love a good fight, but rm certainly sore enough at Japan and
Germany to fight. I would have been there already if I were not married! And l

is soon to arrive. You see how I am tied, pleasantly so, for I can hardly await the
arrival of our little Stuart! But many of my friends are in the Army, and I get the
urge every day wanting to go~'

School District,

· hard on

He writes, ''fve ridden a mowing

machine, disk harrow, raked hay and wheat-fve done most every kind of work and
am in wonderful physical condition~' That . ronic because Jesse later failed his
physical exam for the Army because of high blood pressure.
The young author was now

~--••.e recognized for his literary skills.
loll:""\r-.>""'.....,.. - I

was called back to Vanderbilt to speak on two occasion

4J..

t appeared to be

uncomfortable in that role. He wrote in a letter to his good friend, V.L. Sturgill,
'You know of my struggles to live and to pass my examinations in that institution.

2

rm not scholarly and most of them down there are scholarly. But rm more

Although Jesse Stuart's literary career was blossoming he still held his inner

K;fj~

' Army: ''It greatly disturbs
m the
1

me that you are ten years older than I am and you are now in service to your
country. fd like to be more like you, active and doing something to help win this
war. As you know, I've always loved a little action. But regret now rm doing too
damned much sitting in this School Superintendent's job!'
By November, 1942, Jesse's Taps for Private Tussie had made him well
known through the literary world. In another letter to his good friend Virgil
~turgill, he pinned these lines: 'My mail call today was something like eleven
letters under 100!.' Jesse was wrestling with the dilemma that millions of us faced

.

during those
. years of WW II. But the fact that he had failed his first physical exam
must have given him some comfort...
I
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Jesse waf given another physical exam. aWM•lilmfe.~

p.asiad and was sworn into military service March 31, 1944. '(iirini.t.Mllll!!illl~

3

. I

basic training at Great Lakes, Illinois. There he was assigned to Company 712 ,,,.,..'

6""'~•~•·'
sailors. Jesse had difficulty with some of the basic training but survived the
swabbing of decks, cleaning of heads (bathrooms), K.P. (kitchen police), guard
duty, close order drill- all designed to teach men to obey orders. However, the
Navy in its infinite wisdom must have had special basic training camp for those
who would soon be commissioned officers in Uncle Sam's Navy. (Jesse was
commissioned as Lt. J.G. on July 12, 1944.) Later in a letter to one of his basic
training buddies, he referred to some of the many arguments they had while in
(

l

basic training. He wrote~en I left Great Lakes, I came to Washington, D.C.
....

where I was put in the writers unit. There we had as many arguments as we had ~
Of course, I was as usual on the minority side. Since I left
the writers unit, I go back occasionally to ask them what they think of things, as I
try to start an argument. But they won't argue anymore. They are rather silent and
cold~'
Jesse's unhappiness with the Roosevelt Administration was clear in a letter
written on December 29, 1944, on U.S. Navy Department stationary, written to one
of his former basic training buddies: ''I remember you well in basic training. You
were a good worker, always neat, and one with a lot of common sense and many
4

times in the barracks arguments, we were in the minority. But one day when you
'cut loose' on the President's (Roosevelt) Administration, it seemed we were of like
minds. I hadn't paid much attention to the 'New Deaf during th~ 1930s, but voted

most of his shipmates from basic training

assigned to combat duties,

Jesse writes to Sir Robert Botts in Norfolk, Virginia, ''I think you and I are the only

►

ones from our company still on American soil. But I am liable to ship out at any

1

time for the Pacific. But rm sure it will be early in January. · ~sse never shipped
out and remained in Washington in the writers unit wliere he felt he was doing his
part in the war effort-)

r

Bureau of Aeronautics, and since fve been here, fve worked harder than I did in
'Boot Camp:' My easiest days in the Navy were in Officers Candidate School.
There I did my work and slept. But here, I leave before daylight and return after
dark. But with m wife and dau

ter here it is wonderful to come home each day.
,Kn.,a,~

WWII. ~
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Sources from the rich collection in the Jesse Stuart Room at Morehead State
University's Camden-Carroll Library includes the following letters written by
Jesse during the years of WW II:
JS to: Dr. Alfred Crabb, Peabody College, May 10, 1942.
JS to: Virgil Sturgill, January 3, 1943.
JS to: V.L. Sturgill, Esq., Ft. Meade, MD, February 6, 1943.
JS to: V.L. Sturgill, May 10, 1943.
JS to: Virgil Sturgill, Nov. 19, 1943.
JS to: V.L. Sturgill, Camp Blanding, Florida, February 15, 1944.
JS to:

Robert A. Botts, Camp Bradford, VA, December 29, 1944.

JS to: Lt. Thomas James, somewhere in the Pacific, June 22, 1945.
BOOK

Gifford, James, Dr. BIOGRAPHY OF JESSE STUART,
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Jesse Stuart Foundation
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Jim Gifford" <gifford@jsfbooks.com>
"Jesse Stuart Foundation" <jsf@jsfbooks.com>
Monday, January 04, 2010 12:56 PM
Fw: the third message--questions for Jack

----- Original Message ----From: "Pendarvis, Edwina" < endarvi@marshall.edu>
To: <gifford@jsfbooks.com>
Sent: Monday, January 04, 2010 8:00 AM
Subject: the third message--questions for Jack

Questions for Jack Ellis:

I.

I can' t find a reference to "workships" anywhere else. Was this a
common term used in describing CCC workers? Is it a group or workers
assigned a certain detail? (pg. 19)
~ Where is the quote on page 28 from? (The CCC) "permitted pride of
purpose, keeping families from starving, giving gainful employment to the
unemployed, AND CONTRIBUTING BEYOND ANYONE'S IMAGINATION TO THE FUTURE OF
ROW AN COUNTY."
~

j. Jim would like more detail on riding in cattle trucks to school after
the dozer cleared a road, made into a gravel road, in front of your house
and you could get to Breckinridge to school. (pg. 29)

-At: On page 23, you write that the CCC was under the administration of the
.US Forest Service, and later, on page 29, you write that it is administered
by the US War Department. I think the latter is the case, though the Forest
Service did oversee some CCC programs, though. I omitted the statement on
page 23 about under the administration of the US Forest Service. Is that
all right?

J.

Jim has a question about the "Fifth Corps Recruiting Officer" on pg.
46. (Jim, I'm not sure why you have a question mark here. You'll probably
need to see the text.)

6. Are you speaking metaphorically when you say Christmas bells rang out
only in this country? Surely Christmas was celebrated in Germany and other
European countries even during the war. To me, it's not clear whether you
intend this to be metaphorical. Do you mean this to be taken literally?
(pg. 47)

1/4/2010

Page 2 of 2

-f. Jim asked for more detail on "bluejackets" in dorms on MSC campus. (pg.
88). Could you elaborate a little?
'J_. Is "Scattergia" (pg. 102) the correct spelling? In the book text, it's
spelled that way, but in the photo captions list, it's spelled
"Scatteregia," which seems more likely to be correct.

'- 'I-. Would you elaborate a little on what languages you heard in New York
City when you were there in 1946? It seems really surprising that you heard
little English in the city. Were in the city were you? Just explain a
little so it's not so puzzling to readers. (pg. 162)
,~. Can you find the publisher for the Van Reken book and the publisher and
place of publication for the West book? If you have copies, it would be
good to include the publishers' names in the bibliography with the book
titles.

1/4/2010

TO:

James Gifford at J.S.F.

FROM:

Jack D. Ellis

DATE:

January 14, 2010

RE:

Questions for Jack Ellis from Edwina Pendarvis

I. (p. 19) "Re erence to Workshops." This had nothi g to do with the CCC
program. ,«t1f!ii8' 1s m the Depression Chapter
· · was a program that
assisted young men enrolled at Morehead S ate College. They received
"workships" (a term given to college students) by the College to these
working under the (N.Y.A.) National Youth Administration, or other of the
so called alphabet Agencies.
2. (p. 28) Please remove these quotes from "permitted pride of purpose,
keeping families from starving and giving gainful employment to the
unemployed and contributions beyond anyone's imagination to the future of
Rowan County. The quotes should not have been there. It was this writer
though who had lived through the Great Depression and whose father had
worked for the CCC Program and now sees the extensive road system in our
county that connects Morehead with all of the surrounding counties. Now
with Cave Run Lake, St. Claire Regional Hospital and the UK College of
Medicine: Morehead Campus, Morehead State University and the million
dollar Caudill-Little Arts Center, Morehead has indeed become the
educational, medical, cultural and recreational county of Eastern Kentucky.
This writer has lived to see this - and believes much of it would not have
happened without the extensive roads and bridges built by the CCC
Program.
3. P. (29) Jim would like more information about riding in the back of a truck
to school each day in order to attend school at Breckinridge after the ~ w § hf_
~
school (on page 29) with a new paragraph.
.

After the road was fmished it provided a year-round, all weather ~
gravel road from our house to Morehead. Therefore, when school opened in
September I enrolled at Breckinridge. My mother would awaken me each
1

morning at 5:30 a.m. After a hearty country breakfast, I would walk out to
the road and wait for the cattle truck that was my means of transportation for
the 12 miles into Morehead. The truck had an open wooden slat bed topped
with a tarpaulin folded down the sides and tied tightly.
I would climb into the truck and sit with my back against th~
C,¢.(,- ~
There were usually six or eight men in the truck that worked at the
Clearfield Tile Plant or attended college. The driver had two daughters that
rode in the cab who attended Morehead High School. After school I would
walk down to Morehead High School and wait with the truck driver' s
daughters for our ride home. This system worked fairly well even though I
was usually covered with a lot of limestone dust.

'1
'

As the weather got colder, even though I was dressed warmly and
covered with blankets in the back of the truck it became a cold ride. I was
really glad when Christmas vacation came, however, during that time I was
extremely ill. I missed Christmas completely that year because I was in and
out of consciousness. My parents said "I was out of my head." But a couple
of days after Christmas, old Dr. Homer Nickell made a house call and
examined me. His diagnoses was "Intestinal Flu," and het ,ve me some ;
pills that must have helped because I survived even thougfi I did miss the
first of what would be many Christmases that I was destined to miss
throughout my lifetime. When Christmas vacation ·ended I wa~
t_l...Jl'.l/2-- ,-.
recuperating from my bout with the Flu. Therefore, my mother, tl[t;,_~~/r"'-t
teacher, because of the cattle truck ride back and forth to scho~~Iected to
keep me out of school for the remainder of the school year. I was devastated
because I did not want to fall behind my classmates.
By the time next school year began the next year, we had thankful
moved back into Morehead. When I returned to school that fall, I '&l!~#
~ the same grad~ ain. However, I was not happy with my new classmates.
~ sensitive tea"ohet must have realized this, and after I was in that r.Q@fl.1 ~
'lor about two week, I was moved up to the next grade with my former , ,.1
classmate..6 ,

~

\}.j,./A__a...._
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4. (P. 23) "CCC under the administration of the U.S. Forest Service." Yes,
eliminate that sentence. You are absolutely correct it was under the
administration of the War Department.
5. (P. 46) I'm not sure what the question is regarding the Fifth Corps
Recruiting Officer.
6. (P. 4 7) This writer meant literally that the Christmas Bells were silent
throughout the war-tom world in 1941. Only in America were there any
Christmas Bells ringing. The readers may take it literally or metaphorically.
7. (P. 88) When the Navy took over Men's Hall and Thompson Hall (now
Grote-Thompson Hall) some remodeling was done to meet the Navy's
specifications. While this was being completed, the female students on
campus were all moved to Fields Hall and the male civilian students were
assigned to the upper three floors of Allie Young Hall. The College
cafeteria as well as the ships galley (mess hall) were all located in the
basement of Allie Young Hall. Of course all the civilian campus personnel
as well as all of the sailors ate in the cafeteria. But there was a separate
section for all the Navy personnel.
The sailors were all under strict military discipline and there was no
fraternizing during the meals between civilians and military male and
female, except maybe when the sailors would see a pretty campus coed and
say quietly to each other, "Hubba Hubba."
During the ev nings the sailors were confined to their quarters under
strict supervise
, r reation, and/or sports. Of course they were
~
sometimes assigned to guard duty and clean-up detail. Also, after their dayl
they were allowed just outside the dorm on the lawn. There they were
unsupervised and they could whistle at the girls and occasionally talk to
them as they walked by their dormitory. But the dorms emptied every
Saturday at 12:00 noon when (if they had no de-merits) they were given
Liberty until Sunday 12:00 p.m.
The campus was quiet on Saturday and Sunday but the community
was filled with blue jackets on Saturday night. (In the winter-time, but they
wore white jackets in the summertime.)

3

'

8. (P. 102) "Scatteregia" is the correct spelling of the name of the sailor from
Brooklyn who married a Morehead girl and is buried in a Carter County
cemetery next to his bride. There is a post card in the book he wrote to his
sister in Brooklyn and it is spelled correctly. But it is spelled many different
ways by the Navy.
9. (P. 162) Beginning at the end of the paragraph ending "in 1946." Perhaps
this was because in Germany the only languages I heard were German and
English. Perhaps it was because it was Christmas Day and New York City
and all of the English speaking workers were celebratin Christ s ~me.
But we were all in the downtown TimeMquare sectioryp ~ nst ?ts Day
I heard Italian, Spanish, Greek, Russian and Jewish spoken that I
recognized. Also, there were several other languages I did not recognize.
10.

/

BIBIOGRAPHY OF SOURCES
BOOKS
You requested the "Publisher of the Van Reken Book and the West
~.o.ok." Both are self-published. Complete Bibliographic information
would include:
Van Reken, Donald L. THE 32 nd TROOP CARRIER SQUADRON: An
Air-Borne C-47 Squadron. 1942-1945. Self-published, Holland,
Michigan. C. 1989.
West, Rodney T., M.d., HONOLULU PREPARES FOR JAPAN'S
ATTACK: An Oahu Civilian, Disaster Preparedness Program. May
15-1940 - Dec. 8, 1941. Self-published. C. 1993
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Jesse Stuart Foundation

JSF

A Regional Press & Bookseller
(606) 326-1667
FAX (606) 325-2519
Email: jsf@jsfbooks.com

1645 Winchester Avenue
P.O. Box669
Ashland, KY 41105

July 3, 2003

Jack Ellis
550 West Sun Street
Morehead, KY 403 51
RE: PATRIOTS AND HEROES
Dear Jack:
You and_I have worked on this wonderful project for years, and now I am pleased to present our
proposal for the publication of the above work based on the accompanying specifications which
include current labor and material costs.
Editorial:

Author's
Involvement:

The Jesse Stuart Foundation has edited the manuscript. We have also
secured Library of Congress Cataloging-In-Publication data, illustrated the
text with photographs provided by the author, designed the pages and the
dustjacket, and acquired a bar code. We will assume all responsibility for
printing, shipping, storing, and marketing your book.

The book will be copyrighted in the author's name. The author has
reviewed and approved the camera-ready pages before printing. The author
was involved in developing concepts for the book cover. The author will
be greatly involved in marketing.

Trim Size:

7"

Quantity:

3,000 hardcover books in the First Edition

Presswork:

Body-We will carefully makeready and print pages in one color black
throughout by the web offset process.

X

9 1/4"

The dustjacket will be printed in four colors by the sheetfed offset process.

Preserving the legacy of Jesse Stuart and the Appalachian way of life

We will select an appropriate paper color and weight.

Stock:

PRICING
3000 copies

$22,100.00

Unit Cost

$

7.36

Retail Price
Wholesale Price

$
$

35.00
21.00

Financing:

The author will pay $10,400 and will receive 70% of all sales proceeds,
payable to the author in January of each year. The Jesse Stuart Foundation
would not agree to publish your book unless we felt that you could
eventually recoup your investment-or even make a modest profit, and you
have found that to be true. But there's no guarantee. The reading public is
hard to predict, but, with your active involvement, we can do a good job of
marketing your book. We will also supply you with copies for your
personal distribution.

Timing:

The book is at the printer now. Barring unforeseen delays, we will have
the finished product in your hands by early fall, 2003.

Notes:

The total cost includes Jerry Crouch's editorial fee.

If this proposal meets with your approval, kindly sign both copies, retain one for your files, and
return the other to me. Thank you very much!

incerely,
y'lA,/

ames M. Gifford, Ph.D.
CEO & Senior Editor

APPROVED:~o.dh~ J

JMG/bm

D. Ellis

~f.PW

Jesse Stuai-t Foundation

JSF

A Regional Press & Bookseller
1645 Winchester Avenue
Ashland, KY 41101

(606) 326-1667
FAX (606) 325-2519
Email: jsf@jsfbooks.com

February 10, 1010

Dr. Jack Ellis
552 West Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Jack:
I think you will be pleased with our production of your book, Missing Christmas: A Memoir of
the Depression and World War II. Your informative and highly readable book is very consistent
with the Jesse Stuart Foundation's emphasis on preserving Appalachian history and heritage.
On behalf of our Board of Directors, and in accordance with previous discussions, I am pleased
to submit this letter of agreement to formalize a working relationship between Jack Ellis of
Morehead, KY and the Jesse Stuart Foundation ( JSF).
1) Jack Ellis assigns to the Jesse Stuart Foundation the exclusive rights to publish
and market his book.
2) Jack Ellis will present to the JSF a final and paged-up version of his book, ready to go
to the printer.
3) Jack Eilis agrees to pay the production expenses for the first prim run of iOOO
softbacks. (probably in the range of $3500 - $5000)
4) JSF will handle all subsequent matters of printing, shipping, storage, marketing, and
accounting.
5) JSF agrees to an annual payment to Jack Ellis of 75 % of the total sales of Missing
Christmas (wholesale and retail volume). This payment will be made once per year,
in January, based on sales for the previous calendar year.
6) Jack Ellis may purchase copies of Missing Christmas at 75 % off the retail price. For
example, if the book retails for $16.00, Dr. Ellis can purchase copies for $4.00 and
resell them for $16.00.

Preserving the legacy o!Jesse Stuart and the Appalachian way of life

7) Jack Ellis agrees to assist the JSF with sales and promotion, as his time and
schedule permits.
8) This book will be copyrighted in the name of Jack D. Ellis with the
understanding that Dr. Ellis, or his heirs, will maintain the copyright renewals.
9) In the event that the JSF should ever decide to let the book go out of print, the
exclusive publication rights to this book will be returned to Dr. Ellis or his heirs .
On behalf of our Board of Directors, I pledge JSF support and enthusiasm for this exciting
project. You may indicate your commitment to this agreement by signing this letter and returning
it to me at our letterhead address.
Sincerely,

James M. Gifford, Ph.D.
CEO & Senior Editor

ACCEPTED AS ST A TED ABOVE

Date
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JSF

Jesse Stuart Foundation
A Regional Press & Bookseller

(606) 326-1667
FAX (606) 325-2519

1645 Winchester A venue
P.O. Box669
Ashland, KY 41105

Dear

Email: jsf@jsfbooks.com

t"l/ii~g

authors.

Here's my brief article which appeared yesterday in the Ashland Independent. I
will send this article to the Ironton paper and to Dave Lavendar in Huntington,
"' Ura.\..-·
~lr
n,.~~ ·.,.~~.:11
~ -~n
D1_qi-~
~~~ 11
·,r·:~ull
~..--,....n.~1th
r_yn d T-:.c1K Pllis i-n l\if,,.,-pbp~•r~
1 ,J •--.'-'
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.: ;.• tt- •, kJ..:..i.
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c.:..
.1.,..,~, ... T
C·--q..,~
will also e-mail an announcement to thousands of people in the Ashland/tri-state
area.
.1.
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Please use the enclosed information to promote our/your booksigning. Send
invitations to your friends; make announcements to groups, etc. If you wish to
receive this information by e-mail, send Rachel a note to jsf@jsfbooks.com.
If the JSF does not have copies of your book in stock, please bring and sell your
own. We '11 work out the details when you get here or }, ou can call me in advance
at 606-326-1667. We'll begin the signing at noon. Try to get here by 11 :30 to get
set up. There are off street parking s-oaces surrounding our building. We'll have
coffee, cookies, and bottled water for you.

Call me if you need additional information. See you Saturday.

Preserving the legacy of Jesse Stuart and the Appalachian way of life
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JESSE STUART
POET - NOVELIST
EDUCATOR
: 1,if~_ IV YOUI OWN SOULS LAW LEARN TO UV£.
•~
ANO lf MEN TMWAll1 YOU.TAK~ NO HEED.
·· ;,. , IF MEN HATE YOU. HAq NO CARL
.,,7 ' SING YOUR !.ONG.OREAM YO li R llllEAM
' HQPE YOUI HOPE.ANO PNAY YOUR PRAYER .

KENToCKY WEPT
(Continued)
Seldom does a
.
In ro11·
grief descend,
B t
ing waves so wide
u all Kentucky wept th.
That Jesse Stuart d' d e day,
ie.
Charles M. Whitt
South Shore, Kentucky

IREME>IBER~SE

:,c1 bly the first ti.me I heard Jesse
Stuart speak,
· i n 49 or 50 in my Morehead College
chapel seat;
·:en in those years, we felt it was an

honor,
•·c1 r ing Jesse Bhare experiences within
our borders;
::c told stories that came out of
Kentucky's past,
iu1d shared the folklore of those ti.mes
back;

He told of the Northern Lights of the
1940s,
How it turned many to the thoughts of
Glory;
Jesse took common events of the day,
And used them to relate it in his own
way;
Here was a man in Button Auditorium,
Being introduced by President Dr. Baird,
As one that ought to be heard;
As Kentucky's own writer, he climbed
higher,
CONTINUED •••
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I REM™BER JESSE
(Continued)
'I'o become one of its sons best known
writer;
Yes, here was a man by the name of Jesse,
Who spoke before an eager audience of,
Mostly young Eastern Kentucky students,
To share his dream of KENTUCKY IS MY LAND.
Lloyd Dean
Morehead, Kentucky

TRIBUTE TO THE POET

It was summer time,
A young resident on his farm
Was showing off his home.
Out he came to see
What was gain' on.
He made her just as welcome
Had i t been his daughter's friend.
A crowd was on the streets
of Greenup
A crowd of New Yorkers no less.
Accompanied by the aut:~or and poet.
He looks up from the crowd,
Sees a little known Kentuckian
And treats her as he treated all
Of his beloved Kentuckians.
To him everyone was the same.
A person to be honored
And made happy when their
Path crossed his.
Thank you for loving •.
Your fellow man.
Anonymous

20
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KENTUCKY'S JESSE STUART

Jesse Stuart came out of the loins of his
ancestors .•.• to attain a symbol of
worth •..• that his name become a household
wor.d in his native state of Kentucky •...
W-Hollow his home in Greenup County is
almost as well known as the name Jesse
Stuart .... Jesse Stuart and his wife Naomi
Deane Stuart ••.• became one of Kentucky's
best known Ambassadors of good will ....
His work stands tall in the annals of
Li terature •... Ha v ing been read by
mil lions over the past six decades .••.
Here was a man who loved his
native state •... and spent a 1 if etirne
bringing fame to it •.•. The work of Jesse
Stuart will live on .... not only in his
native state but in al 1 of Arnerica •... in
generations to come .... Yes, Kentucky was
his land and he belonged to Kentucky .... ~
legend in his own time.
Lloyd Dean
Morehead, Kentucky

RULES FOR WRITERS
1.

Verbs has to agree with their subjects.

2.

Prepositions are not words to end sentences with.

3.

And don't start a sentence with a conjunction.

4.

It is wrong to ever split an infinitive.

5.

A void cliches like the plague. (They're old hat.)

6.

Also, always avoid annoying alliteration.

7.

Be more _o r less specific.

8.

Parenthetical remarks (however relevant) are (usually) unnecessary.

9.

Also too, never, ever use repetitive redundancies.

10.

No sentence fragments.

11.

Contractions aren't necessary and shouldn't be used.

12.

Forei n words and hrases are not a ro os.

13.

Do not be redundant; do not use more words than necessary; it's highly
superfluous.
)/
.

14.

One should NEVER generalize.

15.

Comparisons are as bad as
cliches.
:r,

16.

Don't use no double negatives.

17.

Eschew ampersands & abbreviatiom;, etc.

18.

One-word sentences? Eliminate.

19.

Analogies in writing are like feathers on a snake.

20.

The passive voice is to be ignored.

21.

Eliminate commas, that are, not necessary.

22.

Never use a big word when a diminutive one would suffice.

23.

~ use

24.

Use words correctly, irregardless of how others use them.

25.

Understatement is always the absolute best way to put forth earth shaking

exclamation points and all caps to emphasize!!!

ideas.
26.

Use the apostrophe in it's proper place and omit it when its not needed.

27.

Eliminate quotations. As Ralph Waldo Emerson said, "I hate quotations.
Tell me what you know."

28.

If you've heard it once, you've heard it a thousand times: Resist hyperbole;
not one writer in a million can use it correctly.

29.

Puns are for children, not groan readers.

30.

Go around the barn at high noon to avoid colloquialisms.

31.

Even IF a mixed metaphor sings, it should be derailed.

32.

Who needs rhetorical questions?

33.

Exaggeration is a billion times worse than understatement.

34.

The passive voice should never be used.

35.

Do not put statements in the negative form.

36.

Verbs have to agree with their subjects.

37.

A writer must not shift your point of view.

38.

Place pronouns as close as possible, especially in long sentences of 10 or
more words, to their antecedents.

39.

Writing carefully, dangling participles must be avoided.

40.

If any word is improper at the end of a sentence, a linking verb is.

41.

Take the bull by the hand and avoid mixing metaphors.

42.

Avoid trendy locutions that sound flaky.

43. · Everyone should be careful to use a singular pronoun with singular nons in
their writing.
44.

Always pick on the correct idiom.

45.

The adverb always follows the verb.

46.

Be careful to use the rite homonym. And finally ...

47.

Proofread carefully to see if any words out.

.

MOREHEAD MEMORIES: PEOPLE & PLACES
JESSE STUART: CHRONICLER OF OUR HERITAGE
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Jesse Stuart is a legend in eastern Kentucky

was probably the most widely

known person from this region and was one of this nation's most prolific writers. During
this writer's years in Florida and traveling throughout the United States as an educational
consultant during the 1950s - 1960s, I was often introduced as being from Jesse Stuart
country. During his lifetime Jesse published 61 books, 460 short stories and more than
2,000 poems. Many ofhis _works have been published in text books, in anthologies, as

&...

well as translated into several foreign languages) ~ hey continue to be reprinted. Yet
this charismatic author and educator's contributions are much more than literary. He
served as a leader in education and spokesman for eastern Kentucky espousing such
values as hard work, belief in education, love of family, devotion to country, and love of
the land. He was a man ahead of his time, and is only now becoming recognized for his
many contributions. His life and works continue to attract hundreds of tourists to eastern
Kentucky each year.
Jesse Stuart was born on August 8, 1906, in Northeastern Kentucky's Greenup
County, where his parents, Mitchell and Martha (Hilton) Stuart, were impoverished
tenant farmers. From his father, Stuart learned to love and respect the land. He later
became a far-sighted conservationist- donating over 700 acres of his land in W-Hollow

1

to the Kentucky Nature Preserves system in 1980.
Mitchell Stuart could neither read nor write, and Martha had only a second-grade
education, but they taught their two sons and three daughters to value education. Jesse
graduated from Greenup High School in 1926 and from Lincoln Memorial University in
agate, Tennessee, in 1929. He,then r tume,d t<? Greenup County to teachµ_ .J.
, )!,..I...,,
,._,_,_L
~ ~ tJ-J.J.J- ~ ~
~
--1,U ~ ◄
-:ey theendof th@ 191 Qs,-S.tua-Ft-Dae-seFVed as a= te::a:'e'n
;; ;
e ;r:.:;
i :fp,~~;;::;:;;;;:;;;-;:;;;;;=--...

- ~ " - ~ /-

•

I - t r .-<._• • . .L

.1-

•--......:;:.~--PMGipa and eettnty'Scm:rot-superinten ent_.
.,,
fo his autobiographica book, Fhe Thread nat Runs So

T. ~ (l 49),llailed by the presi en_t of the National Education Association as the finest
b ok on education in fifty years. The boo became a toad map for educational reform in
K ntucky. By the time it appeared, Stuart had left the classroom to -devote his time t0
le turing and writing. He returned
., to public education -as
1 56-67, a s:tery t0ld in-Mi: . Gallion' s Sc'hoU'l i"969 .

w~

ate taught at h University of/
I

N vada in Reno in the 1958 summeF enn and sewed on the faculty of the American
iversit roreairo in 1960-61.
Stuart began writing stories and poems about Appalachia in high school and
college. During a year of graduate study at Vanderbilt University in 1931-32, Donald
·Davidson, one of his professors, encouraged him to continue writing. Following the
,,

private publication of Stuart's poetry collection Harvest of Youth in 1930, Man With A

Bull-Tongue Plow appeared in 1934 and was widely praised. Mark Van Doren, for

2

instance, likened Stuart to the eighteenffst poet Robert Bums. ~
, JMlA_6-0'J..,io..fr-e
....- . -c;;:=-~~ _
ilJ_w ~r,.J- I J ~ "
S;tuarL.be,.i::,aJ- Ftil-O"'Uut@bmgrap,
,
ills' w~i ,_.,~
rbilt
11

ublished in 1

· d readers to follow Stuart's example of oveF
--;

ing great

I

s ofHeaven, appeare

obstacles to obtaw and e uca ion. His first novel,

followed by short story collections Head o' W-Hollow (1936) and Men of the

40,

oufttains

(1941). More than a dozen other ~hort story collections were published in Stuart's_ )
lifetime.
He was also a widely-read novelist, and critics such as J. Donald Adams ranked
Stuart as a first-class local colorist. Hi's first novel, Trees ofHeaven a peared i 1940,
followed by Taps for Private Tussie (19~3), an award-winning satire o New De 1 relief
/

and its effect on Appalachian's self-reliance. Taps catapulted Stuart to success, out the
critical reaction was mixed. Some saw it as nothing more than a comical, almost
st~reotyped story of poor, lazy mountaineers on relief, while others explained that Stuart
~

.,,

wmte for a.Popular rather than a hi h brow audience. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:::;;.c~·
Stuart was a successful poet. His ten volumes of verse include Album ofDestiny
(1944) and Kentucky Is My Land (1952). He was designated as the Poet Laureate of
Kentucky in 19 54 and was made a fellow of the Academy of American Poets in 1961 .
Stuart also wrote a number of books for children that are still highly regarded and much
in use today. The Beatinest Boy (1953) and A Penny's Worth of Character (1954) are
two of his eight junior novels for readers in grades 3-7. Hie to the Hunters, a novel

3

I

published in 1950, is a celebration of rural life that has been especially popular with
readers in grades 7-12.
Stuart suffered a major heart attack in 1954. During his convalescence, he wrote
daily journals that were the basis for The Year ofMy Rebirth (1956), a book recording
his rediscovery of the joy of life. He later became an active spokesman for the American
Heart Association.
Throughout his adult life, Stuart received numerous honors as a writer and
educator. In 1944, the University of Kentucky awarded him his first of~

onorary

doctorates. October 15, 1955 was proclaimed "Jesse Stuart Day" by the Governor of
Kentucky and a bust of Stuart,

~
·

is still standing, was unveiled on the Greenup

County Courthouse lawn. In 1958, he was featured on This Is Your Life, a popular
television show. In 1972, the lodge at Greenbo Lake State Resort Park was named the
Jesse Stuart Lodge. In 1981, he received Kentucky's Distinguished Service Medallion.
In 1978, Stuart was disabled by a stroke. In May 1982, he suffered another stoke
~

ndered him comatose until he died on February 17, 1984.,J;!SEeiifl£~~lum

ut Jesse's death was not the end of his
influence upon the literary culture and history of eastern Kentucky and Appalachia.
Incorporated in 1979, the Jesse Stuart Foundation was established for public,
charitable, and educational purposes, and is devoted to preserving the legacy of Jesse

4

.

Stuart, W-Hollow, and the Appalachian way of life. The Foundation, which controls
rights to Stuart's published and unpublished literary works, is currently reprinting many
of his best out-of-print books, along with other books which focus on Kentucky and
Southern Appalachia.

- -----------

With conkoi of Jess@ Stu~ '~ ~ ~.,.~ J:at . - · eluding-al pape
/

us ripts,

otes a umber or cultura!,c:\nd educattu1lal
/

urages the study-o :Jesse Stuart's works;an of rnlated material,

I

specially the history, culture, and ·terature of the :A.ppalachian region.
TQ.0ir I" itfttl'l)' l'
syste

~

/

(lok whic

I

upplement th

clueational

at al e;v.els and ha1 e produGed m r-e than one hundi:ed editi@n. an printings

along with thousands of other- r/4ional books in tock. They also promote Stuart's legac
throug \1ideo tapes, dramas, and presentations for schoo apd civic groups. In keeping
with Stuart' s devotion to teac ing, the Jesse Stuart Foundation is publishing materials )
__t__h~t..are....cam:fu-l-ly des-igned foi: school-us .
Jesse Stuart's books are f guidelirn1 to the solid values of America's past. With
good humor and brilliant storytelling, Stuart praises the people of eastern Kentucky
whose quiet lives were captured forever in his wonderful novels and stories. In Jesse's
books, readers will find people who value hard work, who love their families, their land,
and their country; who believe in education, honesty, thrift, and compassion - people
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It was this writer's pleasure to serve as the Morehead State University Director of
Libraries in 1977 when we built the new library tower. On the fifth floor of that facility
we built the "Jesse Stuart Room" which houses, according to author David Dick, "The
most complete collection of Jesse Stuart's works and memorabilia that he had found."
_,
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Jesse -~turt is closely connected to Morehead State University; he once.JiQhi M et " ixteen
of~

relatives including

wife Naomi Dean were Morehead graduates." One of the ~?.JV-

famous Poet Laureate of Kentucky's honorary Doctorates is from Morehead State
University and he had many.close ties to Rowan County. The heritage Jesse wrote about
so much in his books is what we remember in Rowan County as we celebrate our 150th
birthday. J
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Authors for July 26
Clyde R. Pack
Danny Fulks
Anne Caudill
Dotty Holbrook
Jack Ellis

Edwina Pendarvis
Phillip St. Clair
Christina St. Clair
Bill Grier
Alma Roberts

Muddy Branch
Tragedy On Greasy Ridge
' Night Comes To The Cumberlands, and others
Somewhere Along The Way
Morehead Memories
The Roots Of Appalachian Christianity
At Home In The Mountains
Appalachian Love Stories, and others
several poetry collections
Appalachian Love Stories
The Five Lives Of The Kentucky River
House Calls

Our July 26 th booksigning is part of a larger cultural tourism initiative. The Jesse Stuart
Foundation is proud to cooperate with Destination Ashland, the Ashland Area Convention And
Visitors Bureau, Ashland Main Street, and our neighbors on the Cultural Corridor to attract
visitors to our downtown area.
Ashland's Main Street offers a performing arts center, an art gallery, a museum, and a regional
bookstore within a four block area. Visitors can also enjoy a number of excellent restaurants and
specialty shops and a fine hotel. So come downtown!
If you cannot be present for the booksigning and want to get a book signed, give us a call at
(606)326-1667.

Jesse's Bfrtf1place rn
Rentucty

© Harris & Ewing

[t. (j.g.)

Jesse Stuart

In Earnest Conversation with His Publisf1er
aml friend, tf1e Late Jofrn Macrae

Jesse Stuart is tJ1e Author of

JESSE STUART is· well-known as a poet, short
5 rory writer and novelist. He has appeared in the
country's leadin g magazines - H arpers, The
Jltlantic Monthly , E~quire, Colliers, The Saturday
£,vening Post, etc. In 1937 and 1938 he went to
£urope on a Guggenheim Fellowship and came
back with the manuscript of his novel, Trees of
fl eaven. H e has been represented in both the
O 'Brien and the O 'H enry short story anthologies.
flis novel, T aps for Private T ussie was a Book-ofthe-Month-Club Selection for D ecember, 1943 and
\i\Tinner of the 1943 Thomas Jefferson Southern
Award. H e is married and has a baby daughter,
Jessica Jane.

About T1in1self T1e says:

Poetry
ALBUM OF DESTINY
MAN WITH A BULL-TONGUE PLOW

I was born in 1907 near Riverton , Ky. , and attended
the country schools, but n ever fini sh ed more than twothirds of a sch ool term durin g any year. I h ad to help
plant an d h oe and h arvest the crop. And, too, I spent
rn any days in the weed fi elds and briar thickets hunting
rabbits; and n ights in th e woods hunting coons, foxes
and possrni1s.

Autobiography
BEYOND DARK HILLS

Fiction
TAPS FOR PRIVATE TUSSIE
TREES OF HEAVEN
MONGREL METTLE: Autobiography of a Dog
Published by

E. P. DUTTON & CO., INC.
300 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK IO, N. Y.
H

At nine I began to hire out to well-to-do farm ers for
twen ty-five cents a day. I worl\ed from ten to twelve h ours
a day. i\'I y mother worked for the same money, my sister,
twelve years of age, kept house, and my father farmed.
At eleven I ·quit school entirely to help the fa mily. From
eleven to fifteen I cut corn in the Ohio Ri ver valley during the season and cut timber and made cross-ties durin g ·
the win ter.

Small
The "Lost and Found" box at
.eynolds High School which has
layed host to a wide variety of
,st articles in years past had
)m ething new in the w ay of
)nt ents last week when four
ittens turned up there. Having
o nursema id facilities, the "Lost
nd Found" department turned ·
1em over to the biology depart- ·
Lent, but when they insisted
n crying in spite of being wellid with a medicine dropper
1ey became homeless again and
·ere finally put to death quietly
rhen it was decided · that no
ittens are bett~r than starving
ittens.
Winston-Salem policeman as'. gned to work . traffic at the
.ri;nory where the war prisoners .
re stationed is Paul Blackburn
rho this week returned to his
)b with the department after
~ore than two years of "out~t,mding and meritoriu_s serv:e1' with the U. S. Mannes.
Lieutenant (j.g-.) Jesse Stuart,
,ho visifed here last week with 1
!om~~a~er .R ?be~ ~ ~i~ton ~~

1 behalf of the Unit~ War
tiest, writes that he had a wonirful time here and wanted to
:press his appreciation for all
.e things Winston-Saiem · did to ·
ake his stay pleasant.
Lieutenant (j.g.) Stuart came
ire and spent nearly 24· hours '
lthout bothering to mention
at he was the Jesse •. Stuart
tio v1rote "Taps for Pr i v a t e
1ssie," best-seller and Book _of
e Month Club volume .. He also
iglected to men_tion that his
·st novel "Trees of.· Heaven"
st narrowly missed being chosas the book of the month
.d that · one of his volumes of
) et r y, "Man Witl). a Bull
,ngue Plow" won a Guggenim fellowship, and ·was later
lected by Life Magazine as
.e of the 100 best books pubhed in Amer ican b et w e en
34 and 1944. All of which adds
, to quite a record for a young
in who sees no r eason to m en,n things like that when he
mes on a visit.

JESSE STUART '29 PLANS ANOTHER BOOK

"Foretaste of Glory" To Rival Prive:!? Tu, d e

Not so long ago Je sse Suart, son of lv'. r. a nd Mrs. M~tchell Stuart, fou nd
his way fr om tne mountcins of Ken tucky to Lincoln Memoria l University. He
came he re , h e says because of the oppor tun iti es offere d to b oys of small
means to ge t a college education . While a t L. M. U. he was Editor of the
Blue o'nd Gray, w as a me mber of the track t2am, won several prizes in
Crea tive Writing and con tributed ar ti cles to se v e ral p ape rs and ma g azines.
After receiving the A. B. degree at L. M. U. in '29 h e went to Peabody
and Va nderbilt a nd then plunged intothefield of fi ction. Pe rhaps his bes t
kn cwn book is " Taps ior Private Tussie." O ther books have rolled from his
fert ile pen with " Foretaste of Glcry" in th e offing
He is now Lt . (J. G.) Stuart of the U. S. Na vy. He tried to e nlist several
times bu t was rejected on physical e xaminations. Finally in March 1944, h e
was acce pted as a n e nlisted ma·n and sent to Great Lakes where h e b ecame
a Sea ma n 2 /c a nd later was commissione d Lie ute nant (J. G.) He is now on
duty in Washington, D. C. Lt. Stuart married Naom i Deane Norris October
14, 1939. They h a·ve a daughter , Jessica Jane .
(The Photograph was furn ishe d through cour tesy of E. P . Dutton & Co.
Publishers).
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JAMES M. GIFFORD
f.)

-

Dr _-James M. Gifford is the CEO- and Senior Editor
of the Jesse Stuart
Foundation~a non-profit organization established in 1979 to manage Stuart's
iiterar estate and to_promote ectu~ational and cultural programs relevant t o
the late author's life and "\-\'Orks. From his Ashland office, Dr. Gifford dire cts ...
activities that include reQublishing and marketing Stuart 's out-of-print
works, along with other books that focus on Kentucky and Appalachia,
developing film an d theatre projects that focus on Stuart'') works, culti vatin g
ii i:.' '•" S~t:~r: n.·adtrs wit ii pt'vgra1ns fur school and fr.1 k groups, and
a rr.he r ating t hP fforts of more than 5,000 devoted Associate Members in 50
states. 'l),Z.. fs1P11/2 C/lf f
nLoifl-e..l-l-'f"'1..!)_ "2:1 t.\, flll .Y' jfll/2$ ; / ~ wlft/'2.~ ffe,.

.

-

Dr. Giffo r d rt"ceived the B.A. degree from Maryville College, the M A .
degre e from Middle Tennessee State LI niversity, and his Ph.D. in histor y fr o rn
the Uni versity of Georgia.} He has also done post doctoral work at the
University of _? outh Caroiina and the University of Kentucky. He has
published extensive! ~ in historical, educational, and literary journals, and he
has won professional awards as a teacher, author, editor, a nd publi sher.

SS # 414-64-6i14

PO Box 669
Ash iand, KY 41105
(606) 326-1667 Work
(606) 324-6821 Home
FAX # (606) 325-2591
E-mail: jsf@inet99.net
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From The Collecllon Of:
Dr. Jack D. Ellis .
552W. Sun St
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Jesse Stuart traveling in Europe with the support of a Guggenheim Fellowship.
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I JESSE STUART

Stuart wrote constantly and compulsively. The wall in this 1955 image shows his handwritten
pages for several works in progress. Photograph by Thomas V. Miller, Jr., courtesy of the
Courier-/ournal.

Since his 1954 heart attack, Jesse had been working to promote heart health
care at both state and national levels. His book The Year of My Rebirth, a powerful account of his recovery, was endorsed by the American Heart Association.
.,.
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I JESSE STUART
had missed for almost a year. After much sightseeing in Europe, they arrived in America in July, having visited many celebrated places that most
Americans only read about in history books. On one occasion, they had ridden Arabian horses into the desert night to see the pyramids of Giza. Yet

1

_

nothing was quite as wonderful to the Stuarts as W-Hollow, and they wer~
relieved to be home.
I

/

Jesse, near the pyramid of Cheops, spring 1961.
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